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E X E C U T I V E  S U MMAR Y  

 

KEY BULLETS 

 Canada has enormous geothermal energy resources that could supply the country with a 

renewable and clean source of power; currently Canada has no geothermal electrical 

production.  

 The high capacity factor of geothermal power makes geothermal energy particularly attractive 

as a renewable base load energy supply. 

 Geothermal energy potential is broadly distributed across Canada, however, there are only 

sufficient data to characterize geothermal potential for 40% of Canada’s landmass. 

 Canada's in-place geothermal power exceeds one million times Canada's current electrical 

consumption, although only a fraction of this can likely be produced. 

 Remote northern communities could be the first to benefit from geothermal development in 

Canada.  

 Canada has significant potential for EGS development, as few as 100 projects could meet a 

significant fraction of Canada’s base load energy needs. 

 Research on decreasing installation costs could make feasible further exploitation of abundant 

low-temperature geothermal resources. 

 Environmental impacts of geothermal development are relatively minor compared to other 

energy developments, however there are still key issues to be addressed 

 Geothermal installations have the potential to displace other more costly and environmentally 

damaging technologies.   

 Geoscience research and mapping is required to reduce exploration risk as well as to support 

regulatory development in order to attract industry investment. 
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INTRODUCTION

Canada has enormous geothermal energy resources that could supply a renewable and clean source 

of power.  There are many constraints, however, in utilizing this energy resource, including geological, 

technical, and regulatory issues.  The intent of this report is to examine the geothermal potential in 

Canada, and the geological controls on the distribution of high grade resources as well as controls on the 

economic development and production of geothermal energy.  This assessment is based on a new 

compilation and digitization of data produced through over 48 years of geothermal research in Canada.  

Recommendations on current and future research needs to reduce barriers to resource production are 

made at the end of the report.  

 

Currently Canada has no geothermal electrical production; however, direct use and heat exchange 

systems are used widely.  Several projects are currently being examined by industry and government to 

develop electrical potential in Canada.  A key economic constraint for these projects is the high risk of 

exploration due to costs of deep drilling.   The cost of delivered geothermal power is projected to 

decline and be competitive with coal fired production within the next 15 years, given current levels of 

technology.  

 

Canada's in-place geothermal power exceeds one million times Canada's current electrical 

consumption (Fig. 1).  However, only a fraction of this total potential could be developed.  Much of the 

resource lies beyond current drilling technology, outside of areas served by high-capacity transmission 

lines, and at some distance from load centres.  Nonetheless, the available high grade geothermal 

resource is considerable. High temperature hydrothermal systems can be brought on line with proven 

technology.  Many of the tools required to bring geothermal energy to full realization, however, are not 

commercially proven to date and require further research and technology development.  We can expect 

a strong learning curve and price response as geothermal energy is developed while other energy 

sources such as coal and nuclear will begin to see fleet and capacity retirements.   
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Figure 1 Map showing example of in-place geothermal energy for 6-7 km depth across Canada.  Similar 
in-place energy is found at shallower and deeper levels. 
 

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

Geothermal energy is derived from heat produced in the subsurface.  Heat is generated from natural 

radiogenic decay of elements in the upper crust as well as primordial heat generated from the formation 

of the planet.  While there is a natural flow of heat from depth to the surface anywhere on Earth, local 

geological processes can lead to anomalous high-temperature geothermal resources that are within 

economic drilling depths.  Geothermal resources are broadly characterised by their temperature range. 

High and medium temperature resources are used globally for stable base-load electrical generation.  

The high capacity factor of geothermal power makes it particularly attractive as a renewable resource. 

The most efficient and economic means to generate geothermal power include binary-cycle plants, flash 

steam plants and dry steam plants.  High temperature resources (> 150 °C) are typically targeted for this 
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application. Although not as efficient, electricity generation is still feasible and economic at 

temperatures as low as 80 °C.   

 

Apart from having a thermal anomaly, conventional geothermal resources must be located at a depth 

accessible by drilling, and must have a sufficiently large body of permeable rock from which geothermal 

waters can be produced in order to carry heat to the surface.  Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS), a 

new type of geothermal power technology, does not require naturally occurring permeable rock nor in 

situ thermal waters.  Instead this evolving technology is used to "enhance" high temperature rocks at 

depth.  Successful development of EGS technology promises to greatly broaden the regions with 

geothermal electrical generation potential. 

 

Medium to low temperature resources are primarily used for direct space heating of residences and 

commercial buildings, or other similar applications (e.g. greenhouses).  Where shallow ground 

temperatures remain relatively constant and lower than normal room temperature (20 °C) throughout 

the year, heat pumps may be employed to facilitate energy recovery.   

 

DISTRIBUTION OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE

Geothermal energy potential is broadly distributed across Canada (Figure 2). Knowledge of the 

geological framework of Canada can significantly reduce exploration risk by defining regions with the 

best geological conditions to host a geothermal resource.   

Volcanic belts are common in the Canadian Cordillera, and those formed in the last 5 million years are 

likely still hot enough to host extensive high temperature geothermal resources.  Many of Canada’s 

volcanoes are poorly characterised, and there is a lack of knowledge of their ages, making assessment of 

higher potential volcanic regions difficult.  Many younger intrusive rocks (magma that solidifies 

underground) also have significant heat generation potential from abundant radioactive isotopes.  While 

locations of these features are known, there is very limited data on the heat generation potential and 

thermal gradients. 
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Figure 2. Map showing distribution of geothermal potential in Canada based on end use. 

 

Outside major volcanic belts the Canadian Cordillera shows large variability in heat flow, with distinct 

regions that show great potential for geothermal resources.  Abundant thermal springs (over 140 in 

Canada) are seen as a key exploration tool for defining areas with geothermal potential.  Thermal 

springs can also provide means for direct use of geothermal energy by capturing the flow for various 

uses - from spas to direct heating.  Currently Canada has 12 developed thermal spring pools.  However, 

unique and rare ecosystems are commonly associated with thermal spring outlets and their protection 

needs to be considered in any development plans.   

 

Canada is covered by extensive sedimentary basins that contain a great deal of warm to hot fluid in 

porous rocks.  Geothermal resources of sedimentary basins in Canada are typically moderate to low 
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temperature.  Locally, however, temperatures that exceed 150 °C are known at depths as shallow as 3 

km.  These high temperatures allow potential for electrical generation in regions of northeastern 

British Columbia, northern Alberta and southern Northwest Territories. Petroleum wells provide 

significant data for some areas (temperature measurements that likely number in the millions): 

however, the data are of variably quality.  A significant challenge remains to compile digital records and 

verify accuracy of these data.  While basins with an extensive exploration history have detailed 

knowledge of temperatures, geothermal gradients and sediment thickness, other basins have very 

limited information.   

 

The Canadian Shield represents a large geographic region, extending from the Arctic Archipelago, south 

to eastern and central Canada.  The shield is characterized by igneous and metamorphic rock composed 

of some of the oldest crustal rocks on Earth (3.96 billion years old).  Given the great age of these rocks 

radiogenic elements have all undergone significant radioactive decay and current heat generation in the 

Canadian Shield is very low.  As well, the thermal conductivity of granitic and gneissic rocks which 

dominate the Canadian Shield is significantly higher than sedimentary rocks, meaning that any heat 

generated is readily conducted to the surface, lowering geothermal gradients.  Although for large 

portions of this area no data exist, the Shield region apppears to have the lowest geothermal energy 

generation potential in Canada.  Conversely, the potential for heat exchange using heat pumps is 

attractive due to the high thermal conductivity of the host rock. 

 

PREVIOUS GEOTHERMAL RESEARCH

Geothermal research has been conducted for many years in Canada.  A geothermics program was 

started in 1962.  In 1976 the Department of Energy Mines and Resources (Natural Resources Canada 

predecessor department) initiated The National Geothermal Energy Program that ran until 

March 31st 1986, with a total budget of $6 million (in 1980’s dollars).  This program was responsible for 

the collection of much of the geothermal data that currently exists for  

Canada, and provided the initial definition of regions of Canada with the highest resource potential.  The 

program included cooperative demonstration projects as well as technical assistance to various 

government agencies interested in geothermal developments.  The program was terminated in response 
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to drop in petroleum prices in 1986, which made most renewable energy resources uncompetitive.  It is 

worthy to note however that costs of carbon emissions were not accounted for at that time.   

 

The National Geothermal Energy Program defined significant geothermal energy potential in Canada.  

A successful demonstration project at Meager Mountain in British Columbia discovered resources up to 

290 °C, and culminated in the first electrical generation by geothermal power in Canada by a 20 kilowatt 

demonstration plant.  While a success, this project was not connected to the grid and has since been left 

in a pre-development stage.  A second successful demonstration project involved drilling a well for 

direct heating application on the University of Regina campus.  While testing showed that the well met 

all criteria to provide required heat energy, the building it was meant to heat was not constructed (there 

are recent discussions to revive this project).   A third project using heat in flooded abandoned mines 

focused on Springhill, Nova Scotia.  This project resulted in long term reduction of energy costs and CO2 

emissions for industry using the flooded mines as a geothermal reservoir. 

 

CANADIAN GEOTHERMAL POTENTIAL

Extensive effort to compile and convert historic data to digital format was undertaken to allow a current 

assessment of geothermal potential in Canada.  Along with basic temperature measurements, 

knowledge of heat flow, geothermal gradients (the rate at which temperature increases with depth), 

thermal conductivity of rocks (the rate at which heat is conducted), and thermal diffusivity (required for 

modeling time-related heat transfer and the long term sustainability of the geothermal resources) are 

required to define resource potential.  In addition, framework geology and basic knowledge of porosity, 

permeability and water geochemistry are required.  Some parameters are well characterized (for parts 

of Canada), while comprehensive databases are lacking for others. These data only exist in certain 

regions of the country, and there remain large regions of Canada with sparse or no data.  We estimate 

that there are sufficient data to characterize, to some degree, geothermal potential of only 40% of 

Canada’s landmass.   From this some general descriptions can be made. 

 

Heat flow in the Canadian Cordillera is similar to the western USA Basin and Range (the region producing 

the most geothermal power in the world).   The highest heat flow values measured in Canada occur in 

the Garibaldi volcanic belt (>200 mW/m2).   Other regions of very high heat flow occur in parts of 
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western Canada, particularly in northwestern Alberta, northeastern British Columbia, southwestern 

Northwest Territories, and the southern Yukon.  High heat flow values are also found in the Mackenzie 

Corridor, in the foreland basins of the Northwest Territories, and in the eastern part of the Tuktoyaktuk 

Peninsula in the Beaufort-Mackenzie area.  Elevated heat flow is also observed in the Appalachian region 

in Eastern Canada.  In general, high heat flow regions in Canada’s High Arctic are in areas with little or no 

population.  However, there are some isolated communities (e.g. Resolute Bay) near high heat flow 

areas that are dependant on diesel for all their energy needs, which that may benefit from a local 

geothermal resource base. Remote northern communities could be the first to benefit from 

geothermal development in Canada. 

  

Mapping of temperatures at depths of 3.5, 6.5, and 10 km show that temperatures suitable for 

geothermal electrical generation (>150 oC) can be reached over large areas of Canada.  Overall, 

temperatures are highest in western Canada, reaching 150 oC at depths of 3.5 km in limited areas of the 

Canadian Cordillera and in the southern part of the Mackenzie Corridor.  At depths of 6.5 km, large areas 

of the Canadian Cordillera and parts of western Canada show temperatures of 150 to 200 °C.  These 

represent the best target areas under the most likely limit of drilling depths, as based on drilling costs 

and technical abilities in the foreseeable future.  However, drilling to depths of 10 km is potentially 

feasible in the future and these depths have already been achieved (e.g. the deep drilling project on the 

Kola Peninsula).  At 10 km depth, EGS temperatures in the 150 to 200 °C range can be expected across 

most of Canada, except in some areas of the Canadian Shield.  At this depth, temperatures in the 200 to 

300 °C range are estimated for large regions of western Canada. 

 

Most of Canada, in the non-permafrost areas, has shallow ground temperatures at 50 m depth as much 

as 7 °C higher than the mean surface temperature measured at meteorological stations.  This implies 

that a large amount of thermal energy is stored in the shallow geological environment, which can be 

exploited for heat-exchange systems. Development of heat-exchange systems has been proceeding 

rapidly, but the shallow heat-exchange resource is still largely untapped. 

 

Canada’s long mining history has left abundant mines across the country, which are typically located 

close to communities built for mine workers. Abandoned mine sites contain large volumes of 

groundwater and surface water, that can be used for space cooling and heating with ground source heat 

pump systems. Mine workings act as a heat exchanger, greatly reducing the capital investment required 
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as compared to conventional ground source heat pump systems.  The first heat pump system reported 

to operate from an abandoned mine was installed in 1989 in Springhill, Nova Scotia, making Canada a 

world leader in this application.   

 

The inventory of geothermal resources associated with mine sites is currently incomplete because data 

are missing for several provinces.  However preliminary estimates can be made for regions of Canada 

with sufficient data. The inventory carried out in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Québec and 

Nova Scotia revealed 2262 abandoned mines.  Lists of abandoned mines for some provinces were not 

available.  Geothermal resources hosted by mines can be exploited within a few kilometers of mine sites 

only.  Potential targets for geothermal operations were identified from coast to coast, including near 

Nanaimo, Abbotsford, Kamloops, Penticton, Parkland County, Edmonton, Medicine Hat, Rouyn-

Noranda, Val D’Or, Sherbrooke, Thetford Mines, Halifax, New Glasgow, Sydney and Glace Bay.  

 

ENHANCED GEOTHERMAL SYSTEMS

Although many regions of Canada have high temperature resources, not all are suitable for geothermal 

development due to a lack of water, or low permeability or porosity of the host rocks.  For these areas 

Enhanced (or Engineered) Geothermal Systems (EGS) can artificially create reservoirs to extract 

economical amounts of heat. This concept is currently the subject of several research studies 

internationally and once brought to successful production, will greatly broaden the regions where 

geothermal energy production is feasible.  EGS systems have significant advantages over conventional 

hydrothermal systems that must be located near easily-accessible hot water resources. EGS systems do 

not require in situ water, nor an initial high permeability of the reservoir, making application of this 

technology largely only restricted by adequate heat supply at reasonable drilling depths.  Practical use of 

EGS resources has been demonstrated in several projects, including  Soultz-sous-Forêts, Alsace, Hot Dry 

Rock in Europe (BGR, 2008), and the Cooper Basin in Australia.  Additional research on EGS systems is 

underway in other countries. 

 

Canada has significant potential for EGS development.  The best EGS prospects are in western Canada 

due to high overall heat flow. The most promising targets for EGS are in the Canadian Cordillera, 

particularly in southern British Columbia and in the southern part of the Yukon.  Additionally, the 
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Mackenzie Basin, northeastern British Columbia, northwestern and central Alberta and parts of 

Saskatchewan are areas that have high potential for EGS development.  While the technology to 

develop EGS systems is still developing, calculations suggest as few as 100 projects could meet 

Canada’s energy needs. 

 

Subsurface rocks are under confining pressures related to the regional stress field.  The orientation of 

the stress field influences the directions in which fractures open and propagate in the subsurface, 

controlling directions of preferential fluid movement through rock and what pressures are required to 

propagate fractures.  Identifying the orientations of possible open fractures can provide valuable 

insights for developing geothermal prospects.  This knowledge can aid spacing and location of injection 

and production wells, maximizing potential for heat recovery while minimizing seismic risk.   Abundant 

data from petroleum exploration allows assessment of the regional stress regime in western Canada.  

Much of the region is under a coherent stress regime, which is consistent with the broader North 

American stress patterns.  This knowledge allows geothermal developments to maximize efficiency of 

design of subsurface heat exchangers.  However local scale stress studies would still be required to 

account for local deviations from regional trends.   However, few stress orientations and magnitudes 

have been measured at the depths needed for geothermally-powered electrical generation.   

Additionally, data on stress orientations and magnitudes are generally limited to the Western Canada 

Sedimentary Basin, so many other regions of high geothermal potential have very limited stress field 

data.  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

As with any industrial development, pre-planning to avoid or minimize environmental impacts for 

geothermal development is required.   Impacts of geothermal development are relatively minor 

compared to many other energy developments, however there are still key issues to be addressed.  

Low-temperature geothermal systems have the potential to negatively affect shallow groundwater 

systems through changes in temperature fields that may cause mineral precipitation or affect microbial 

growth.  In addition, thermal plumes may develop where shallow systems are present in areas of 

significant groundwater flow.  Changes in groundwater temperatures may eventually impact surface 

streams where groundwater discharge occurs, and which may in turn impact biological systems with 
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temperature sensitivity.  For closed loop geothermal systems, organic fluids are circulated through the 

shallow groundwater, where potential leakage could cause contamination.  Shallow geothermal systems 

need to be managed in such a way as to protect potable groundwater resources and ecosystems.   

 

Geothermal power developments, produced from medium to high-temperature resources, will have 

similar impacts as direct-use applications but at a much larger scale.  The habitat surrounding a 

geothermal development can vary site-by-site, providing unique biological, chemical and geological 

conditions that few species are able to adapt to.  Geothermal habitats are also found most commonly in 

tectonically active zones, and at times in incompetent rock, which can contribute to land erosion, 

subsidence and seismicity when subsurface fluids are removed or when land is disturbed.  With the 

development of EGS technology, where wells are hydraulically fractured, these risks have the potential 

to increase.  Although land use requirements for geothermal development are substantially lower in 

comparison with other energy developments, mitigation strategies such as reinjection of waste water, 

continuous monitoring of areas naturally prone to seismicity or land slides, as well as an in-depth 

knowledge of site characteristics may be used to avoid possible threats to key geothermal habitats.   

 

Various effluents in the form of incondensable gases and trace elements can be found naturally in 

subsurface aquifers and geothermal waters.  Carbon dioxide (CO2) is typically the major component of 

the total gas fraction; however, other gases such as hydrogen sulphide, nitrogen and methane can be 

present.  Together, these gases have the potential to contribute to global CO2 emissions, or smaller 

polluting effects such as acid rain.  However, these emissions are minimal when compared to those 

produced by fossil fuel combustion.  When dissolved or released to the environment via waste water, 

geothermal effluent can contribute to the unwanted growth of weeds or unwanted growth of bacteria, 

limiting the production capacity of aquatic species.  

 

ECONOMICS

Geothermal installations have the potential to displace other more costly and environmentally 

damaging technologies.  Costs for geothermal installations have been falling and are becoming more 

competitive.  Geothermal systems are capable of deployment in a very wide range of circumstances 
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where their contribution is competitive in power generation, heat exchange (energy efficiency) and 

ultimately carbon credit and valuation. 

 

There are, however, a range of risks and obstacles for the future development of both hydrothermal and 

EGS facilities:  1) Due to high risk and expensive financing charges, investment in many geothermal 

projects remains low.  The exploratory phases of a geothermal project are marked by not only high 

capital costs but also a significant chance of failure.  Risk reduction strategies, such as co-funding 

exploration wells, could provide incentive to industry to accept the risks associated with preliminary 

stages of a geothermal project. 2) Uncertainty of government funding has diminished ongoing research 

in drilling technology and mapping of geothermal resources, two critical aspects of geothermal energy.  

As with all energy projects, certainty is important for projects that take an average of ten years to move 

from exploration to generation.  3) Grid Access restricts some of the most promising geothermal 

resources that lie great distances from regions of large electricity consumption. The need to install 

adequate transmission capacity often deters investment in geothermal projects, thus impeding the 

development of this renewable energy.  4) Canada has no current production tax credit for geothermal 

facilities.  It is clear that a long-term geothermal production tax credit can provide significant benefits, 

particularly in reducing the uncertainty currently associated with public funding. 

 

RESEARCH NEEDS

1. Development of a national geothermal database – voluminous data exist that would add reduction 

of geological risk during geothermal exploration if this information were available in a coherent 

database.  These data have been collected for various reasons and, as such, reside in dispersed 

locations, or remain in non-digital form. Combining existing digital data from multiple sources and 

digitizing is needed. 

 

2. New combined field, laboratory and computer modeling investigations are needed to fill data gaps.  

Most of Canada has no geothermal information, and in many regions where information exisits, the 

data are insufficient to characterise geothermal resources.  
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3. Re-establish capacity to conduct fundamental and applied research for both high and low 

temperature geothermal exploration. There has been a significant loss of capacity for laboratory 

analyses of geothermal properties (e.g. heat generation, thermal conductivity).   

 

4. New fundamental research to understand controls on deep crustal hydrogeology, stress fields and 

geothermal properties.  A network of research wells could greatly increase Canada’s competitive 

advantage in development of geothermal technology along with enhancing knowledge of the 

geologic framework of high potential geothermal areas. 

 

5. Geoscience knowledge to add development of a geothermal regulatory framework that would 

ensure long-term sustainable production of resources with minimal environmental impact. 

 

6. Fundamental research to facilitate EGS development.  This would include work on the regional 

stress field, hydrofracking, microseismic monitoring, and more efficient and inexpensive exploration 

methods. 

 

7.  Pilot projects to help develop economic geothermal resources in Canada while also supporting 

research and training of highly qualified personnel in Canada. 
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1.  I N T ROD U C T I ON  

Concerns over climate impacts of carbon based fuel emissions (IPCC, 2007), projected exponential 

growth in energy demand (IEA, 2009), as well as debate over long term supplies of conventional oil, 

have lead to growing interests in increasing renewable and clean energy supplies. A switch to more 

renewable energy will likely involve using numerous resources such as solar, wind, hydro and 

geothermal.  Of these geothermal energy has several advantages that make it an attractive energy 

resource.  The first is its very high capacity factor (actual output versus generation potential) relative to 

other renewables. This allows geothermal to provide reliable baseload energy supply for electrical 

generation (Fig. 1.1). Globally, geothermal energy has also shown to be a cost-competitive source of 

energy (Fig. 1.2).  Along with its low carbon footprint and minimal environmental impact, there is thus 

great potential for geothermal energy to become a significant contributor to the global energy market 

(Fridleifsson, 2001).   

 

 

Figure 1.1. Typical capacity factors of different power generation technologies 
Source: Emerging Energy Research (2009). PV = photovoltaics, CPV = concentrated photovoltaics, CCGT = 
combined-cycle gas turbine. 
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Geothermal energy production has shown global increase and for some countries it now forms a 

significant proportion of electrical supply. In the US alone, electricity generation from geothermal 

sources totalled 2,564 MWe (or 18,000 GWh) at end of 2005, making the US the leader in total 

geothermal energy production (WEC, 2007). As of October 2009, this number grew to a total installed 

capacity of 3,153 MW with a 26% annual growth rate for new projects (Jennejohn, 2010). The 188 

projects currently underway in the US are expected to provide another 7,000 MW of baseload power 

capacity to 15 states, feeding the energy demands of approximately 7.6 million people and replacing the 

total power used by coal-fired power plants in California (Jennejohn, 2010). Current geothermal energy 

production in the US already displaces consumption of 60 million barrels of oil/year (~29 million tonnes 

CO2 emissions/year).   

 

 

Figure 1.2. Comparison of installation and generation costs for various renewable energy resources. 
Source: California Energy Commission 2007. 
 

 

While geothermal energy has been developed extensively in the US and other regions of the World, it 

has not been taken advantage of in Canada (Table 1). Currently there is no electrical generating capacity 

in Canada, however, based on the last estimate in 2010 there is 1126 MWt or 2010 GWh of direct use 

installed.  Shallow heat exchange systems are rapidly gaining interest in Canada, growing at an annual 

rate of 10-15% since 2000 (Lund et al., 2005) and recently as high as 50% (Lund, 2010). There were an 

estimated  55,000 geoexchange units installed in Canada in 2010 (Thompson, 2010). This compares to a 

global installed capacity of nearly 76,000 GWh of direct use and a global annual growth rate of 10% in 
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approximately 70 countries (Lund et al. 2005).  More than half of this energy was used for space heating, 

and another third for heated pools. The remainder supported industrial and agricultural applications 

(Lund et al., 2005).   

 

Table 1.  Geothermal energy utilization in 2010 for the top ten countries in the world and Canada  
Electricity Production Direct Use  
  In GWh electric   In GWh thermal  
United States  16,603 China  20,932 
Philippines  10,311 United States 15,710 
Indonesia 9,600 Sweden  12,585 
Mexico 7,047 Turkey 10,247 
Italy 5,520 Japan 7,139 
Iceland 4,597 Norway 7,001 
New Zealand 4,055 Iceland 6,768 
Japan 3,064 Italy 2,762 
Kenya 1,430 Hungary 2,713 
El Salvador 1,422 Canada 2,465 

Sum of Top 10 63,649 Sum of top 10 88,322 
Canada 0 Canada 2,465 

All other  3,597 All Other  33,375 
World Total  67,246 World Total  121,696 

Source: Lund et al. (2010)  

 

 

The now defunct National Geothermal Program (a Canadian government research program that ended 

in 1986) demonstrated that Canada has a geological environment favourable to geothermal 

development (Jessop, 2008a, 2008b)(Chapter 3). This program defined high temperature resources 

suitable for geothermal exploration and development, particularly in British Columbia, Yukon and the 

Northwest Territories.  Medium and low temperature geothermal resources were also defined within 

sedimentary basins and abandoned mines throughout Canada. Pilot projects drilled at Meager Creek, 

British Columbia and Regina, Saskatchewan further proved that geothermal power production in Canada 

is feasible. Now 25 years since the program ended advancements in technologies have further increased 

the economic potential of these geothermal resources. The intent of this report is to review the current 

knowledge base of geothermal resources in Canada, and the potential for it to become a significant 

source of renewable clean energy in the future. 
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1.1 WHAT IS GEOTHERMAL ENERGY? 

Geothermal energy is derived from heat in the Earth’s interior. The Earth's heat is generated dominantly 

by radioactive decay of three key elements (Uranium, Thorium, and Potassium), in addition to 

primordial heat related to the original formation of the planet (Fig. 1.3). This internal heat flows 

naturally to the surface by conduction and creates a gradient where temperature of the solid earth rises 

with increasing depth (Fig. 1.4). In theory, geothermal energy potential is present below the entire 

surface of the Earth.  In practice however, special geologic conditions are required for geothermal 

energy to be economically exploited.  These are described in more detail in Chapter 2. 

 

 
Figure 1.3. Heat generated by radio active decay flows outward from the Earth's interior. The crust 
insulates the Earth's interior heat creating a geothermal gradient where temperatures increase with 
depth. (from GEO, 2000). 
 

For a geothermal resource to become an economic supply of energy, three main factors are required: 1) 

high temperature rocks within economic and technological drilling depths, 2) a carrier fluid that can 

transport heat energy to the surface, and 3) a permeable pathway through hot rocks that the carrier 

fluid can move through. While these represent underlying geological controls on the economic feasibility 

of geothermal development, technology is progressively reducing these barriers. New technology is 

increasing drilling depths, enhancing the ability to induce flow systems through rocks where the natural 

permeability is too low, and lowering the temperature of the resource required to generate electricity.  
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This has progressively increased feasible depths to produce geothermal power and broadened the 

geological conditions in which geothermal development is possible. In addition, new heat exchange 

technology has progressively lowered the temperature of a resource required to produce electricity.  

These advancements have significantly increased the geologic environments where geothermal 

resources may be developed.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4.  Example estimated high and low range thermal gradients for different geological provinces 
across Canada (Modified from Majorowicz and Grasby, 2010a). Temperatures increase progressively 
with depth. 
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2.  G E OT HE R MA L RE S OU R C E  T YPE S  

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Geothermal resources range from shallow rock and sediments saturated with groundwater, to hot water 

and rock several kilometres below the Earth's surface. Geothermal resources are thus often broadly 

categorized into three types, although the temperature ranges differ depending on publication source: 

high-temperature (typically greater than 150 °C), medium-temperature (80 °C to 150 °C), and low-

temperature (less than 80 °C). The temperature of the resource produced influences both the 

technology required for development and the potential end use. High and medium temperature 

resources are readily used for electrical generation, whereas low temperature resources can only be 

used for direct heating or other similar applications. An overview of these key resource types and the 

geological environments where they may be found are presented here. 

 

The origin of geothermal energy is linked with the internal structure of the Earth and the physical 

processes occurring there (Barbier, 2002). Heat is moved through much of the Earth via convection, but 

conduction appears to be the dominant means by which it is transported through the crust 

(Beardsmore, 2001). Conductive heat flow has been measured over much of the Earth's surface and a 

recent compilation of 20,201 data points (Pollack et al., 1993) suggested a global mean of 87± 2 mWm2, 

with a total heat loss of 44.2 ± 1.0 x 1012 W.  Heat loss is by no means evenly distributed, however, with 

average heat loss through the oceans being considerably higher than through the continents. 

Continental heat flow is derived from radiogenic decay within the upper crust, together with the heat 

generated in the most recent local magmatic episode and the heat coming from the mantle (Barbier, 

2002). In the oceanic crust, the concentration of radioactive isotopes is so low that radiogenic heating is 

negligible, and the heat flow is largely derived from heat flowing from the mantle below the lithosphere 

(Barbier, 2002).  Except for anomalous locations of mid-ocean ridge volcanoes (e.g. Iceland), or volcanic 

hot spots (e.g. Hawaii) geothermal energy resources on the oceanic crust are limited.  Thus, principal 

factors that may play a role in the concentration of heat in the crust are: 1) the abundance of radioactive 
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elements, 2) the ability of rock to conduct heat (thermal conductivity), and 3) active tectonic, volcanic, 

or hydrogeological processes that can localise high heat flow in the area. 

 

2.2 HIGH-TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 

High-temperature geothermal resources are generally found in areas where there is a high geothermal 

gradient1 and, consequently, where the Earth’s crust receives greater heat flow than surrounding areas, 

in other words, in areas where there is a thermal anomaly. These areas of anomalously high heat flow 

are often confined to areas on the boundaries between tectonic plates (convergent and divergent 

boundaries) (Muffler, 1976). In Canada, high-temperature geothermal resources are associated with the 

Western Canadian Volcanic Belt (e.g., Lewis et al., 1992). It is not uncommon to find other evidence of 

geothermal activity in these areas, such as hot springs, steam vents and geysers. These high heat flow 

areas generate heat that warms the water contained in permeable reservoirs adjacent to it, via thermal 

conduction (Barbier, 2002). The local heat source could be a magma body at 600–1000°C, intruded 

within a few kilometres of the surface. However, geothermal fields can also form in regions unaffected 

by recent (Quaternary age) shallow magmatic intrusions. The anomalous high heat flow may be due to 

particular tectonic situations, for example, to thinning of the continental crust, which implies the 

upwelling of the crust-mantle boundary and consequently higher temperatures at shallower depths 

(Barbier, 2002). 

 

In order to have a productive geothermal resource, however, more than a thermal anomaly is needed. A 

reservoir, or aquifer, which is a sufficiently large body of permeable rocks at a depth accessible by 

drilling is also required. This body of rock must contain large amounts of fluids (water or steam), which 

can carry heat to the surface. The origin of these thermal fluids is primarily meteoric water, which 

infiltrates into the recharge areas at the surface and descends to depth, increasing in temperature while 

penetrating the hot rocks of the reservoir. Water moves inside the reservoir by convection, due to 

density variations caused by temperature, transferring heat from the lowest parts of the reservoir to its 

upper parts to create a reservoir of fairly uniform temperature (Barbier, 2002). Heat is transferred by 

conduction towards the permeable reservoir rocks, which contain the fluids. Hot fluids often escape 

                                                
1 The average gradient within a few km’s of the Earth Surface is about 30 °C/km, but values as low as about 
10°C/km are found in ancient continental crust and very high values (>100 °C/km) are found in areas of active 
volcanism. 
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from the reservoir and reach the surface, producing the visible geothermal activity described above.  

Such movement of hydrothermal fluids through the deep crust will be significantly influenced by 

regional stress fields and associated fracture networks (Chapter 9). 

 
High temperature geothermal systems can be classified into many different categories and 

subcategories. The systems predominantly exploited today are water- and vapour-dominated 

hydrothermal systems, hot dry rock (HDR), and geopressured and magmatic geothermal systems, which 

show potential for industrial exploitation with future technological advances. Enhanced geothermal 

systems, whereby HDR resources are ‘enhanced’, are a newer technology involving hydraulic stimulation 

to create an effective subsurface heat exchanger.  

 

2.2.1 Hydrothermal Systems 

Hydrothermal systems (or geothermal reservoirs, or fields) are traditionally classified as water-

dominated or vapour-dominated, the latter having a higher energy content per unit fluid mass (Barbier, 

2002). Water-dominated fields are further divided into hot water fields, producing hot water, and fields 

producing mixtures of water and steam, called wet steam fields. Of the approximately 100 hydrothermal 

systems that have been investigated, less than 10% are vapour-dominated, 60% are wet steam fields 

(water-dominated), and 30% produce hot water (Hochstein, 1990). The most efficient and economic use 

for geothermal energy is electricity generation, which is derived predominantly from high temperature 

geothermal systems related to hydrothermal systems.   

 

2.2.1a Water-dominated hydrothermal systems  

Hot water fields are capable of producing hot water at the surface at temperatures up to 100 °C. The 

reservoir (aquifer) is typically overlain by confining layers that keep the hot water under pressure (Fig. 

2.1). Temperatures in the reservoir remain below the boiling point of water at any pressure because the 

heat source is not large enough (Barbier, 2002). These fields may also occur in areas with normal heat 

flow (Barbier, 2002). On the surface there are often thermal springs whose temperatures are, in some 

cases, near the boiling point of water.  
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Figure 2.1 Model of a geothermal system. Convection, by its nature, tends to increase temperatures in 
the upper part of a system as temperatures in the lower part decrease.  Curve 1(left figure) is the 
reference curve for the boiling point of pure water. Curve 2 (left figure) shows the temperature profile 
along a typical circulation route from recharge at point A to discharge at point E (right figure). Source: 
White (1973). 

 

A hot water hydrothermal field is of economic interest if the reservoir is found at a depth of less than 2 

kilometres, if the salt content of the water is lower than 60 g/kg, and if the wells have high flow-rates 

(above 150 tons/hour) (Barbier, 2002). The best known examples of exploited hot water fields are those 

of the Pannonian basin (Hungary), the Paris basin (France), the Aquitanian basin (France), many Russian 

fields, the Po river valley (Italy), Klamath Falls (Oregon, USA), and in Tianjin (China) (Barbier, 2002). 

 

Wet steam fields contain pressurised water at temperatures exceeding 100 °C and small quantities of 

steam in the shallower, lower pressure parts of the reservoir.  The liquid phase, which is the dominant 

phase in the reservoir, controls the pressure inside the reservoir (Barbier, 2002). Steam is not uniformly 

present, but rather occurs in the form of bubbles surrounded by liquid water, and does not noticeably 

affect fluid pressure.  An impermeable confining layer generally exists to prevent the fluid from escaping 

to the surface, thus keeping it under pressure. When the fluid is brought to the surface via a well and its 

pressure decreases, a fraction of the fluid is flashed to steam, while the greater part remains as boiling 

water (Barbier, 2002).  The water-steam ratio varies from field to field, and even from one well to the 
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next within the same field (Barbier, 2002). In many cases only steam is used to produce electrical 

energy, therefore liquid water must be removed at the surface in special separators. More than 90% of 

the hydrothermal reservoirs exploited on an industrial scale are of the wet steam type. Electricity 

generation is their optimal utilisation. 

 

The surface manifestations of these fields include boiling springs and geysers. The heat source is large 

and generally of magmatic origin.  The water produced contains chemical constituents commonly found 

in groundwater (e.g. chlorides, bicarbonates, sulphates, borates, fluorides and silica), but the 

concentrations are very large (from 1 to over 100 g/kg of fluid, in some fields up to 350 g/kg), thus 

potentially causing severe scaling problems to pipelines and plants. However, progress is being made to 

address this issue with a variety of techniques (Gallup, 2009). One important economic aspect of wet 

steam fields is the large quantity of water extracted with the steam (e.g. 6600 tons/hour at Cerro Prieto, 

Mexico) (Barbier, 2002). Owing to its generally high chemical content this water has to be disposed of 

through reinjection wells drilled at the margins of the reservoir. Examples of wet steam fields producing 

electricity are (Barbier, 2002): Cerro Prieto, Los Azufres and Los Humeros (Mexico), Momotombo 

(Nicaragua), Ahuachapa´n-Chipilapa (El Salvador), Miravalles (Costa Rica), Zunil (Guatemala), Wairakei, 

Ohaaki and Kawerau (New Zealand), Salton Sea, Coso and Casa Diablo (California), Puna (Hawaii), Soda 

Lake, Steamboat and Brady Hot Springs (Nevada), Cove Fort (Utah), Dieng and Salak (Indonesia), Mak-

Ban, Tiwi, Tongonan, Palinpinon and Bac Man (Philippines), Pauzhetskaya and Mutnovsky (Russia), Fang 

(Thailand), Kakkonda, Hatchobaru and Mori (Japan), Olkaria (Kenya), Krafla (Iceland), Azores (Portugal), 

Kizildere (Turkey), Latera (Italy), and Milos (Greece). 

 

2.2.1b Vapour-Dominated Hydrothermal Systems 

Vapour-dominated fields produce dry saturated or slightly superheated steam at pressures above 

atmospheric. They are geologically similar to wet steam fields, but the heat transfer from depth is much 

higher (Barbier, 2002). Research suggests that their permeability is lower than in wet steam fields, and 

the presence of an impermeable confining layer is of fundamental importance. Water and steam co-

exist, but steam is the continuous predominant phase, regulating the pressure in the reservoir: the 

pressure is practically constant throughout the reservoir (Barbier, 2002). These fields are called dry or 

superheated fields. Produced steam is generally superheated, with small quantities of other gases, 

mainly CO2 and H2S. When a well penetrates the reservoir and production begins, a depressurised zone 
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forms at the well-bottom.  This pressure drop produces boiling and vaporisation of the liquid water in 

the surrounding rock mass. A dry area, i.e. without liquid water, forms near the well-bottom and steam 

flows through this zone. Steam crossing the dry area starts to expand and cool, but the addition of heat 

from the very hot surrounding rocks keeps steam temperature above the vaporisation value for the 

pressure at that point. As a result, the well produces superheated steam with a degree of superheating 

that may reach 100 °C, for example with wellhead pressures of 5 to 10 bar (0.5 to 1 MPa) and a steam 

outlet temperature of more than 200 °C (Barbier, 2002). 

 

Surface geothermal activity associated with vapour-dominated fields, whether dry or superheated, is 

similar to the activity present in wet steam fields. About half of the geothermal electric energy 

generated in the world comes from six vapour-dominated fields: Larderello (Italy), Mt. Amiata, (Italy), 

The Geysers (California), Matsukawa (Japan), Kamojang and Darajat (Indonesia).  

 

2.2.1c Production and Sustainability of the Resource 

Based on the three dominant types of systems described above, there are three types of power plants 

operating today: 

 Binary-cycle plants, which pass moderately hot geothermal water by a secondary fluid with a 

much lower boiling point than water. This causes the secondary fluid to flash to vapour, which 

then drives the turbines (hot water fields); 

 Flash steam plants, which pull deep, high-pressure hot water into lower-pressure tanks and use 

the resulting flashed steam to drive turbines (wet stream fields); and 

 Dry steam plants, which directly use geothermal steam to turn turbines (vapour-dominated 

fields). 

While geothermal energy is seen as a renewable energy resource, if not managed properly on the time 

scale normally used in human society, geothermal resources may not be, strictly speaking, renewable. 

They are renewable only if the heat extraction rate does not exceed the reservoir replenishment rate. 

Exploitation through wells, sometimes using downhole pumps in the case of non-electrical uses, leads to 

the extraction of very large quantities of fluid and, consequently, to a reduction or depletion of the 

geothermal resource in place. Shut-in pressures measured at the wellhead always decline with time as a 

consequence of fluid extraction and depletion of the reservoir (Barbier, 2002).  Disposal of the spent 
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cooled fluid after use is thus also an important operation in each geothermal application (Chapter 10). In 

electrical uses, steam condenses into water that is often rich in salts, and this polluting waste must be 

disposed of accordingly. More than 95% of the fluid produced is often reinjected into the reservoir as 

water, limiting pressure losses and replacing at least part of the fluid extracted. The key to a successful 

geothermal project is to ensure, by careful reservoir evaluation and monitoring, that the geothermal 

reservoir will last for the lifetime of the geothermal installations.  Experience has taught us that good 

reservoir management practices can assure an adequate steam supply for many decades (Barbier, 

2002). 

 

2.2.2 Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) / Hot Dry Rock (HDR)  

Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) are a new type of geothermal power technology that do not 

require natural convective hydrothermal resources. Until recently, geothermal power systems have only 

exploited resources where naturally occurring water, rock porosity and permeability are sufficient to 

carry heat to the surface. However, the vast majority of geothermal energy within drilling reach is in dry 

and non-porous rock. EGS technologies "enhance" and/or create geothermal resources in this hot dry 

rock (HDR) through hydraulic stimulation. 

 

By far, the largest portion of the world’s geothermal resources reside in rock that is hot but is not 

naturally in contact with a fluid that can be used to transport that heat to the surface for use. The 

thermal energy content of such hot dry rock (HDR) found at accessible depths has been estimated to be 

on the order of 10 million quads (1 quad = 1015 BTU = 1.06 X 1018 Joules) (Edwards et al., 1982). These 

resources occur in areas of high heat flow and provide sites for the early development and application of 

the technology to extract useful energy from HDR and, if commercially developed, could in themselves 

make HDR energy a major contributor to a clean-energy world in the 21st century (MIT, 2006).  

 

In this technique, water is pumped (via a well) into a known formation of hot rock (Duchane, 1996). The 

hydraulic fracturing, achieved by pumping water into the well at high pressure, forces open tiny pre-

existing fractures in the rock, creating a system or "cloud" of fractures that extends for tens of metres 

around the well (Fig. 2.2). Seismic techniques are used to follow the growth of the reservoir, to assess its 

location, and to determine its approximate dimensions. The body of rock containing the fracture system 

acts as the heat reservoir. The fracture system allows water to contact a large area of rock surface in 
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order to absorb the heat and bring it to the surface. This “engineered geothermal reservoir” acts as any 

natural geothermal reservoir would, with a small amount of water dispersed in a large volume of hot 

rock (Duchane, 1996).  

 

 

Figure 2.2.  Microseismic cloud formed by hydraulic fracturing of an EGS well. Source: Majer et al. (2007) 

 

Using the seismic data as a guide, one or more production wells are subsequently drilled into the 

engineered reservoir at some distance from the first well (Fig. 2.3). Water is circulated down the 

injection well(s) and through the fractured HDR reservoir, which acts as a heat exchanger. The fluid then 

returns to the surface through the production well(s), and thus transfers the heat to the surface as 

steam or hot water, which is converted into electricity using either a steam turbine or a binary power 

plant system. All of the water, now cooled, is injected back into the ground to heat up again in a closed 

loop.  In a properly engineered HDR reservoir, there are a number of fluid-flow pathways between the 

injection and production wellbores (Duchane 1996). Due to the constant pressure introduced by the 
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injection well, the circulation within the reservoir will depend entirely on the extraction rate from the 

production wells, creating a reliable energy resource (Duchane 1996).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Schematic of a conceptual two-well Enhanced Geothermal System in hot rock of a 
low-permeability crystalline basement (Source: MIT, 2006). Injector and producer wells are shown, 
along with the man-made fractures in the rock at depth between the wells. The injected fluid is pushed 
from injector to producer all the while picking up heat from the rock. 
 

There are HDR/ EGS systems currently being developed and tested in France, Australia, Japan, Germany, 

the US, Switzerland and the UK. The largest EGS project in the world is currently being developed in the 

Cooper Basin, Australia — with the potential to generate 5,000–10,000 MW. The possibility of using CO2 

as a working fluid and including carbon sequestration as a component of geothermal energy projects is 

also currently being investigated (Pruess, 2006). 

 

2.2.3 Magma Energy 

The thermal energy stored in magma bodies represents a huge potential resource (Barbier, 2002). In the 

US, the Magma Energy Extraction Program aimed to determine the engineering feasibility of locating, 
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accessing, and utilising magma as a viable energy resource. Research is also being carried out in Japan 

(Tomiya, 2000). 

 

Realisation of this objective would require progress in four critical areas.  These are (Dunn, 1988):  

 magma location and definition: crustal magma bodies must be located and defined in enough 

detail to position the drilling rig; 

 high-temperature drilling and completion technology require development for entry into 

magma; 

 engineering materials selected and tested for compatibility with the magmatic environment; 

and; 

 heat extraction technology needs to be developed to produce energy extraction rates sufficient 

to justify the cost of drilling wells into the magma bodies. 

 

2.3 LOW- TO MEDIUM-TEMPERATURE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 

Much of the attention worldwide for geothermal energy development has traditionally focused on the 

generation of electricity and, to a lesser extent, the potential exploitation of hot water in deep 

sedimentary basins for direct space heating. Although not very efficient, electricity generation is feasible 

at lower temperatures than those described above.  In recent years there has been increasing interest in 

the use of moderate (80 °C to 150 °C) to low (<80 oC) temperature resources for heating and direct 

cooling applications. 

 

2.3.1 Electricity Generation 

If the temperature of the geothermal reservoir is above 80 °C (medium-temperature), electricity can still 

be generated by means of a binary cycle plant (Fig. 2.4) (DiPippo, 2004). In this technique, a second 

liquid with a low boiling point is “flashed” or vapourised by the geothermal heat in a heat exchanger. As 

this vapour expands and rises, it passes through a turbine coupled to a generator (turbo-alternator) 

(Barbier, 2002). After having passed through the turbine, the vapour is condensed and recycled back to 

the heat exchanger. The efficiency of these systems is low (less than 6% (Barbier, 2002)) because binary 

plants are poor converters of heat into work, although some plants have achieved an efficiency of more 
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than 40% (DiPippo, 2004). Despite these low efficiencies, binary power plant technology has emerged in 

the global market as a low-cost and reliable means of electricity generation from medium-temperature 

reservoirs (Barbier, 2002; Bertani, 2005). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4.  Basic schematic of a binary (organic-rankine cycle) power plant. Source: Dickson and Fanelli 
(2004). 

 

2.3.2 Geopressured Reservoirs 

Deep sedimentary basins have been identified throughout the world as potential targets for the 

exploration of geothermal resources primarily because of the presence of significant quantities of 

groundwater contained within them. Even with an average geothermal gradient of 25 °C/km, 

groundwater at a depth of only 2,000 m can attain a temperature of 50 °C. Higher temperatures can be 

expected if the geothermal gradient is above average or at greater depths within the basin. 

Temperature of these deep basin groundwaters can exceed 80 °C, and in some areas well over 100 °C, 

and have been used successfully to generate electricity from hot waters co-produced from petroleum 

wells. Generally though, these high temperature waters are less common in sedimentary basins. 

Geopressured reservoirs can contain pressurised hot water (up to 100% in excess of the hydrostatic 

pressure corresponding to that depth) (Barbier, 2002). As such, these geopressured fields could produce 

not only the thermal energy of the pressurised hot water, but also hydraulic energy, by virtue of the very 

high pressure (Eaton, 1990; Barbier, 2002). These energy forms can also be converted to higher value 
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forms of energy using available technologies. Thermal energy can be converted to electricity in a 

geothermal turbine, and hydraulic energy can be converted to electricity using a hydraulic turbine. 

Dissolved methane gas, commonly found in association with geopressured reservoirs, can be separated 

and sold, burned, compressed, liquefied, converted to methanol, or converted to electricity by fuelling a 

turbine.  However, at this point there are no commercial developments of this type (Gallup, 2009). 

Geopressured resources have been investigated extensively in offshore wells in Texas and Louisiana in 

the US Gulf Coast area (deepest well 6,567 m), and pilot projects were operated there for some years to 

produce geopressured fluid and extract its heat and methane gas content (Eaton, 1990). 

 

More commonly, however, these moderate to high temperature groundwater resources can be utilised 

for direct heating applications, such as space heating of buildings and greenhouses, industrial processes, 

drying of agricultural products, aquaculture, and thermal spas and pools. For example, Jessop (1976) 

described development of 60 °C groundwater resources for space heating of apartment buildings in the 

Paris Basin of France. Higher water temperatures provide more heat energy per volume of water 

extracted, which can affect the economics of a project. 

 

2.3.3 Direct Use and Geo-Exchange Systems 

Use of warm or hot water directly is commonly referred to as direct use geothermal energy. Ghomshei 

and Sadler-Brown (1996) reviewed direct use geothermal applications in British Columbia, listing space 

heating, agriculture (greenhouses), aquaculture, recreation (spas), medical (balneology), and industrial 

use (process heating) as the dominant uses. Globally, the most predominant direct use is for geothermal 

heat pumps and the second largest for bathing and swimming (Fig. 2.5).    
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Figure 2.5. Direct applications of geothermal world wide (distributed by percentage of total energy use). 
Source: Lund et al. (2010).  
 
 
Low temperature geothermal resources occur everywhere in the shallow subsurface, where mean 

annual ground temperatures are roughly 3 to 5 °C above the mean annual air temperatures.  

Temperature increases with depth in accordance with the local geothermal gradient, but is still relatively 

low even at a depth of a few hundred metres. In Canada, shallow ground (and hence, groundwater) 

temperatures commonly range from 8 to 12 °C and remain relatively constant throughout the year, but 

are generally lower than normal room temperature (20 °C) (Majorowicz et al. 2009). Therefore, many 

low-temperature heating applications employ heat pumps to enhance energy recovery and make up the 

difference between ground temperature and room temperature. The lower ground temperatures also 

permit direct cooling applications in many instances, thereby considerably lowering electrical 

consumption for chillers and air conditioners. These types of systems fall under the category of geo-

exchange systems. 

 

Geo-exchange systems, whether used for heating or cooling, or a combination of both, are known under 

a variety of names, including ground source heat pump systems, ground-coupled systems, earth energy 

systems, or, where storage is involved, aquifer or borehole thermal energy storage systems. These geo-

exchange systems operate either as open loop systems, in which groundwater is extracted using a water 

well and used for heating or cooling, or the more common closed loop systems, which involve no direct 

communication with the groundwater regime (Fig. 2.6). In closed loop systems, heat exchange occurs 

through a set of horizontally buried pipes (horizontal loop) or pipe circuits placed in a borehole (vertical 

loop). Various types of closed-loop systems are available and are largely dependent on the local terrain, 
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soil properties, climate, or property area. In horizontal loop systems, pipes may be placed in trenches at 

1-2 m depth with approximately 120 to 180 m of pipe required per ton of system capacity (OEE, 2009). If 

the property size is small, a slinky loop system may be used and reduces the horizontal surface area 

required by arranging the pipe in overlapping loops, forming a coiled shape. Where property size is 

further reduced or system capacity needs are greater, a vertical borehole typically drilled to a depth of 

50-250 m may be required but is often 3-4 times more costly (CGC, 2009). Where accessible, a 

horizontal loop system may also be laid on the bottom of a nearby lake or pond (pond loop).  Pond loops 

are the most cost-effective closed-loop system and use the heat storage capacity of the water to either 

absorb heat in the winter or extract heat in the summer (CGC, 2009).   

 

 

Figure 2.6. A basic schematic of the two main types of geoexchange systems: closed-loop and open-
loop.  Source: Lund et. al (2004).    
 

Open loop geothermal systems extract groundwater from an aquifer via a well.  The water is passed 

across a heat exchanger to allow transfer of energy for direct use in a building’s heating / ventilation / 

air conditioning (HVAC) system, typically in combination with a heat pump. The majority of open loop 

systems subsequently dispose of the “used” groundwater either by discharging to a surface water body 

or injecting back into the aquifer. These types of open loop systems, known as pump-and-release or 

pump-and-dump systems, are relatively simple to implement and offer energy efficiencies comparable 

to closed loop systems at substantially reduced capital costs (Rafferty, 2001). However, these systems 

have potential for causing environmental degradation due to the long-term warming or cooling of the 

environment (e.g. Ferguson and Woodbury, 2004), as well as a degradation in system efficiency or 

system failure due to excessive warming (or cooling) of the aquifer (Bridger and Allen, 2005; Ferguson 
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and Woodbury, 2005). This is particularly true in cases where injection of waste heat is not countered by 

removal of that heat at a later time, thus leading to heat build-up.  

 

Alternatively, the subsurface can be considered as a potential store for heat (and cold) energy. Such 

thermal energy storage systems are becoming increasingly used for seasonal and longer-term storage of 

thermal energy. The forms of thermal mass storage include pit storage, rock-cavern storage, “closed 

loop” pipe, duct or borehole systems in unconsolidated materials or solid rock, and “open-loop” aquifer 

or gravel-water pit storage (Fig. 2.7). Closed-loop systems, including Borehole Thermal Energy Storage 

(BTES) systems, offer a good alternative when there are no suitable aquifers present at a site, or if the 

cost to determine the aquifer suitability and drill a well is large in comparison to the project budget. 

Open loop systems, including Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) systems are best suited to aquifers, 

where enhanced permeability relative to solid rock provides adequate volumes of groundwater for heat 

exchange operation. Experience around the world with these various techniques has shown that with 

respect to the storage volume achievable, the ability to transfer energy, the temperature range, and the 

efficiency and cost, aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) is one of the better methods of underground 

energy storage over longer time periods (IF Technology, 1995). Cavern Thermal Energy Storage (CTES) 

systems, which rely on ambient temperature groundwater stored in large caverns, have been developed 

at old mine sites in some areas around the world, including Springhill, Nova Scotia. Here, groundwater 

from the flooded coal mine workings has been used for heating and cooling of buildings since 1989 

(Jessop et al., 1995). All three of these systems (ATES, BTES, and CTES) are being developed worldwide 

for heating and cooling applications, ranging from individual homes to large industrial and institutional 

complexes. 

This report focuses primarily on geothermal resources for direct use of heat energy, rather than the full 

spectrum of geo-exchange applications as described above. However, in many regions, opportunities for 

combined heating and cooling may exist. Additional information on the broad types of geo-exchange 

systems is available through the Canadian GeoExchange Coalition (http://www.geo-exchange.ca/) and 

GeoExchangeBC ( http://www.geoexchangebc.com/). 
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Figure  2.7. Various forms of underground thermal energy storage. Source: IF Technology (1995). 
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3.  G E OT HE R MA L S YS T E MS  I N  C AN AD A  

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Canada has a broad range of geological provinces that greatly influence the range of potential for 

geothermal energy resources. Here we look at the three major geological regions:  1) the Canadian 

Cordillera representing the mountainous regions of western Canada, 2) sedimentary basins that 

represent broad regions of the country that are underlain by sedimentary rock, and 3) the Canadian 

Shield which extends through much of central and northern Canada. In general, terrestrial heat flow is 

highest throughout the Cordillera indicating a crust that is generally hotter than in older and more stable 

areas as represented by the Canadian Shield. Heat flow from sedimentary basins can be low but they 

also have low thermal conductivity which ‘traps’ much of that heat leading to high geothermal 

gradients. These basic factors and geological controls which govern the range of geothermal potential in 

Canada, are discussed in more detail below.   

 

3.2 CANADIAN CORDILLERA 

The Canadian Cordillera encompasses the mountainous region of western Canada that extends from the 

US border to the northern coast. The Cordillera developed in response to plate tectonic movements 

which drove the collision of island arcs or continental fragments into the western margin of ancestral 

North America, from Jurassic to Tertiary time (Coney et al. 1980; Monger et al. 1982; Parrish et al. 1988; 

Gabrielse 1985; Gabrielse and Yorath 1991). Compressional deformation ended abruptly in the 

southeastern Cordillera during the Late Paleocene. At this time, crustal-scale extensional faults formed 

with associated plutonism and volcanism (Armstrong 1988; Parrish et al. 1988; Gabrielse and Yorath 

1991). From Eocene to Recent, the SW Cordillera has been affected by right-lateral strike-slip faulting 

(Gabrielse 1985).  
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The Cordillera is divided into five morphogeological belts (Fig. 3.1). These can be roughly defined as 

deformed sedimentary strata of either North American (Foreland Belt) or island-arc affinity (Insular and 

Intermontane Belts) that are separated by belts of plutonic and high-grade metamorphic rocks (Coast 

and Omineca Belts). The easternmost is the Foreland Belt, which consists of sedimentary rocks 

deposited on the passive margin of western North America during Paleozoic time, and which were 

folded, faulted and uplifted in Mesozoic time.  The south end of the Rocky Mountains is roughly 200 km 

across, but in the north the Foreland Belt transitions into the wider McKenzie Mountains. The Omineca 

Belt to the west is an uplifted region of mainly metamorphic and granitic rocks, which lies between the 

accreted terranes of the Intermontane Belt to the west and the original North America to the east. The 

Intermontane Belt is generally of lower elevation, and comprises an amalgam of accreted terranes. It 

includes the Okanagan Valley and its smaller basins, and volcanic features of Tertiary age. In central and 

northern areas of the Intermontane Belt, amalgamation has generated uplift and sedimentation, 

including the Bowser and Sustut Basins. The Coast Belt, composed mainly of granitic and metamorphic 

rocks of the Coast Plutonic Complex, is rugged and has high relief. The Coast Belt is believed to have 

been created by a combination of subduction and accretion of the Insular Belt to the west. The Insular 

Belt includes the continental margin of Vancouver Island, the Queen Charlotte Islands (Haida Gwaii), 

southern Alaska, and the Saint Elias Mountains.   

  

3.2.1 Volcanic Belts 

Volcanism in the Canadian Cordillera has occurred from the beginning of continental accretion to recent 

times. Some volcanism occurred as a part of the process of continental accretion, some has been 

superimposed later as a result of plate subduction, some may result from hotspot activity (Bevier et al., 

1979), and some likely results from deep faulting and extensional tectonics (e.g. Hickson, 1987). As a 

result, some Tertiary volcanic belts lie within the morphological belts described above, while others cut 

across belts. Figure 3.2 shows the volcanic centres of the Canadian Cordillera. Only Holocene, 

Pleistocene, and Pliocene volcanic centres are likely still hot enough to hold geothermal resources.  

Souther (1977) reviewed the history of volcanism in the Canadian Cordillera from Upper Paleozoic time 

to the present. Recent reviews focused on the Quaternary volcanism and include those of Hickson 

(2000), Hickson and Edwards (2001), and Stasiuk et al. (2003). Intrusive rocks, plutons, and batholiths 

are found in all morphological belts.  Most are too old to have any residual heat, but many younger 
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intrusives have significant heat generation from radioactive isotopes. Potassium-argon dates from some 

of the plutons range from 18 to 7.8 million years before present.  

 

 

Figure 3.1. Morphological belts and strike slip faults of the Cordillera.  Source: Lane (2005).  

 

The Garibaldi Volcanic Belt runs roughly north to south and is related to subduction of the Juan de Fuca 

plate beneath North America (Bevier et al., 1979; Green et al., 1988; Rohr et al., 1996); it crosses the 

related Pemberton Volcanic belt at approximately 45 degrees. (The Pemberton Volcanic Belt runs south-

east to northwest, parallel to the coast. It is of Neogene age and is related to an early stage of spreading 

from the Juan de Fuca - Explorer Plate system [Berman, 1981; Souther and Yorath, 1991]). The Garibaldi 
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and Pemberton Volcanic belts contain more than 60 volcanic features of Pleistocene or younger age, 

including flows, domes, cones, spines, and various landforms produced by volcano-ice interaction, most 

of them clustered around the stratovolcanoes of (from south to north) Mount Garibaldi, Mount Cayley, 

Mount Meager, and Silverthrone caldera. More than a dozen Holocene eruptions are suspected based 

on outcrop characteristics (e.g. lack of evidence for glacial overriding, preservation of rapidly erodible 

textural features, etc.), but most of these young-looking rocks have not been radiometrically dated. The 

youngest explosive activity in Canada was an eruption of dacite pumice from Mount Meager, which 

produced the Bridge River Ash, identified over a wide area of southern British Columbia and as far as the 

Alberta border; it has been dated at 2350 years before present (Clague et al., 1995; Leonard, 1995).  

 

The Anahim Volcanic Belt runs east-west between latitudes 52 and 53° N, from the west coast to the 

Interior Plateau near Quesnel. It includes at least 40 known or suspected Quaternary volcanic centres 

(mostly pyroclastic cones and thin lava flows) and a large number of earlier centres (cones, flows, and 

three Tertiary shield volcanoes which are probably extinct). The volcanoes generally become younger 

from the coast to the interior, with the most recent dated activity at Nazko cone at the east end, about 

7,200 years ago (Souther et al., 1987). The Anahim Volcanic Belt is most commonly interpreted to have 

formed as a result of the North American continent sliding westward over a small "hotspot" or 

convective plume in the Earth’s mantle, like that which feeds the Hawaiian Islands (Bevier et al., 1979; 

Souther and Clague, 1987). However, the small volcanoes of the Milbanke Sound group, at the extreme 

western end of the Anahim Belt, may have erupted after the last major glaciation, meaning they are less 

than 10,000 years old - much younger than would be expected by the hotspot theory. For geographical 

convenience, they are often grouped with the Anahim Volcanic Belt, but their tectonic affinity is poorly 

understood. 

 

A zone of relatively small volume, flat-lying basaltic lava flows occurs inland of the Garibaldi Volcanic 

Belt and stretches across a significant area of the Interior Plateau of south-central British Columbia: 

these lava flows are known as the Chilcotin basalts, and their eruption may be related to back-arc 

extensional volcanism (Bevier, 1983; Mathews, 1989; Souther, 1991). Most of the Chilcotin eruptions 

took place 6 to 10 million years ago (Miocene), though a few occurred during the early stages of 

Garibaldi Volcanic Belt activity, 2-3 million years ago (Pliocene), and a few occurred during the 

Pleistocene (Mathews, 1989). 
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The Clearwater-Quesnel volcanic province of east-central British Columbia consists of a poorly-defined 

belt of volcanoes that extends northwest from Wells Gray Park to Quesnel Lake (Hickson and Souther, 

1984; Hickson, 1987) and has been intermittently active over the past three million years. It includes 

numerous small volume basaltic volcanoes, many of which show evidence for eruption in contact with 

ice, with the youngest features postglacial. Volcanism in the region likely results from deep faulting and 

extension (Hickson, 1987).  

 

In northern British Columbia (and parts of the adjacent Yukon and Alaska), the Northern Cordilleran 

Volcanic Province (NCVP, portions of which are known as the Stikine Volcanic Belt) runs roughly north-

south and is one of the largest volcanic provinces in western North America. The volcanism is proposed 

to result from extensional forces acting on the northern Cordilleran lithosphere (Edwards and Russell, 

1999, 2000). The NCVP is dominated by mafic alkaline volcanic rocks and contains more than 50 post-

glacial eruptive centres and a similar number of late Miocene to Pliocene age. The belt includes some 

very large volcanic piles, such as the Edziza complex, which shows an eruptive record from Pliocene to 

recent time, and lava flows from the most recent eruption in Canada, which took place about 150 years 

ago in the Lava Fork area (Hauksdottir et al., 1994). The lava flows and cinder cones from the only 

historic eruption in Canada, that of the Aiyansh-Tseax River volcano, are clearly visible in the Nisga'a 

Memorial Lava Beds Provincial Park, about 60 km north of Terrace (Brown, 1969).   

 

The Wrangell Volcanic Belt lies largely in Alaska, but also extends across the border into the 

southwestern Yukon, and is associated with subduction of the Pacific plate beneath the North American 

plate at the eastern end of the Aleutian Arc (Miller and Richter, 1991; Skulski et al., 1991). The Wrangell 

Volcanic Belt includes several large volcanoes that have been active in the Holocene, including the 

historically active Mount Wrangell, and also Mount Churchill-Bona, which has been proposed as the 

source for the two large Holocene White River ash deposits, the larger of which spread ash across most 

of the Yukon and the Northwest Territories.  

 

3.2.2 Non-Volcanic Cordillera 

Outside of major volcanic belts the Cordillera is characterised largely by deformed metasedimentary 

rocks. Regional studies of heat flow (Chapter 5) show large variability within the region, not always 

clearly attributable to geological features. There are, however, distinct regions that show great potential 
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for geothermal resources. Thermal spring systems are abundant and indicate the potential presence of 

local geothermal anomalies. As well, earlier work has shown the presence of relatively young Tertiary 

igneous intrusions that still have high heat generation (Lewis et al. 1984). These specific regions are 

discussed below. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3.2. Location and age of volcanoes found in the Cordillera. Volcanic belts are shown with green 
(basaltic type) and blue (stratovolcano type) outlines. 
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3.2.2a Thermal Springs 

Thermal springs are seen as a key exploration tool for defining areas with geothermal potential. The 

occurrence of a thermal spring shows an area has an active deep groundwater circulation system that 

may or may not indicate a local thermal anomaly. Geochemical techniques can also be used to better 

understand temperature gradients in the spring system, providing additional information on local 

thermal anomalies. In addition to their value as an exploration tool, thermal springs can also provide a 

means for direct use of geothermal energy by capturing the flow for variesous uses from spas to direct 

heating. Currently Canada has 12 developed thermal spring pools. 

 

The definition of what constitutes a thermal spring varies, but typically the lower temperature limit of 

‘thermal’ water is spring discharge that is greater than 10 °C above average air temperature (White, 

1957).  This definition is difficult to apply across Canada given the low average temperature of northern 

regions.  Instead we use here a definition of thermal spring as discharge greater than 10 °C. This lower 

cut off opens the possibility for many small springs to be classified as thermal, and it is likely that 

numerous discharge sites at this lower temperature have not been recorded. Higher temperature 

springs (>20 °C) are more likely to be associated with steam formation in the winter, and associated 

algal and tufa deposits make them more readily identifiable. Based on this definition, over 140 thermal 

springs are known in Canada. These are entirely restricted to the Canadian Cordillera as shown in Figure 

3.3 (Grasby and Hutcheon 2001, Grasby et al. 2000, Grasby unpublished data).   

 

Stable isotope studies show that all thermal springs sampled plot along what is known as the global 

meteoric water line (Fig. 3.4). This line represents an empirical relationship between the oxygen and 

hydrogen isotope composition of water molecules defined by precipitation around the globe (Rozanski 

et al. 1993). The observation that thermal spring waters plot on this line indicates that they all originate 

as meteoric water. All thermal spring waters then start as rain or snow melt that circulate deep into the 

ground where it is heated, before returning to the surface. Thus along with a water source, a high 

permeability conduit that allows deep water circulation to occur is required. This explains the typical 

association of thermal springs with fault systems. A conceptual model for a flow system of one of the 

hottest thermal spring systems in Canada, Lakelse Spring, is shown in Figure 3.5.  
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Most thermal springs are associated with regions of high heat flow, such as the volcanic belts in the 

Cordillera; however, this is by no means a prerequisite. The depth of circulation, in relation to the local 

geothermal gradient, along with the rate of fluid flow, will dictate the final outlet temperature of the 

spring system. As such, the occurrence of a thermal spring does not necessarily indicate the presence of 

a thermal anomaly. For example, the thermal springs at Banff occur in one of the lowest heat flow 

regions of the Cordillera. However, in this location anomalous structural features associated with 

Cascade Mountain locally enhance permeability along the Sulphur Mountain thrust, allowing deep 

circulation of groundwater (Grasby et al., 2003). In this example, it is the enhanced depth of circulation 

that allows development of a thermal spring, rather than a local thermal anomaly. 

 

 

Figure. 3.3. Distribution of thermal springs in Western Canada with their relative temperatures. Source: 
Grasby et al. (2009). 
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The temperature of a thermal spring outlet reflects a combination of local geothermal gradient, 

circulation depth, and flow rate. The variability in heat flow and geothermal gradients in the southern 

Rocky Mountain Trench that affect thermal springs has also been shown by Allen et al. (2006), where a 

lower geothermal gradient requires a greater circulation depth for groundwater to obtain heat.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. Plot of stable isotope values of thermal spring waters in Canada (blue dots).  The observation 
that all thermal spring waters plot along the Global Meteoric Water Line (GMWL) indicates that thermal 
spring waters originate as precipitation, which then must circulate deep underground to be heated 
before returning to surface (see Fig. 3.5). 

 

The depth of groundwater circulation is typically restricted by the strength of the rock that the 

groundwater flows through; increased stress at depth closes fracture networks, thereby inhibiting 

circulation. Empirical evidence suggests a practical limit for circulation is around 5 km (Ingebritsen and 

Manning, 1999), which is consistent with the deepest estimated circulation depths for springs in the 

Cordillera (Grasby and Hutcheon, 2001). Research has shown that if groundwater circulates too quickly, 

then advective heat transport will cool the region, while if it circulates too slowly, the groundwater will 

cool during its ascent to surface (Forster and Smith, 1988a, 1988b; Fergusson et al., 2009). Conversely, if 

there is too much groundwater flow then isotherms will be depressed by groundwater recharge and this 

will lower discharge temperatures. Ingebritsen et al. (1996) estimate that some cold springs with high 

discharge rates in the Cascades could be discharging the bulk of crustal heat flow over very large areas. 

These factors indicate that there is an optimal groundwater flow rate for thermal spring creation 
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(Forster and Smith, 1988a, 1988b; Ferguson et al., 2009). The perturbation of conductive geothermal 

gradients along with mixing of waters from different depths along faults that control the distribution of 

most thermal springs in Canada complicate the estimation of circulation depth. This has been attempted 

for selected thermal springs in  British Columbia using chemical geothermometry and geothermal 

gradients from nearby boreholes (Grasby and Hutcheon, 2001; Allen et al., 2006) and circulation depths 

of 0.6 to 4.8 km were reported. Work by Ferguson et al. (2009) suggests that these estimates are subject 

to some uncertainty and likely underestimate circulation depth due to the input of water at various 

points along the fault.    Actual circulation depths are likely to be 30% greater for many of these systems 

due to advection. 

 

Figure 3.5. Diagram showing schematic model for the Lakelse Spring, NE British Columbia. Source: B. 
Turner, Geological Survey of Canada). 
 

Unique and rare ecosystems are commonly associated with thermal spring outlets (Fig. 3.6). The 

northern limit of most plant and animal species is often a function of climatic factors (e.g. how cold a 

winter they can survive). In Canada’s North, the discharge of thermal waters creates warm 

microclimates, often without snow, and with green plants persisting through the cold winter months. 

These warm microclimates allow plant species to survive as isolated communities at climates much 

farther north than their normal distribution. As an example, the southern Maiden Hair Fern is an 

endangered plant in Canada found only at the Fairmont Hot Spring. This location is ~1500 km north of 
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the next known occurrence. There are also several other known northernmost occurrences of animal 

species at thermal springs (e.g. the Vivid Dancer Dragon Fly). In addition, there is one documented case 

of an endemic species that has evolved exclusively to live within the thermal waters of a spring system. 

The Banff Springs Snail likely evolved from cold water cousins within the last 5,000 years into a new 

species that can only survive in the Banff Springs thermal waters (Grasby and Lepitzki, 2002).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Photos of endangered species found at some thermal springs in Canada; the Maiden Hair 
Fern (left), Vivid Dancer Dragonfly (centre) and Banff Springs Snail (right). 
 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Travertine mound forming at the Sculpin warm spring, Mckenzie Mountains, NWT. 

Along with hosting rare ecosystems, spring outlets often develop extensive travertine mounds as unique 

hydrogeological features. These mounds are typically formed by calcium carbonate precipitating from 

solution in response to degassing of carbon dioxide (CO2) as the waters equilibrate to atmospheric 

pressure. This degassing can result in the formation of extensive structures that grow and spread over 

thousands of years. Numerous spectacular examples occur throughout Canada (Fig. 3.7). Given these 
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rare ecological and hydrogeological features, including several known endangered species, protection of 

thermal springs sites should be an integral part of any geothermal development. Any production should 

be guaranteed not to interfere with the natural operation of these systems. 

 

3.2.2b Tertiary Intrusives 

In the Canadian Cordillera, many surface exposures of intrusive rocks have been sampled and heat 

generation has been measured. Lewis et al (1984) and Lewis and Bentkowski (1988) published 

compilations of heat generation data. The distribution of observed heat generation is shown in Figure 

3.8 and a list of granitic plutons and their heat generation is given in Table 3.1 (Lewis et al, 1992). These 

data indicate several plutons that should be examined for hot dry rock potential, particularly younger 

Tertiary intrusives with high content of radiogenic elements. The distribution of Tertiary instrusives is 

provided in Figure 3.9. While most have no associated heat generation data, they are of similar 

geological age and rock type, suggesting that they also have similar potential.  More fundamental data 

gathering is required to further characterise these relationships. Limited studies conducted as part of 

the previous National Geothermal Program did show, however, that Tertiary intrusives can have 

significant heat generation and high geothermal gradients associated with them (see section 4.2.2). 

 

Figure 3.8. Distribution of measured heat generation in intrusive bodies in the southern Cordillera.  
Heat generation is shown by coloured patches and heat flow is shown by coloured circles. Source: 
Lewis et al. (1992). 
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Table 3.1 Heat generation in granitic plutons (n= number of samples, A= heat generation and SD= 
standard deviation) 
 

Name    n  
A 
(W/m3) SD 

       
  Insular Belt     
Island intrusions  65 0.78 0.25 
       
  Coast Plutonic Belt    
Chillwack 9 1.7 1.48 
Coast Plutonic     
  complex 87 0.82 0.61 
Mt. Barr 5 2.05 0.38 
Needle Peak 1 1.49 ----- 
       
  Intermontane Belt    
Guichon 6 0.83 0.27 
Pennask 3 1.75 0.43 
Similkameen 12 1.31 0.22 
Takomkane 32 0.95 0.27 
       
  Omineca Crystalline Belt   
Baldy  3 4.84 1.12 
Battle Range 5 4.67 0.86 
Bayonne 8 2.28 0.7 
Bugaboos 18 6.15 1.33 
Coryell 34 4.78 1.35 
Crawford Bay 7 2.69 0.29 
Fry Creek 18 4.85 1.17 
Galena Bay 6 1.69 0.21 
Horsethief 14 6.51 1.85 
Kuskanax 4 1.15 0.11 
Lost Creek 5 3.55 0.35 
Nelson 32 2.12 0.98 
Raft River 41 4.35 1.39 
Salmon Arm 5 3.37 0.44 
Shepphard 7 1.75 0.27 

Source: Jessop, 2008 
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Figure 3.9. Tertiary intrusive rocks of western Canada. 

 

3.3 SEDIMENTARY BASINS 

Canada is covered by sedimentary basins that contain a significant amount of fluid in porous rocks (Fig. 

3.10).  Most of this fluid is water, but oil and gas occur in locations where these lighter fluids may be 

trapped.  The temperature of water depends on the local geothermal gradient, which, because of the 

relatively low thermal conductivity of sedimentary rock, may be from 25 to 40 °C/km. The highest 

temperatures found in these sedimentary rocks are also a function of thickness of the sedimentary 
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basin. While basins with extensive exploration history have detailed knowledge of sediment thickness, 

other basins have very limited information. Overall, geothermal resources of sedimentary basins in 

Canada are typically moderate to low temperature. Locally, temperatures that exceed 150 °C are 

measured at depths as shallow as 3 km. While the high range of temperatures give potential for direct 

electrical generation, successful application of binary systems has allowed electrical generation from 

produced formation waters in other countries down to 80 °C, as well as direct use applications. 

 

Canada has numerous sedimentary basins across the country (Fig. 3.10). There is significant variation in 

the degree of knowledge of these basins, from very basic information of their surficial distribution to 

some of the best characterised 3-D models of sedimentary basins in the world. By far the largest and 

best characterised sedimentary basin is the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB), which extends 

from the foothills of Alberta and northeast British Columbia, eastward through southern Saskatchewan 

and into southwestern Manitoba, as well as north into southwestern Northwest Territories. The basin, 

with a maximum depth of nearly 5.4 km (Hitchon, 1984; Sproule and Angus, 1981), has been the focus of 

extensive petroleum, coal, and potash development in Canada. Publically available data produced by the 

petroleum industry provides a significant resource to increase our knowledge of the geothermal 

potential in the WCSB and regional studies have already defined areas of anomalous high temperatures 

(Fig. 3.11). Other significant basins in Canada that have been assessed to some degree for geothermal 

potential include the Cumberland Basin in Atlantic Canada, part of a group of Carboniferous basins in 

the area, which contains up to 9 km of sediment. Other smaller Carboniferous sedimentary basins in 

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the Quebec Basin, the Michigan Basin, the Mackenzie Delta – Beaufort 

Sea Basin, and the Sverdrup Basin in the Arctic Islands were also investigated. Jessop (1976) provided 

the first preliminary overview of the geothermal potential for these basins.  
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Figure 3.10. Map showing regions of Canada covered by Sedimentary basins (green areas). 

 

Temperature in sedimentary basins is surprisingly difficult to determine. Although well logging provides 

a large number of data, they are of variably quality. Temperatures can be derived from a variety of 

sources, including: 1) Bottom-hole temperatures (BHTs) from geophysical log-headings that are usually 

recorded by maximum-reading thermometers, which are intended to reach their maximum temperature 

while near the bottom of the well before the upward logging run. Bottom-hole temperatures are taken 

at the time of maximum disturbance of the well.  2) Drill Stem Test (DST) temperatures recorded when a 

segment of the well is packed off and fluids are produced from adjacent formations at specific depths. 3) 

Production Tests, where temperatures are measured from producing wells that are more likely to be in 

thermal equilibrium as they have been producing fluids for an extended period of time, and 4) Down-

hole temperature logging, usually done during research studies and focused on data collection at some 

point after drilling operations have ceased.  All of these data sources are subject to significant and 

unpredictable instrumental and human error. Despite their inaccuracies, large numbers of existing 

temperature measurements (likely in the millions) may, by statistical treatment, give a general picture of 

temperature distribution and the major regional anomalies. A significant challenge remains to compile 
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digital data records, as most temperature measurements from sedimentary basins are only available as 

paper or microfiche records. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Temperature at the base of the sedimentary column in the Western Canada Sedimentary 
Basin. Source: Bachu and Burwash (1994). The dashed lines divide areas with bottom-hole temperatures 
above (warm colours) and below (cool colours) 80 °C. 
 

3.3.1 Co-Produced Fluids 

Co-produced fluids are a geothermal resource which may be exploited in combination with oil and gas 

development. In exploitation of oil and gas production wells, hydrocarbons must be separated from co-

produced water before being refined. The hot water/brine once separated is considered waste and is 

typically disposed of, which is often costly to the supplier. By installing a binary cycle into the well 

system, the hot water/brine may instead be used to generate electricity before being reinjected back 

into the well, providing both economical and environmental benefits to the supplier. Considered a 

relatively straightforward process, the integration of binary technologies with existing infrastructure 

eliminates the need for expensive drilling, hydrofracturing operations, and costs associated with the 
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disposal of waste water (GEOFAR, 2009). Power produced from co-produced fluids may be used within 

the operating system, reducing the energy demands of the well while substituting fossil fuel generated 

power with renewable power.  

Oil fields in the US with adequate flow rates and geothermal fluids ranging from 120 °C to over 200 °C 

are said to provide a geothermal potential in the thousands of MW (GEOFAR, 2009), with the greatest 

potential in Texas, Oklahoma and California. Two demonstration projects are already underway in the 

US.  The Jay Oil Field in Florida has the potential to produce 1 MW of power, or about 5% of the field’s 

total electricity demands, while Rocky Mountain Oil Test Center in Wyoming generates more than 250 

kW of power from geothermal fluids measuring 87 °C (GEOFAR, 2009).   
 

Co-produced geothermal power in Canada is growing in interest. At the close of 2009, the Alberta 

Energy Research Institute (AERI) approved a $2.6 million grant to Free Energy International and Borealis 

GeoPower for a project which aims to produce geothermal power from hot water within mature oil 

wells in Swan Hills, Alberta.  If successful, this project may support growth for geothermal power 

production in oil fields across other regions of Canada where temperatures and flow rates support such 

technology.   

 

3.4 CANADIAN SHIELD 

The Canadian Shield represents a large geographic region characterised by igneous (granitic) and 

metamorphic (gneissic) rocks, which extends from the Arctic Archipelago, south to eastern and central 

Canada. The region is composed of some of the oldest crustal rocks on Earth (3.96 billion years), the 

majority of which are greater than 2.5 billion years old. The Shield represents an amalgamation of early 

Earth continental blocks along with suture zones formed during continental collision and amalgamation. 

The region originally would have been characterized by large mountain ranges and volcanic complexes; 

these, however, have been eroded away through time leaving only the ‘roots’ of the mountains 

exposed. Given the great age of these rocks radiogenic elements have all undergone significant 

radioactive decay, such that current heat generation in the Canadian Shield is very low. As well, the 

thermal conductivity of granitic and gneissic rocks, which dominant the Canadian Shield, is significantly 

higher than sedimentary rocks, meaning the any heat generated is readily conducted to the surface, 
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lowering geothermal gradients. Although for large portions of the Shield no data exists, in general the 

Shield region has some of the lowest geothermal gradients in Canada. As well, the granitic and gneissic 

rocks have no inherent permeability, although large fracture systems do store and conduct water. In 

general, there is to be no expectation of underground reservoirs of thermal waters, such that even if 

localized heat resources do exist, these prospects could only be produced through Enhanced 

Geothermal Systems (Chapter 8).   

 

While the low heat flow of the Canadian Shield, typically less than 60 mW/m2 (Figure 5.2), makes 

geothermal resources less attractive, some settings are favourable to the operation of ground source 

heat pump systems. The thermal conductivity of the igneous and metamorphic rocks of the Canadian 

Shield can be above 3 W/mK (Figure 5.5b). This high thermal conductivity for rock allows efficient heat 

transfer by conduction, providing an advantageous medium to install ground-source heat pumps. Heat 

exchangers made of a closed-pipe loop installed in a borehole can be short when the subsurface thermal 

conductivity is high, which reduces the installation cost of the system. 

 

Low-temperature geothermal resources associated with flooded underground and open pit mines, 

which can be exploited with groundwater and surface water heat pumps, are also significant in the 

Canadian Shield.  The exploitation of major mineral deposits in Ontario near Sudbury and Timmins, and 

in Québec near Rouyn-Noranda and Val D’or, left behind abandoned mines that now form water 

reservoirs attractive for heat pumps systems.  The mines were mostly exploited for base metals and can 

be deep and large.  For example, 5.37×107 tons of ore were extracted up to a depth of 2440 m at the 

Horn Mine under Rouyn-Noranda (Chapter 6). Water flooding that mine is estimated to contain 104 TJ 

of geothermal energy, assuming that the water temperature can be decreased by 5 K using heat pumps. 

The Horn Mine sits directly under urban areas of Rouyn-Noranda - potential users of heat pump 

systems. This example is one of the hundred plus mines in the Canadian Shield that contain low-

temperature geothermal resources, which can be exploited at a district scale. Currently, the City of 

Yellowknife is planning to develop such a heat pump system from the nearby abandoned Con Mine. 
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4.  P RE V I OU S  C AN AD I AN  G E OT HE R MA L 

E N E RGY  R E S E ARC H  

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter reviews the scope of activities of the National Geothermal Energy Program, which operated 

from 1974 until 1986, under Natural Resources Canada predecessor department, Energy, Mines and 

Resources Canada. The goal of this chapter is to provide information on the nature of research and pilot 

programs conducted and the outcomes achieved prior to the Program’s end.   

 

Scientific programs related to geothermal systems had been operating for many years in Canada. Early 

heat flow measurements were made by groups at the Universities of Toronto and Western Ontario. A 

geothermal research group had been established in 1962 at the Dominion Observatory in Ottawa, later 

renamed Earth Physics Branch (EPB). Within that group, heat flow and heat generation were measured 

in many areas of Canada, and, by 1976 the thermal regime of the crust was known in a broad regional 

manner, and equipment was available for detailed surveys of specific localities. Volcanology had long 

been a part of the activities of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), mainly in the Vancouver office. 

Volcanic centres of the major volcanic belts and known hot springs within the Canadian Cordillera had 

been mapped and locations of known hot springs had been mapped over many years. Scientific staff of 

EPB and GSC had worked together on projects of scientific geothermics since 1965, and they began to 

cooperate on projects related to geothermal resources in early 1974.  In the winter of 1974 the GSC and 

EPB, both branches within the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources (EMR) began a small-scale 

investigation into the potential for geothermal energy in Canada. In 1976 the Department of Energy 

Mines and Resources initiated The Geothermal Energy Program.  This program ran from April 1st 1976 to 

March 31st 1986, with a total budget of $6 million (in 1980’s dollars). This sum does not include any 

spending under Federal-Provincial Agreements on Energy (CREDA) or any spending from scientific 

budgets before, during or after the formal Geothermal Energy Program. The key elements of this 
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Program are summarised here. Details of work conducted and major findings are provided in two 

reports summarising work on the Canadian Cordillera (Jessop, 2008a) and Sedimentary Basins in Canada 

(Jessop, 2008b). 

 

Research into geothermal energy in Canada from 1974 to 1986 can be divided roughly into four phases, 

with no fixed time boundaries and considerable overlap. Phase one consisted of the examining the 

accumulated geological knowledge and was directed towards two main questions. Where are the 

Canadian resources? and how large are they? During the first phase, which lasted from about 1974 to 

1977, objectives became focussed towards two demonstration projects and four geological regions.  

 

The examination of these sites and regions constituted the second phase and addressed the questions: 

What is the geothermal potential for electrical generation at the Meager Creek, B.C. demonstration site?  

What is the geothermal potential at Regina demonstration site, and how can it be integrated into the 

energy supply of the University campus? What parts of the Tertiary and Holocene volcanic areas of 

Canada offer geothermal resources? What parts of the Cordillera, not of recent volcanic origin, offer 

geothermal resources, and of what type? What is the potential for low-temperature geothermal energy 

from Canadian sedimentary basins? What is the geothermal potential of the Atlantic Region, where 

costs of conventional energy are higher than the national average? 

 

The question of shallow (<100 m) resources and the use of ground-source heat pumps was not raised 

and was not included in the mandate of the Geothermal Energy Program. Funding levels of the 

Geothermal Energy Program were inadequate to mount an EGS experiment. However, some basic Earth 

science research was conducted to provide information about possible sources. 

 

Around 1980, the Program entered a third phase, in which the emphasis changed from the application 

of geoscience to the assessment of the resources and the application of engineering to assess the 

technology and economics of utilisation. The questions asked in this third phase were: What is the 

available technology to be learned from other countries, for development in Canada? What are the 

economic facts governing the use of geothermal energy in Canada? What are the institutional, legal, and 

fiscal factors governing the use of geothermal energy in Canada?  
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From about 1983, the fourth phase of the Program produced a series of requests for advice and 

assistance, mainly from municipalities concerned with the cost of energy supply for public buildings 

within their jurisdiction, or with novel ways of reducing costs. These purely local questions developed 

into studies of feasibility, drawing on the developed experience in geoscience, engineering and 

economics, each one directed at a specific location. By March 1986, the Geothermal Energy Program 

had established that there was a demand from the public for advice and assistance in the examination 

of geothermal resources, but at this point the Program was cancelled. 

 

A bibliography of all publications resulting from this Program, in addition to others related to 

geothermal potential in Canada, is provided in Appendix 1. This bibliography is divided into two parts: 

those publications related to geothermal energy and those related to scientific geothermics. 

 

4.2 MAJOR RESEARCH PROJECTS 
 

4.2.1 Meager Mountain  

The Meager Mountain volcanic complex is made up of several eruptive centres, including Mount Meager 

itself, Plinth Peak, Pylon Peak, Mount Job, and Mount Capricorn. It is one of a chain of volcanoes of 

Quaternary age that forms the Garibaldi Volcanic Belt, which runs roughly north-south to the north of 

Vancouver, B.C. Rocks from the Garibaldi group of volcanoes range from 4 My to less than 100 kY, which 

means that they are roughly of the same age as the Cascade volcanoes of the US. The older Pemberton 

Volcanic Belt, age 8 My to 18 My, runs roughly northwest to southeast, and the two belts meet close to 

Meager Mountain, as shown in Figure 4.1. The two volcanic belts are superimposed on the Coast 

Plutonic Complex, an older granitic and metamorphic terrain that extends northwestward from 

Vancouver the length of the Canadian Cordillera.  The geology of the Meager Mountain Complex is 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Early work at Meager Mountain and in the Meager Creek valley has been described by Lewis and 

Souther (1978). The first contracted work aimed at evaluating the geothermal resource was the drilling 

of two short diamond drill holes at the hot springs of Meager Creek in March 1974. The first borehole 

was drilled in the snow-free area. The borehole first penetrated about 10 m of impervious gravel that 
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was tightly cemented by deposits of travertine and opaline silica. Once the drill broke through into 

porous gravel, hot water at about 59 °C began to flow from the collar. The temperature profile showed 

that the hot water, moving downstream in the gravels, had cemented a cap within the gravels, and was 

escaping to form a major spring system where the cap was breached. The second borehole was drilled 

on the flank of the hot spring area.  The entire borehole was drilled in quartz diorite gneiss. The 

temperature profile showed that warm water was entering the hole and was flowing to the surface in 

the new conduit. A third well was drilled by contractors for British Columbia Hydro (BC Hydro) about a 

kilometre upstream from the springs, near an area of warm seeps. 

 

 
Figure 4.1. The location of Meager Mountain and other volcanoes of the Garibaldi Belt, in relation to 
towns and cities in southern British Columbia. Source: Lewis and Souther (1978).   
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Figure 4.2. Geology of the Meager Mountain Volcanic Complex. Locations of some of the early diamond 
drill holes are shown near Meager Creek. Source: Lewis and Souther (1978). 
 

Eventually, thirteen more diamond drill holes were drilled by Nevin Sadlier-Brown Goodbrand (NSBG) 

for BC Hydro further up the valley at sites within the area of a deep resistivity anomaly. One borehole 

(M7) showed a temperature of 200 °C at a depth of 365 m, a result that demonstrated the presence of 

strongly convective hydrothermal systems and strongly suggested a significant geothermal resource. 

Conductive temperature gradients, where it was possible to separate them from hydrological effects, 

were in the range of 112 to 289 mK/m, from four to ten times normal values. 

 

From 1974 to 1978 EMR and BCH, through their contractors NSBG, worked in informal cooperation, with 

constant communication. EMR drilled the first holes at the hot springs, but after that concentrated on 

geological mapping, magnetotelluric surveys, trace-element soil and water surveys, and temperature 
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logging in all available holes. BC Hydro concentrated on further shallow drilling and electrical resistivity 

surveys.  

 

Lewis and Souther (1978) reported on temperature gradients and heat flow in the six existing boreholes.  

The last three, all drilled by NSBG for BC Hydro, showed temperature gradients of 112, 365 and 289 

mK/m. Heat flows were 100 and 290 mW/m2 for boreholes 4 and 5, but the last one had not penetrated 

rock where conduction was the only heat transfer mechanism. 

 

As recounted above, the Meager Mountain Complex is one of three main volcanic centres of the 

Garibaldi Volcanic Belt.  In addition to the detailed exploration of the Meager Creek Valley, regional 

studies were undertaken to provide an understanding of the whole volcanic belt.  In the autumn of 

1977, four diamond drill holes were drilled to depths of about 200 m for thermal studies. Sites were 

chosen for ease of access and proximity to Mounts Meager and Mount Cayley. Observed thermal 

gradients were all in excess of 45 mK/m and heat flows were all in excess of 69 mW/m2. The highest 

heat flow, at a site 7.3 km east of amount Meager, was 132 mW/m2, about double the world average 

(Lewis and Jessop, 1981). 

 

In 1980 two boreholes were drilled above the valley on the west side of Mt Cayley, and in the following 

two years two more boreholes were drilled on the east side. Temperature profiles showed geothermal 

gradients of 90 and 95 mK/m, well above normal gradients, while the others showed values of 45 and 50 

mK/m. 

 

In 1983 NSBG published a report of heat flow calculations from all diamond drill holes in the Meager 

Mountain area. Temperature profiles in boreholes in the area of the resistivity anomaly on the south 

side of the mountain are shown in Figure 4.3.   
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Figure 4.3. Temperatures from all diamond drill holes in the area of the resistivity anomaly on the south 
side of Meager Mountain. These temperatures were taken daily at the bottom of the hole at the end of 
each drilling day, to minimise distortion caused by water movement in the hole. Later temperature 
profiles may be quite different from these. 
 

Based on the encouraging results from the shallow, slim-hole drilling program, three deep, full diameter 

wells (20 cm at bottom) were drilled during 1981-82. The drill collars were close to each other, near the 

site of the diamond drill holes M4 and M10. The first deep well, MC-1, was drilled to a length of 3,038 m 

and a depth of 2,500 m below the collar elevation, at an azimuth of 335°, approximately in the direction 

of Pylon Peak.  Well MC-2 was drilled to a length of 3,500 m and a depth of 3,158 m at an azimuth of 

30°.  Well MC-3 was drilled to a length of 3,500 m and a depth of 3,024 m at an azimuth of 295°. Depths 

and directions were designed to test a substantial part of the known resistivity anomaly. 
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Well MC-1 flowed unassisted, and from November 1982 until the summer of 1984, steam was provided 

intermittently to a 20 kW demonstration plant provided to BC Hydro by the Electric Power Research 

Institute. This represents the first electrical generation by a geothermal source in Canada. 

 

Well MC-2 intersected a major permeable zone between 1,600 and 1,800 m, which was interpreted as 

being associated with the Meager Creek Fault, and a further permeable zone at 2,600 to 3,000 m. Some 

of the fracture permeability may have been damaged by invasion of lost drill fluid. A maximum bottom-

hole temperature of 270 °C was observed, but the well was not proved capable of sustained discharge. 

Well MC-3 encountered substantial fluid loss at a length of 3,025 m, probably in the No-Good Fracture 

Zone. Tests indicated a maximum temperature of 290 °C, but this was not confirmed by reliable 

temperature logs. The well was not proved capable of sustained discharge. As in MC-2, permeability 

may have been damaged by drill fluid. 

 

The high temperatures observed were quite adequate for a producing geothermal system. However, the 

water and steam flows indicated by testing were not sufficient for economic power production.  

Permeable zones were encountered in all three wells, but permeability was always in fracture zones or 

associated with dykes. Some permeable zones were damaged by being plugged with drill fluid or with 

material introduced to maintain drill-stem circulation. 

 

BC Hydro (1983) published a summary report showing many details of the completion of the deep wells, 

their setting in relation to exploratory work, and the results obtained. Except for testing of the deep 

wells, geothermal exploration at Meager Mountain was suspended by BC Hydro in August 1982.   

 

A resistivity anomaly was identified on the north side of the Meager Mountain complex. Because 

geophysical surveys were prevented by the high rugged terrain in between, it was not possible to 

confirm that this was a continuation of the south reservoir. Eight exploratory diamond drill holes were 

drilled in the area of the north reservoir between 1978 and 1983. Observed temperatures are shown in 

Figure 4.4.  A further borehole was drilled about 4 km to the northwest, near Silt Lake. The temperature 

gradient at this site was observed to be about 55 mK/m. 
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Figure 4.4. Temperature profiles from diamond drill holes on the north side of the Mount Meager 
Volcanic Complex.  The dashed line shows a geothermal gradient of 100 mK/m. Diagram redrawn from 
BC Hydro (1983). 
 

In 1984 the geothermal program of BC Hydro was cancelled and the managing team was dispersed. The 

large pool, built by BC Hydro at the hot springs was destroyed, but recreational users continued to go to 

the springs. Enough research and exploration had been completed at and around Meager Creek to show 

that there is a major geothermal anomaly associated with the volcanic complex. Although none of the 

three large wells was developed as a producer, many parts of the hydrothermal system remained 

untested, and it seems probable that there is a viable hot water, or even dry steam, resource present. A 

hot dry rock resource has been conclusively demonstrated and could be developed through EGS 

technology.   
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Andrew Nevin, previously of NSBG, has acquired the leases for the geothermal area on the north side of 

Meager Mountain.  Ram Power Corp. now holds the leases for the southern side of Meager Mountain.   

 

4.2.2 Other volcanic belts 

The Anahim Volcanic Belt was originally defined as extending from the coast of British Columbia 

eastwards for about 500 km, at a latitude of 52 °N, with decreasing age eastward.  Eleven shallow holes 

in the area of Hundred Mile House showed geothermal gradients in the range 21.5 to 30.5 mK/m. These 

gradients, combined with thermal conductivity estimated by rock type, will give heat values at about the 

world average. About 60 km to the south, in the Raft Batholith temperature gradients at four drilling 

sites were observed to be between 27 and 36 mK/m, and heat flow is in the range 92 to 114 mW/m2. At 

the western end of the Anahim Volcanic Belt, two boreholes were drilled near Bella Bella, on Denny 

Island. These gave temperature gradients of 27.4 mK/m, and 32.2 mK/m, both calculated from bottom-

hole measurements during the drilling process. Thus, it has not been observed that the Anahim Volcanic 

Belt shows consistent anomalous heat flow or temperature gradient, and it probably does not present 

geothermal energy potential greater than regions outside volcanic belts. 

 

The volcanic structures of the Stikine Volcanic Belt are generally too far north and remote from human 

habitation or from electrical transmission lines to be of any interest. Except for detailed geological 

mapping (Souther, 1977) and a modest program of heat flow measurement (Jessop et al., 1984b), both 

undertaken before the Geothermal Energy Program, no geothermal exploration has been attempted.  

 

4.2.3 Non-volcanic Cordillera 

The conventional generation of electrical power from geothermal steam depends on the presence of a 

high-temperature heat source and a supply of water to carry the heat to the surface. In the parts of the 

Cordillera that are not of recent volcanic origin these heat sources are not present. However, there may 

be heat sources of acceptable temperature in Tertiary plutonic rocks, with or without water reservoirs.   

 

Studies of both terrestrial heat flow and heat generation were the prime tools in this research. Heat 

flow measurement requires direct measurement of temperature and geothermal gradient, and so 
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provides indications of where thermal gradients are above average.  Measurement of heat generation of 

surface samples taken from batholith and intrusive bodies provides an indirect indication of heat flow, 

based on the assumption that the measured heat generation is representative of the rocks to a depth of 

about 10 km. Measurement of heat generation of surface samples is cheaper than drilling for 

temperature measurements, provided there is access to suitable equipment. Both kinds of 

measurement are necessary before any further exploration is warranted. 

 

Of the few research projects so far undertaken, all have been aimed at bodies of hard intrusive rock.  

Such rocks are usually of very low porosity, and permeability is provided only by fractures. It is thus 

necessary to generate artificial channels for the movement of water through EGS technologies to be 

able to develop these resources.  

 

There are certainly bodies of hot dry rock within the Cordillera of British Columbia.  Meager Mountain, if 

not exploitable as a hydrothermal system, would qualify as an excellent hot dry rock resource. Other 

volcanic centres, including Mount Cayley and Mount Edziza, would probably show their own resources.  

Batholiths show promise, but only two have been examined. The brief experiment in the Coryell 

intrusives showed that thermal gradients are high enough to be very encouraging. The Cordillera clearly 

shows the best potential for hot dry rock, because of the young tectonic and volcanic ages. Jessop 

(2008a) showed that potential in the Maritime Provinces, where intrusive bodies are of Silurian to 

Devonian age, is much less. 

 

4.2.3a The Coryell Syenite 

In 1978, two boreholes were drilled in the Coryell intrusive rocks, to the north of Grand Forks, British 

Columbia (Lewis et al., 1979). Temperature profiles are shown in Figure 4.5. Both boreholes penetrated 

water-bearing fractures and provided new paths for water flow. The first hole, shown by the red line, 

penetrated several fractures, each of which contributed a component to the upward water flow. The 

second hole, shown by the blue line, penetrated only one fracture that provided upward water flow.  

Below the water-bearing fractures, temperature gradients were observed to be 51.2 and 54.0 mK/m 

respectively. These gradients, when multiplied by the average thermal conductivities of 2.13 and 2.18 

W/mK respectively, imply a heat flow of about 109 and 117 mW/m2, and indicate that the high heat 

generation does indeed extend for some depth. 
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Figure 4.5. Temperature profiles from two boreholes in the Coryell intrusive north of Grand Forks, BC. 
Temperatures in the upper parts of both boreholes are disturbed by water flow from fractures flowing 
up the holes, and inflow zones are shown by coloured bars. Below the water bearing fractures thermal 
gradients are uniform. 
 

The situation in the Coryell pluton is represented best by the red line in Figure 4.5, but it is not clear 

which line is the most appropriate. It suggests that the temperature of 200 °C is reached at depths of 

5,000 m, about the same depth as at Soultz-sous Forêts, France, the location of the current European 

hot dry rock project.  
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4.2.3b The Raft Batholith 

Four boreholes were drilled into the Raft Batholith in 1984, another rock body that showed a high value 

of heat generation. Temperature gradients were in range 27.2 to 36.2 mK/m - not as attractive as those 

observed in the Coryell Intrusives - and average thermal conductivities were 3.18, 2.77, 3.30, and 3.47 

W/mK, respectively, giving approximate heat flow of 110, 101, 90, and 108 mW/m2. This area is 

probably best represented by the green line in Figure 4.6.   

 

 

 
Figure 4.6. Temperature profiles from four boreholes in the Raft Batholith. These profiles show no 
evidence of disturbance by water flow, except possibly in number 3. 
 
 
4.2.4 Sedimentary Basins 

Geothermal sources in sedimentary basins are of moderate to low temperature. Water is produced 

through a well that resembles an oil well. Since the water is usually saline, heat is removed through 
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either a simple plate-type heat exchanger or by means of heat pumps.  Used water is normally 

reinjected to the producing aquifer through a second well. 

 

Investigation of the geothermal resources of Canadian sedimentary basins was substantially modelled 

on the experience in the Paris Basin (Lopez et al., 2010). The normal configuration of wells, used widely 

used in France, consists of pairs, or "doublets" of wells - one to produce hot water and one to reinject 

the cooled water. The wells of each pair were drilled within a few metres of each other, but angled so 

that the separation at the aquifer was of the order of 1 km. This system was designed to provide 

pressure maintenance in the reservoir and to permit the disposal of potentially harmful brines after use.  

However, it imposes a finite lifetime on the production of hot water, since the cooled water eventually 

completes the circuit. 

 

4.2.4a Regina 

Early in 1977, the University of Regina approached EMR with the question of a geothermal 

demonstration project of geothermal water from sedimentary aquifers at the University. A feasibility 

study, funded by the Geothermal Energy Program, showed that the prospects for geothermal water 

were good (Vigrass et al., 1978). 

 

The report showed that there were excellent aquifer formations below the study area, each of which 

could give a good supply of hot water. The best target was a combination of the Winnipeg Formation 

(depth 2,042 m and thickness 34 m) and the Deadwood Formation (depth 2,088 m and thickness 137 m).  

Temperatures were predicted to be 71 °C in the Winnipeg Formation and 74 °C in the Deadwood 

Formation. It was predicted that the water would likely have a high sodium chloride content, probably 

about four to five times the salinity of sea water, and a low content of hydrogen sulphide. 

 

There were several good reservoirs at shallower depths, including the Interlake Formation (depth 1,825 

m and temperature 64 °C), the Winnipegosis Formation (depth 1726 m and temperature 63 °C) and 

others with temperatures less than 50 °C. 

 

The report concluded that “Geological and engineering conditions for low-grade geothermal energy are 

favourable at the University of Regina and, pending the results of other studies, a geothermal research-
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test-demonstration facility is warranted.”  Supplementary reports included a seismic profile, a seismic 

data compilation, and an engineering study. 

 

A well was drilled on the campus of the University of Regina in the winter of 1978-79 (Vigrass, 1979).  

The aquifers in the deeper part of the well were capable of supplying the needs of the sports building 

that was expected to make use of the heat from the well. Strata depths matched predictions very 

closely.  Salinity was observed to amount to 10 to 12 % dissolved solids by weight, and dissolved 

hydrogen sulphide was present. Tests showed that the geothermal potential was excellent, the potential 

flow rates being higher than predicted, but the temperature being lower than expected. The water was 

saline, roughly four times as saline as sea water, and a reinjection well would have been required to put 

the water into the formation at a distance sufficiently great to avoid recycling within the lifespan of the 

system. 

 

It was estimated that water could be produced at 100 m3/hr at about 60 °C, with a drawdown to 131 m 

below the surface after seven years. Power requirements for pumping were predicted at 66 kW, about 

2 % of the 3.5 MW of heat available, assuming a baseline temperature of 35 °C. 

 

Because of the high salinity and the potential for surface pollution, the used water would have to be 

returned to the formations from which it came.  This would mean the drilling of a reinjection well to put 

the water into the formation at a distance sufficiently great to avoid recycling within the lifespan of the 

system.  

 

During the summer of 1979, the Regina well was completed with “open hole” in the Winnipeg and 

Deadwood Formations, below the casing shoe at 2,034 m depth (Vigrass, 1980). Two six-hour pumping 

tests were carried out at 100 m3/hr. Accurate temperature measurement showed that water 

temperature was about 60 °C. Drawdown was calculated to reach 222 m below ground level after 2,500 

days. 

 

Unfortunately, the large sports building that was intended to be the load for the well was not built, and 

the remainder of the campus uses a steam heating system, and so the well has never been used for its 

intended purpose. However, it has been used as a research facility, for temperature logging, 
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hydrofracture testing, water level monitoring and corrosion testing. It had thus been of great value to 

the Geothermal Energy Program, in a manner that was not originally intended. 

 

4.2.4b Moose Jaw 

After the drilling of the well at the University of Regina, the City of Moose Jaw expressed interest in 

restoring the water source for the Natatorium. From 1933 to 1957 the “Natatorium” had been fed with 

warm saline water from a deep well, originally drilled for gas exploration. The Natatorium was an 

attraction to both the local population and to tourists. The water was described as “rich in sodium 

chloride, sodium sulphate and magnesium sulphate, comparable with the waters of Carlsbad and the 

more notable German curative springs” (Moose Jaw Times Herald, 10 June 1933). The same report also 

stated “visitors from all over the dominion and many points south of the border have been loud in their 

praises of the hot mineral water with which the pool is supplied”. Eventually the old wooden casing of 

the well collapsed and the supply of warm water was cut off. After 1957 the geothermal water was 

replaced by surface water, heated with natural gas, and chlorinated for health reasons.   

 

EMR contracted a study of the feasibility of restoring the water supply and of other possible uses for the 

water or the heat. Acres International Ltd. (1985) reviewed the aquifer formations below the City of 

Moose Jaw that are capable of providing a source of water and the potential for retrofitting existing 

buildings to make use of the energy resource. Four possible schemes of geothermal exploitation were 

presented. Each scheme associated the total demand of the proposed users with the volume and 

temperature of the geothermal water, and hence with pumping requirements and depth of drilling. It 

was concluded that the smaller schemes, associating retrofit of a few close buildings with the renewed 

Natatorium, offered the best prospects for economic use of a geothermal resource. Larger schemes, 

involving retrofit of more buildings over a wider area were judged to be best left until some operational 

experience had been gained. 

  

It was found that the initial cost of drilling the two wells required, one to produce and one to reinject 

the water, was a major part of the total cost, and that the pair of wells could provide an energy supply 

for a wide range of existing buildings in the centre of the city.  Seventeen potential users were 

identified, including municipal and commercial buildings, mostly within an area of four by five city 

blocks.  
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In the autumn of 1989 two wells were drilled to the Birdbear Formation. One of them had a 

temperature of 53.1  °C at 1352 m depth. A temperature log of one of the wells is shown in Figure 4.7.  

Pressure in the wells was such that an open well would produce a fountain about 20 m high. This means 

that reinjection would require high pump pressures. 

 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Temperatures in one of the wells at Moose Jaw, with aquifer formations. Orange colour 
shows sandstone aquifers and green shows limestone. 
 

4.3 ABANDONED MINES 

Research into very shallow geothermal applications, or ground-source heat pump systems, was not part 

of the mandate of the Geothermal Energy Program. However, late in the life of the Geothermal Energy 

Program a request from the Town of Springhill led to investigations into the use of water from 
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abandoned mines. Old mines provide a large reservoir of water. In the case of the Springhill mines, the 

water was obviously mixing and convecting within the mines, and the temperature near the surface was 

about 19 °C. Water at this temperature, and in the quantities that could be produced from the mines 

was clearly an excellent source.   

 

Springhill had been a major coal-mining centre until rock bursts forced the closure of the mines in 1958.  

The mine workings went to a depth of 1,323 m. By 1984 they were flooded. Water in the mines was 

circulating by convection and the temperature was much higher than the normal ground temperature of 

about 6 °C to 8 °C. The industrial buildings of the town were almost all overtop the mine workings. It was 

proposed by John M. Booth Engineering Ltd. that boreholes into the mine workings could bring up the 

warm water, which could be run through heat pumps and returned to the mines by a second borehole.  

 

John M. Booth Engineering Ltd. (1985) showed that there were at least 25 buildings that could benefit 

from geothermal heating. Energy costs would be about 40 % of the costs of oil heating. Capital payback 

times would be from four to six years for heating systems and better than two years for systems 

delivering both heating and cooling. The report concluded that the concept of geothermal heating was 

technically feasible and could be a valuable incentive for industries to open in Springhill. 

 

Jessop et al. (1995) showed that the total volume of water in the mines was about 4 x 10 6 m3, based on 

the assumption that collapse had occurred to fill 75 % of the mined space. Analysis of data of input and 

output temperatures of the system in place at Can Am Ropak Ltd showed that the building was putting 

more heat into the mine reservoir in summer than it was taking out in the winter. However, this plant is 

involved in plastic moulding, and thus produces a great deal of heat. The mine-water system was acting 

as a heat balancing system at a low cost. The mine-water system had the added advantage that it 

reduced carbon dioxide emissions by about 50 % from conventional sources of energy. Other buildings 

would be expected to take more heat in winter than they returned in summer, but since the resource is 

so large and convectively renewable, it could be regarded as indefinitely renewable.   

 

Because of the success of the pioneer work of the Town of Springhill in the use of mine water and heat 

pumps for heating industrial buildings, an investigation into the sources of information about 

abandoned mines was conducted. Katherine Arkay Consulting (1992) showed that there are many 

abandoned mines in all provinces of Canada, and the Provinces of Quebec and Nova Scotia were used as 
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the model for a system of search and data record. The report includes the design of a data form, which 

includes the questions of location and size of the mine, possible temperature of the water, and 

proximity to potential users. Information on the mines is to be found in provincial records. Data were 

included of about 160 old mines in Quebec and 400 mines in Nova Scotia. 

4.3 RESEARCH POST 1986 

Since the end of the Geothermal Energy Program in 1986 research has continued on a small scale as 

funding permitted. A request for a research project from the Corporation of the District of Summerland 

in 1986 had to be denied, but a few years later the GSC, in co-operation with the BC Department of 

Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources (DEMPR) was able to drill a diamond drill hole to investigate 

the possibility of warm water for the heating of greenhouses within the town of Summerland. The local 

agency promoting the project was the Okanagan-Similkameen Community Futures Association (OSCFA).   

 

The chosen site was about 1 km to the northwest of the centre of the town, close to a potential user. At 

this point the well was expected to reach the base of the Tertiary volcanic rocks and penetrate aquifer 

rocks.  The well was drilled over a period of two years to a total depth of 956 m, which was the limit of 

the equipment available, but it failed to intersect any aquifer. Temperature reached 41 °C, more than 

adequate for the purpose proposed, but the lack of water made the project a failure. A temperature 

gradient of 33 mK/m over most of the well showed that similar ventures in different locations in the 

Okanagan Valley might be more rewarding. 
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5.  C AN AD I AN  GE OT H E RMA L 

RE S OU RC E S  

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

While the geothermal resource base has been well known for years following initial work under the 

Geothermal Energy Program (Chapter 4), the resource has not been clearly defined on a national scale. 

This section examines various geoscience aspects that can help define geothermal resource potential 

and regions in Canada with the most favourable geological conditions for economic production of 

geothermal energy (based on current technology). 

 

5.2 HEAT FLOW 

Variation in heat flow to the Earth’s surface can provide an initial assessment of the geothermal 

potential.  Previous heat flow maps have been constructed for North America (Blackwell and Richards, 

2004), with the Canadian portion based on initial heat flow compilations by numerous workers (Jessop 

et al., 1984a, 2005; Majorowicz and Jessop, 1981a, 1981b; Majorowicz 1996; Majorowicz et al. 1985; 

Majorowicz et al. 1999; Majorowicz et al. 1988; Majorowicz et al. 1996; Majorowicz and Embry 1998; 

Lewis 1991; Lewis et al., 2003; Geotop, 2009; Jessop, 1990a; Jessop et al., 2005; Jessop et al., 1984a, 

1984b). The resultant database, consisting of 3,085 heat flow measurement locations, allows 

assessment of the regional variability of average heat flow in Canada.  The distribution of available heat 

flow data, shown in Figure 5.1, illustrates that there are large regions of Canada with sparse or no data.  

To better honour data constraints on the maps prepared for this chapter, extrapolated surfaces were 

limited to 50 km contours surrounding each data point. In addition, new smoothing and averaging 
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techniques were used which filter out anomalous data. Averaging of values was done using the 

averaging program of M. Webring (see Cordell et al., 1992) for a 48 km radius on a 4 x 4 km grid. As a 

result, estimated heat flow values are available for only 40% of Canada’s landmass (Fig. 5.2), whereas 

the remainder (in white on all maps) is unknown due to lack of data.   

 

 
 
Figure 5.1. Map of data points for heat flow measurements across Canada. 
 

Overall, the heat flow values in the Canadian Cordillera are similar to the western US Basin and Range 

areas (Blackwell, 2006). This is especially true for extensional areas like the Ominica Belt in southern 

British Columbia. Other regions of very high heat flow (>70 mW/m2) occur in parts of the Western 

Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB), particularly in northwestern Alberta, northeastern British Columbia, 

southwestern Northwest Territories, and the southern Yukon.  Heat flow in these areas range from 70 to 

120 mW/m2.  High heat flow values of >70 mW/m2 are also found in the Mackenzie Corridor, in the 

foreland basins of the Northwest Territories, and in the eastern part of the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula in the 

Beaufort-Mackenzie area. High heat flow is also observed in shallow parts of the WCSB in southeastern 

Saskatchewan (Weyburn area) and southwestern Manitoba, and also in the Lac LaBiche area (>70 

mW/m2). Elevated heat flow is also observed in the Appalachian region in Eastern Canada (>60 mW/m2). 
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Figure 5.2 shows elevated heat flow in passive margin basins of the Atlantic. These areas, however, are 

of lesser interest for geothermal development as the high heat flow areas are under water. In general, 

high heat flow regions in Canada’s High Arctic are in areas with little or no population, and temperatures 

are depressed due to thick ice-bearing permafrost. The base of permafrost, which constrains 

temperatures to 0 °C, extends from ~0.2 to 1 km depth. However, there are some isolated communities 

(e.g. Resolute Bay) near high heat flow areas, which are dependent on diesel for all their energy needs, 

that may benefit from a local geothermal resource base. The national average heat flow, as calculated 

based on Figure 5.2, is 64 mW/m2 ± 16 mW/m2. However, regional heat flow varies from values as low 

as 20 to 30 mW/m2 in the Canadian Shield of central Canada to highs in the northern Canadian 

Cordillera reaching >100 mW/m2.    

 

High variability in heat flow values is driven by variability in heat generation of the upper crust (highest 

in the crystalline rocks like granites), and mantle heat from below. The amount of ‘reduced’ heat flow 

(Qr), which characterises heat under the upper crystalline crust, is lower for the cratonic areas, 

especially in the Canadian Shield. Much higher vertical heat flow (from the mantle) occurs in younger 

orogenic belts of the Canadian Cordillera According to Jessop (1990) the average cratonic and orogenic 

belt heat flows are 30 and 60 mW/m2 respectively. The highest heat flow values measured in Canada 

occur in the Garibaldi volcanic belt (>200 mW/m2). These systems are not purely conductive and 

available temperature logs are disturbed by movement of hot water or vapour (see Jessop et al., 1991 

for references), and are characteristic of a local heat flow zone related to a back-arc system. While 

recognizing that these local high heat flow values indicate areas of significant local geothermal potential, 

the mapping methods used in the current study avoid these local anomalies so as not to give a  false 

indication of high regional heat flow.  As such these highest values were excluded for regional mapping 

purposes.   

 

5.3 GEOTHERMAL GRADIENTS AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 

Here we examine variability in geothermal gradients determined from measured temperature records 

across Canada. In addition, we examine variations in thermal conductivity, from measured data and 

from estimates of effective conduction in sedimentary basins that are based on measured rock averages 

and net rock analysis. Knowledge of geothermal gradients is important to be able to conduct first order 
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estimates of temperature variations with depth, in the upper several kilometres that are feasible for 

geothermal energy development. Thermal conductivity, K, of rocks is an important parameter that 

allows evaluation of heat transfer between the heat source and the heat sink. It is an intrinsic part of the 

estimation of thermal diffusivity, 



 (K/c)           (5.1) 

 

 where K = thermal conductivity (W/m K),= rock density (kg/m3) and c = heat capacity (J/kg.K). 

Thermal diffusivity estimates are needed for modelling time-related heat transfer and the long term 

sustainability of the geothermal resources during exploitation for energy. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.2. Heat flow map of Canada. 
 

The thermal conductivity of rock is an important parameter for geothermal development. However, it is 

often not possible to measure the thermal conductivity of the rocks in deep strata.  Few cores are 
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available from boreholes to allow for direct measurements of thermal conductivity in a laboratory, so 

the usual approach is to calculate thermal conductivity based on factors including lithology and porosity. 

Accurate estimates of thermal conductivity are important for depth-temperature (geotherm) modelling 

using known surface heat flow for depths where measured temperatures are not available. Data 

compilations for geothermal gradient, heat flow and thermal conductivity were published for all of 

Canada (Jessop et al., 1984a; Jessop et al., 2005), and for western and northern Canada (Lewis, 1991; 

Majorowicz et al., 1985; 1988; 1996; 1999).  

 

Thermal conductivity of individual rocks types from the upper crust (crystalline and sedimentary 

successions) are available in Canadian and American compilations for the Shield, Appalachians and 

Cordillera (Jessop, 1990; Jessop et al., 2005; Drury, 1986) and the WCSB and eastern and northern 

Canadian sedimentary basins (Majorowicz and Jessop, 1981b; Roy et al., 1981; Reiter and Tovar, 1982; 

Reiter and Jessop, 1985; Beach et al., 1987). A typical thermal conductivity for crystalline rocks is 3.2 

W/m K (Jessop, 1990b) while a lower 2 W/mK is for sedimentary rocks (Barker, 1996).  

 

Knowledge of the ‘net rock’ porosity and component rock conductivity Ki at depth  allows calculation of 

the continuous K-depth variations and temperature–depth variations, both of which are important for 

calculation of  the geothermal state of the target reservoirs. Predicted temperature at depth is: 

 

 

T = To + Q ((i=1..n (Di/Ki))          (5.2) 

 

 

where To is surface temperature ( at 20 m depth), Q is vertical heat flow, and Di is thickness of the layers 

(i = 1...n). In Canada, To (surface temperature) is usually assumed to be near -1 °C to 0 °C  and  that deep 

(>2 km) temperatures are in equilibrium with that.  For the case of shallower depths, in the upper few 

hundred metres, it is assumed that temperature is in equilibrium with mean annual ground surface 

temperature (see Majorowicz et al., 2009).  

 

An example of predicted variation of temperature with depth (from northeastern British Columbia), 

based on regional heat flow, estimated thermal conductivity variations with depth, and surface 

temperature, is shown in Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.3. Example of the variation of thermal conductivity with depth in northeaster British Columbia 
(in the NW part of the WCSB), and the related thermal gradient variation. The thin jagged solid black line 
represents variation of thermal conductivity with depth; the thick grey line is the computed gradient for 
a heat flow of 70 mW/m2 (typical of the study area) and the illustrated thermal conductivity profile; the 
dashed black line is least squares approximation of the computed thermogram.  Source: Majorowicz et 
al. (2005). 
 

The vertical component of the thermal gradient (dT/dz) can be estimated from high precision depth-

temperature logs and additionally from lower quality point measurements (bottom hole temperatures, 

drill stem test temperatures, etc.) that are available from petroleum and mining industry drilling reports. 
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These provide valuable information on the temperature distribution in sedimentary basins, the Shield, 

and mountain belts in Canada.   

 

Table 5.1: Typical values of thermal conductivity (in W/m K) of rocks in Canada. 

Lithology  Source1 Source2 Source3 
 

Source4 Source5 Source6 Source7 Source8 
Sandstone  2.8 4.2±1.4  3.1±1.3  3.7±1.2    3.7±1.2    4.7±2.8  
Claystone      2         1.8 
Mudstone            2.0±0.4    1.9±0.4  
Shale  1.5±0.5  1.4±0.4  2.1±0.4  1.4   2.1±0.4    1.8±1.2  
Siltstone  2.7±0.9  3.2±1.3  2.7±0.2  2.7±0.9    2.7±0.2      
Limestone  2.9±0.9  2.4±0.9  2.8±0.4    3.4±3.0  2.8±0.3    2.5±0.6  
Marl  2.1±0.7  3.0±1.1  2.7±0.5          2.4±0.5  
Dolomite  5.0±0.6  3.1±1.4  4.7±0.8    4.8±1.5  4.7±1.1    3.7±1.8  
Halite  5.5±1.8  5.7±1.0  5.4±1.0      5.4±0.3    5.9 
Chert  4.2±1.5  1.4±0.5  1.4±0.5            
Quartzite          5.0±2.4  5.9±0.8    5.6±1.9  
Granite          3.4±1.2    3.5±0.4  2.8±0.6  
Basalt          1.7±0.6    2.0±0.2  1.5 
Conglomerate  2.4±0.8  3.2±1.8  2.1±1.0            
Coal  0.3±0.1  0.2±0.2  0.2±0.1  0.3±0.1          
Loose sand                  
Typical sediment    2.3±2.0              

Source: 1 Beardsmore (1996)); 2 Beach et al. ( 1987); 3 Reiter and Jessop (1985); 4 Reiter and Jessop 
(1985) and  Reiter and Jessop, 1985; 5 Roy et al. ( 1981); 6 Reiter and Tovar (1982); 7 Drury (1986); 8 
Barker (1996) 
 

The vertical component of heat flow, Q, and thermal conductivity, K, are linked by the Q/K relationship 

for any depth along the “z” axis of the well following Fourier’s law (Jessop, 1990b): 

 

Q  = -K  T /z                                                      (5.3)                                                                           

 

where: T/z is thermal (temperature) gradient. It is usually assumed that the vertical component of the 

heat flow is constant (Q=constant), the conductive strata are horizontal and parallel, and that heat flows 

only by conduction.  
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Usually, thermal gradients are highly variable due to differences of lithology and porosity, showing 

related variability in thermal conductivity with depth (Fig. 5.3); therefore, a mean geothermal gradient is 

reported. Such values are used to construct maps of geothermal gradient patterns. In most cases, these 

linear approximations are practical, as shown in Figure 5.3 by the comparison of the thermal 

conductivity variation related temperature-depth model, and the linear approximation of temperature 

variation with depth. This allows an approximate temperature at any depth to be predicted beyond 

depth intervals where temperature measurements are available. 

 

The map of geothermal gradient across Canada is based on the data compiled for the locations shown in 

Figures 5.4a. Data south of the Canada-US border were taken into account in the contouring procedures 

(averaging in grid space) in order to avoid a border effect.  The data for the US were acquired from the 

International Heat Flow Commission (IHFC; 2010) database.  

 

Geothermal gradient values range from 0.5 -250 °C/km across Canada (Fig. 5.4b). The highest 

geothermal gradient values are for the volcanic belts in British Columbia (Lewis, 1991; Lewis et al., 2003; 

Hyndman and Lewis, 1999), particularly in the southwestern part of the Canadian Cordillera (back-arc 

areas) and in the northern parts of the WCSB (>40 oC/km). The lowest geothermal gradients are in the 

Canadian Shield. Some local high gradient areas are also observed in the Atlantic Canada and parts of 

Beaufort-Mackenzie and Arctic Island basins. High thermal gradients in the WCSB in northeastern British 

Columbia and the southern parts of the Mackenzie Corridor are due to a combination of relatively high 

heat flow (some 90 mW/m2) and a low thermal conductivity thermal blanket (<2 W/m K).  High 

geothermal gradients in the Great Lakes basin are mainly due to the very low thermal conductivity of 

shallow lake sediments (as discussed below) and do not form important geothermal energy resources as 

compared to Western Canada and Atlantic Canada. 
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a) 

 

b) 
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c) 

 

Figure 5.4 Geothermal gradient data in Canada a) Location of data points with geothermal gradient data. 
b) Contour map of the geothermal gradient (oC/km), including shallow lake measurements in Western 
Ontario by Allis and Garland (1979); c) contour map of the geothermal gradient without shallow lake 
measurements. 
 

Allis and Garland's (1979) heat flow determinations in shallow lakes give very high values which affect 

contours of geothermal gradients in northwestern Ontario. Many of the heat flows exceed values that 

would be expected by applying the heat flow-heat production relationship for expected heat production 

values. Measured heat production of about 3.4 microwatts per cubic meter in granite in northern 

Minnesota (Gosnold, personal Comm. 2010) would produce heat flow of only 55 mW/m2. This makes 

values > 70 mK/m doubtful. For example, the point in the International Heat Flow (IHFC 2010) database 

in southwestern Ontario has a gradient of 233 mK/m and a conductivity of 0.69 W/m/K, which causes 

the high thermal anomaly in Figure 5.4b.  Gosnold, W. (personal Comm. 2010) measured 

five new geothermal gradients in the Precambrian granites in NE Minnesota, at sites close to Ontario. At 

borehole depths of 400 to 600 m, the gradients range from 10 to 15 mK/m (°C/km). Due to spurious 

effects of lake sediments, the map without these values is thought to be a more valid representation 

(Fig. 5.4c) than the map which includes these values (Fig. 5.4b). 
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a) 

 

b) 

 
Figure 5.5. Thermal conductivity data in Canada. a) Locations of data points with thermal conductivity 
data; b) Pattern of the mean thermal conductivity (W/m K) across Canada. 
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The map of thermal conductivity across Canada is based on the data compiled for the locations shown in 

Figure 5.5a. The contour map of mean thermal conductivity (W/mK) is shown in Figure 5.5b. This map is 

based on measured conductivity values from boreholes with core or rock chips data (these are reported 

in Jessop et al., 2005 and other Canadian heat flow publications listed above) and estimates of effective 

thermal conductivity in sedimentary basins.  The latter are based on averages of typical thermal 

conductivity of rocks (see Table 5.1) and net rock data (see explanations in Majorowicz et al., 1985).  

 

The lowest thermal conductivity values are for lake sediments (Allis and Garland, 1979) and the highest 

are for the crystalline rocks, with values ranging from 0.5 to 6.5 W/m K. The variations in thermal 

conductivity determine, to a large extent, prospects for high temperatures, which are needed in low and 

high enthalpy geothermal energy development. Low thermal conductivity rocks (2 W/m K or lower), 

observed mainly in Canadian sedimentary basins, create a thermal blanketing effect which is essential 

for the potential of these basins for geothermal energy use. High thermal conductivity areas are found 

mainly in the Canadian Shield, the Canadian Cordillera, and Paleozoic orogenic belts. High conductivity 

values in Shield rocks (3-4 W/mK) together with its low heat flow (~ 40 mW/m2), create low thermal 

gradients and low geothermal energy prospects. 

 

Geothermal gradients and thermal conductivity values for Canada show very high regional and local 

variability, as seen by the histograms of mean thermal gradient (Fig. 5.6) and mean thermal conductivity 

(Fig. 5.7).  Despite the high variability, general patterns of spatial variability of thermal conductivity and 

thermal gradients emerge (Figs. 5.4 and 5.5) and can be related to the major geological provinces 

(Cordillera orogenic belts, sedimentary basins, Canadian Shield, Appalachians, and the continental 

margins). The high variability of thermal conductivity and thermal gradients is interlinked, because for a 

given rock thermal conductivity, the thermal gradient is controlled by deep heat flow related to thermal 

sources (radiogenic in the crust and transient post-orogenic energy from mantle).  That is, for a given 

heat flow, the thermal gradient depends on thermal conductivity (reverse relationship). 
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Figure 5.6. Histogram of thermal gradient (°C/km) across Canada based on gridded values used to 
produce maps (Fig. 5.4). 
 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Histogram of thermal conductivity (W/mK) across Canada based on gridded data for Canada 
used to produce maps (Fig. 5.5). 
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5.4 DEPTH-TEMPERATURE MAPS – DEEP SYSTEMS 

The heat flow map in Figure 5.2 is the basis for modelling of temperatures for different heat flow - heat 

generation provinces at depths of 3.5, 6.5, and 10 km (Figs. 5.8-5.10). These depths are chosen for 

consistency with depth-temperature maps for the US (Tester et al., 2006) and discussed by Blackwell 

(2006) and Blackwell et al. (2007).   

 

For depths where no measured data are available, heat flow maps are used for calculating temperature, 

as discussed below.  There is an established  statistical relationship between heat flow (Qo), heat 

generation (A), and thermal conductivity (K) that can be used to calculate temperature at depth (Jessop, 

1990b; Lachenbruch, 1971; Blackwell, 2006; Drury, 1988). Heat flow values are available for locations 

shown in Figure 5.1 and estimated average values of thermal conductivity for sediments and crystalline 

rocks (Table 5.1) are derived as described above. Knowledge of near-surface temperatures (derived 

from depth temperature logs), and calculated temperatures at the top of Precambrian (in the case of 

areas overlain by sedimentary cover), permits calculation of temperature profiles for the upper parts of 

crystalline crust below sedimentary basins. The variation of temperature with depth in the crystalline 

crust can be calculated by the ‘Lachenbruch model’ of exponential decrease of crustal heat generation 

with depth.  This model (Lachenbruch, 1970; 1971) is the only possible model able to explain the heat 

flow/heat generation relationship in cases of significant upper crustal erosion. The relationship is in the 

form (Roy et al., 1968):  

 

Qo=Qr + DAo    (5.4) 

 

where basement heat flow, Qo (W/m2) is correlated statistically with heat generation of the basement, 

Ao (W/m3).  Here, both Qr, the reduced (deep) heat flow (W/m2) and D measured in units of depth, are 

constants characteristic of large geological provinces. Temperature (T) vs. depth (z) is calculated from 

the equation: 

 

T(z) = Tb + Qr z K-1 + AoD2K-1(1-exp(-z/D))                                        (5.5) 

 

where Tb is the temperature at the crystalline basement surface, z is depth, K is the thermal 

conductivity, and D is the slope of the empirical/statistically derived  heat flow (Q) vs. heat generation 
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(Ao) relation, where Ao is surface heat generation of the crystalline basement. This model was applied 

to the Canadian land mass because good heat flow –heat generation statistical relationships were 

established for all of the major Canadian provinces, similar to that in the US (see review in Jessop, 

1990b). 

   

Thermal conductivity (K) for the crust and upper mantle for Canada is from Jessop (1990b). Typically, 

thermal conductivity for crystalline rocks is 3.2 W/m K, whereas a lower value of 2 W/m K is used for 

sedimentary rock. Typical heat generation values for Canada are Ao= 1 to 5 µW/m3 for the low and high 

heat flow regions, respectively, based on existing data from Canada (Burwash and Burwash, 1989; Drury, 

1986; Jones and Majorowicz, 1987; Jessop, 1990b; Lewis et al., 2003). The parameters used to construct 

maps of temperature fields at 3.5, 6.5, and 10 km for major heat flow provinces of Canada are provided 

in Table 5.2.   

 

Table 5.2. Key parameters used to estimate depth-temperature relationships for main geological regions 
of Canada.  

Region D (km) Qr (mW/m2) A (µW/m3) K (W/mK) 

Craton 9.6 33 1.7-3.7 1.8-3.4 

Shield 8-10 33 0.9-2.6 2.6-3.4 

Atlantic 8-12 40 1.6-2.3 2.6-3.4 

Cordillera 10 50 - 60 2.0-5.0 2.6-3.4 

 

As described above, heat flow patterns are used to calculate depth-temperature profiles at depths 

beyond which physical measurements have been made. There are uncertainties in heat flow (here we 

show the calculations for a 10 mW/m2 error). There is also uncertainty in the temperature of the 

basement below the sedimentary cover. Large uncertainties for the WCSB are due to the fact that the 

heat flow –heat generation relationship for the crystalline basement underlying the sedimentary basin 

had to be derived from equivalent Precambrian-Archean rocks exposed at surface to the east. Surface 

temperature control is well known and mapped for all of Canada (Grasby et al., 2009). 

 

The temperatures at depths of 3.5, 6.5, and 10 km are shown in Figures 5.8 to 5.10. Data points, as 

shown in Figure 5.1, are the same for all maps. Analysis of these maps shows that temperatures suitable 

for geothermal electrical generation (>150 oC) can be reached over large areas of Canada. Overall, 
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temperatures are highest in western Canada, reaching 150 oC at depths of 3.5 km in limited areas of the 

Canadian Cordillera, and in the southern part of the Mackenzie Corridor (Fig. 5.8). At depths of 6.5 km 

(Fig. 5.9), large areas of the Canadian Cordillera and parts of the WCSB show temperatures of 150 to 200 

°C. These represent the best target areas under the most likely limit of drilling depths, as based on 

drilling costs and technical abilities in the foreseeable future. However, drilling to depths of 10 km is 

potentially feasible in the future and these depths have already been achieved (e.g. the deep drilling 

project on the Kola Peninsula). At 10 km we can expect EGS temperatures (Chapter 8) in the 150 to 200 

°C range across most of Canada (Fig. 5.10), except in some areas of the Canadian Shield. At this depth, 

temperatures in the 200 to 300 °C range are estimated for large regions of the Canadian Cordillera and 

the WCSB. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5.8. Temperature at 3.5 km depth. 
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Figure 5.9. Temperature at 6.5 km depth. 
 

 
 
Figure 5.10. Temperature at 10 km depth. 
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5.5 DEPTH-TEMPERATURE MAPS – SHALLOW SYSTEMS 

The evaluation of shallow geothermal energy potential, based on heat pump systems, requires precise 

temperature data and temperature contour maps depicting spatial variation in >0 °C temperatures at 

different depths. It also requires ground surface temperature distribution patterns. In this later case we 

need to estimate temperature based on temperature logs usually taken below the piezometric 

(groundwater level) surface (varies from metres to tens/hundreds of metres) and model it to the ground 

surface. The shallow (tens to hundreds of metres) thermal gradient is controlled by downward heat flux 

related to recent surface climatic forcing in the last few centuries (warming air temperature will cause 

near surface thermal gradients to be negative, and downward heat flow will heat the rock mass). The 

impact of near surface warming also needs to be taken into account when evaluating shallow (tens to 

hundreds metres) underground heat energy potential (Majorowicz et al., 2009). 

 

Maps of temperature at depths 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 m were constructed for all of Canada. 

The temperature data are based on the high precision well temperature logs (some with multiple 

temperature-depth logs) from boreholes/wells across Canada. The temperature data consists of point 

temperature vs. depth measurements in shallow boreholes that have reached thermal equilibrium 

conditions. Recordings of temperature are usually spaced between 2-10 m, from the top of the water 

level in the well to the well’s bottom (measurement intervals vary from 2 m (minimum) to 20 m 

(maximum) depending on the individual temperature log’s operator’s preference). An example 

temperature-depth profile measured in a well at Winagami Provincial Park in Alberta (Majorowicz et al., 

2006) is shown in Figure 5.11. Such temperature records were compiled from several existing data files 

and unpublished data across Canada.  
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Figure 5.11. Example of temperature logs with depth (series of logs taken in a well at Winagami, 
Alberta).  Source: Majorowicz et al., 2009. 
 

Temperature – depth data sources include: 

1. Temperature data measured north of 60 °N in Canada by Earth Physics Branch EMR (A. Taylor, A. 

Judge, M. Burgess and V. Allen) and published in a series “Canadian Geothermal Data 

Collection” – Geothermal Series, EMR Earth Physics, Branch between 1973 and 1981 AD (Earth 

Physics Branch EMR, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1979, 1981) as listings and graphic plots of 

temperature vs. depth. 

 

2. Temperature logs across Canada (mainly eastern Canada and British Columbia data) from the 

database of the International Heat Flow Commission (IHFC) and NOAA Borehole Temperatures 

and Climate Reconstructions Database. These data were collated by the University of Michigan 

and were provided by several Canadian researchers and US researchers (WG) (A. Jessop, K. 

Wang, J-C Marschall, J. Majorowicz, W. Gosnold). Names of data providers, logging dates, 

locations and temperature – depth pairs are given in that data base: 

(http://www.geo.lsa.umich.edu/climate/NAM.html). 

 

3. Unpublished logs done during a time period between 1991-2006 in Western Canadian 

Sedimentary basin by Northern Geothermal Consultants, Edmonton and EMR Earth Physics 

Branch and – GSC Calgary; these data are in the GSC Calgary Canadian temperature data 

collection; Jessop et al., 2005).  
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All of the data collected were from high precision temperature-depth logs taken by thermistor probes 

commonly calibrated to accuracy of 0.03 °C and attached to an electrical cable. In some cases, 

temperature data were recorded with a data logger, while in other cases, manual measurements were 

made. The probe is lowered in the borehole and temperature measurements are made at depth 

intervals in the part of the borehole filled with water. The boreholes logged were usually drilled for 

mineral prospecting and hydrogeology observational networks (Alberta and Saskatchewan). These 

boreholes are in thermal equilibrium attained years after initial drilling disturbance.  Temperatures at 

50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 m were taken either, directly from temperature readings, or calculated 

from data points above and below using thermal gradient between the points. In some cases, a single 

site has multiple logs or logs taken at several boreholes at locations within 20-30 m radius (Alberta 

water observation wells). These data were averaged for the site. 

 

Resultant maps are shown in Figures 5.12 to 5.17. These maps show two main general trends, as would 

be expected; a decrease in temperature northward and an increase in temperature with depth for any 

location.  The >5 °C isoline, defining areas suitable for shallow geothermal energy use, can be reached by 

communities in southern Yukon and NWT when drilled to depth >100 m. At 250 m, temperatures as high 

as 10 °C can be reached in certain places. Southern Canada, where the highest temperatures are 

reached at shallow depths, is very promising for use of geo-exchange systems.   
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Figure 5.12. Temperature at 50 m depth. 

 

 
Figure 5.13. Temperature at 100 m depth. 
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Figure 5.14. Temperature at 150 m depth. 
 

 
Figure 5.15. Temperature at 200 m depth. 
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Figure 5.16. Temperature at 250 m depth. 

 

 
Figure 5.17. Temperature at 300 m depth. 
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5.6 GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES OF HEAT EXCHANGE SYSTEMS 

Energy stored as underground heat can be calculated for specific depth slices of defined thickness and 

aerial extent. This provides a first order assessment of available geothermal energy. Here we calculate 

heat content in 1 km long x 1 km wide x 0.05 km thick slice, which is at an initial temperature of 1 to 10 

°C as shown in Figure 5.12. Reasonable average values are 2,550 g/m3 and 1,000 J/kg °C, for the density 

() and heat capacity (C) of rock are used. If this mass of rock is cooled through a temperature difference 

of T °C (calculated here as a difference between ground temperature at 50 m depth and surface air 

temperature during the heating season) then the potential heat removed is given by: 

 

Q=CpVT                   (5.6) 

 

At first we calculate temperature difference between the 50 m depth temperature field and surface 

temperature (air temperature monthly normals), as shown for the example of Nain NL (Fig. 5.18).  Figure 

5.19 shows this result, and the spatial variability in net difference across Canada.  This figure excludes 

temperatures less than 0 °C, where permafrost conditions occur (Smith and Burgess, 1998), which 

require drilling to depths greater than our evaluation of the shallow (50 m) resource.  

 

  
Figure 5.18. The difference between mean monthly temperature and soil temperature calculated to a 
reference depth of 50 m for the Nain meteorological station in NL. Source: Majorowicz et al. (2009). 
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Figure 5.19. The temperature difference between air temperature mean (Canadian air temperature 
normals) and temperature at a reference depth of 50 m. The areas with temperature less than 0 °C are 
marked. 
 

Most regions of Canada in the non-permafrost areas have ground temperatures at 50 m (well below 

depths of annual to decade change) as much as 7 oC higher than mean surface temperature measured at 

screen level of meteorological stations. This implies that large amounts of thermal energy are stored in 

the shallow geological environment. The quantity of thermal energy, which could potentially be released 

from 1 km2 area block of 50 m of rock was also mapped for all of Canada in J (Joules) calculated per sq. 

km areas (Figs. 5.20-5.22) for the mean annual (Fig. 5.20), heating season (Fig. 5.21) and heat sink during 

cooling season (Fig. 5.22) for air conditioning of buildings, etc.. As deep temperatures are higher than 

surface air temperatures (Fig. 5.18), the net amount of energy is positive for most of Canada (Fig. 5.20) 

in the 1-10 x 1014 J/km2 range and mainly 3-8 x 1014 J/km2. Some areas like southern British Columbia 

and southern Ontario have lesser amounts of net annual energy balance available (0-3 x 1014 J/km2). 

Northern areas, however, south of permafrost limit have the highest energy values (6-10 x 1014 J/km2).  
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During the heating season, the amount of available energy for the block of 50 m and area of 1 km2 is in 

millions (1-2) of Joules (106 J)  for most of the Canadian territory south of the permafrost limit, with 

northern and central Canada having the highest values (Fig. 5.21). The conversion factors are such that 

1J= 2.78 x 107  kWh. For example, the amount of energy available during the heating season is 2 x 106 J in 

the Winnipeg area; so we can have some 0.7 x10-1 kWh.  

 

Energy savings on air conditioning are also available during the summer, especially in the high 

temperature regions of southern Ontario and the Prairies, where ground temperatures in the summer 

provide a heat sink (Fig. 5.22) which can be utilized with heat pumps for air conditioning. Of course, the 

size of the accessible resource is much smaller than implied by this simplistic analysis. This depends on 

the local engineering geothermal projects and the efficiency of the geothermal energy recovery. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20. Mean annual thermal energy calculated for an average difference in temperature between 
reference 50 m depth and mean annual surface air temperature from Canadian normals. 
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Figure 5.21. The thermal energy sink calculated for an average difference in temperature between 
reference 50 m depth and mean heating season surface air temperature from Canadian normals. 
 

 
 

Figure 5.22. The ‘cooling season’ energy calculated for an average difference in temperature between  
reference 50 m depth and mean summer air temperature from Canadian normals. 
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6.  G E OT HE R MA L E N E RG Y  AN D  MI N E S  

 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Mine sites can contain large volumes of groundwater, surface water, or mine waste materials, that can 

be used for space cooling and heating with ground source heat pump systems. The most commonly used 

resources are groundwater that can be pumped from and injected into high-permeability underground 

workings at a flooded mine to operate a heat pump system. In that case, the mine workings act as a heat 

exchanger, which reduces the number of wells that need to be drilled to install the system. The capital 

investment is therefore reduced compared to a conventional ground source heat pump system that may 

require drilling several hundred metres of borehole to install open or closed loop ground heat 

exchangers (Florides and Kalogirou, 2007). The payback period for the system installed at a mine site is 

consequently shorter, making it attractive because of energy savings and reduced greenhouse gases 

emissions when compared to other conventional heating and cooling alternatives. Additional resources 

of mine sites, such as surface water and waste materials, which are discussed in this chapter, can 

advantageously be used with ground source heat pumps systems in various configurations.  

 

The first heat pump system reported to operate from an abandoned mine was installed in 1989 in 

Springhill, Nova Scotia, where groundwater is pumped from coal mines (Jessop et al., 1995). Similar 

systems have been operated within lead mines at Park Hills in the US (Geothermal Heat Pump 

Consortium, 1997), and within coal mines in Shettleston and Lumphinnans in the UK (Watzlaf and 

Ackman, 2006) and in Heerlen in The Netherlands (Bazargan Sabet et al., 2008). The geothermal 

potential of other flooded underground mines has recently been assessed in Canada (Ghomshei and 

Meech, 2003; Ghomshei, 2007; Raymond and Therrien, 2008), Europe (Malolepszy et al., 2005; Tóth and 

Bobok, 2007; Wieber and Pohl, 2008; Rodríguez and Díaz, 2009; Hamm and Bazargan Sabet, 2010) and 

the US (Watzlaf and Ackman, 2006). The geothermal resources studied at mine sites are, however, not 
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limited to flooded underground mines. For example, ground source heat pump systems are being used 

with surface water from a flooded open pit quarry at Saint-Bruno-De-Montarville in Québec (Raymond 

et al., 2008). In another study, Raymond (2010) assessed the potential of geothermal energy exchange 

using closed-loop ground heat exchangers at the South Waste Rock Dump of the Doyon Mine in Québec. 

 

Canada has a long mining history and, therefore, hosts abundant geothermal resources located at mine 

sites. The exploitation of mineral deposits across the country began more than one century ago (Udd, 

2000). Mining operations during the early and mid 1900’s were typically located close to communities, 

which can now benefit from the exploitation of geothermal resources using heat pumps as this 

technology is best exploited within a few kilometres from the bore field. Energy saved for space heating 

and cooling can help industries stay competitive, while contributing to the reduction of greenhouse 

gases emissions. This chapter contains a description of geothermal resources associated with base 

metal, industrial mineral, and coal mines in Canada followed by a review of recent projects. An inventory 

of abandoned mines in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Québec and Nova Scotia is then 

presented to provide an estimate of the geothermal resources associated with mine sites and highlight 

their potential for energy exchange.   

 

6.2 GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES IN MINING ENVIRONMENTS 

6.2.1 Resource Features 

Mining environments host low-temperature geothermal resources that originate from the Earth’s 

natural heat flux (Chapter 1), but are improved due to mining activities. For example, a network of 

underground workings increases the global permeability of the subsurface, which can in turn allow 

pumping groundwater at high rates. This increase in permeability is valuable because geothermal heat 

pumps require high operating flow rates that are about 3.3×10-5 to 6.7×10-5 m3/s (2 to 4 L/min) for each 

kilowatt of heating or cooling capacity. For large operations, like a district system, theses flow rates can 

only be obtained from highly permeable aquifers or with the installation of hundreds of metres of 

closed-loop ground heat exchangers. 
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Another characteristic of mining environments is the increased subsurface temperatures caused by 

mineral oxidation, with pyrite oxidation being the most common. Pyrite (FeS2) is commonly found in 

waste and host rock of base-metal mines and it reacts with water and oxygen in a strong exothermic  

(heat generating) reaction given by: 

 

kJ 1409H22SOFeOH3.5OFeS 2
4

2
222     (6.1) 

 

This compact form of the reaction does not entail all the complex mechanisms involved in pyrite 

oxidation (Lowson, 1982; Ritchie, 1994) but indicates that, for each kilogram of oxygen consumed, the 

amount of energy released is about 12.6 MJ. Heat produced by the reaction is transferred to the 

subsurface, where the temperature can build-up. Heat transfer occurs by conduction through rocks or by 

convection if there is groundwater flow in the pore spaces of waste and host rock materials. For 

example, temperatures higher than 40 °C have been measured in the South Waste Rock Dump of the 

Doyon Mine, Québec, more than 20 years after the waste dump was constructed (Raymond et al., 2008). 

At the Britannia Mine in British Columbia, water infiltrates the mine upper workings and discharges at a 

lower level at a temperature of 15 °C, which is  about 3 °C warmer than the temperature of the shallow 

subsurface in the area (Ghomshei and Meech, 2003).  

 

The reaction shown in Equation 6.1 is, on the other hand, responsible for the production of acid mine 

drainage. Water in mining environments that undergo mineral oxidation can be of various chemical 

compositions (Banks et al., 1997). Ground source heat pumps used under acid conditions can be 

protected by selecting appropriate system configuration and materials. Intermediate plate heat 

exchangers, used with open-loop systems fed by groundwater and surface water, eliminate the 

circulation of water directly into the exchangers of the heat pump (Rafferty, 2003). Thermal energy is 

transferred by conduction between a mixture of water and antifreeze that flows in the heat pump and 

the external water taken form the earth side of the system, without exchange of fluids at the 

intermediate plate exchanger. This configuration reduces the risk of damaging the heat pump unit and 

facilitates maintenance because intermediate plate heat exchangers are made of corrosion resistant 

materials, such as stainless-steel, and they can be easily dismantled. Alternatively, high-density 

polyethylene piping is commonly used with closed-loop heat exchangers, either installed in surface 
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water bodies or buried underground, and is resistant to various chemicals including sulphuric acid 

(Budinski and Budinski, 2005). The design of a system can therefore be adapted to a specific mine site.   

 

6.2.2 Resource Types 

There are three types of geothermal resources associated with base-metal, industrial mineral, and coal 

mines according to the different geoexchange technologies presented in Chapter 2. The resource types 

are aquifers, surface water bodies and mine waste. For each geothermal resource type, a specific ground 

source heat pump is used to extract or inject heat. Groundwater, surface water and ground-coupled 

heat pumps (ASHRAE, 2007) are discussed in this chapter to describe the various systems associated 

with each geothermal resource type.   

 

The first resource type, aquifers, can be exploited with groundwater heat pumps having an open loop 

configuration. Methodologies have recently been developed to assess the geothermal potential of an 

aquifer that floods abandoned underground mines, both with analytical (Rodríguez and Díaz, 2009) and 

numerical models (Renz et al., 2009). Analytical models are appropriate to compute heat exchange rates 

for a given underground section of a mine, such as a shaft, a road or a tunnel, whereas numerical models 

can assess the site’s global potential by accounting for the complex geometry of the underground 

workings. Water that is already pumped at active mines to keep excavations dry can also be used with 

groundwater heat pumps, but few studies have been conducted to assess that potential. At the Mouska 

Mine in Québec, a mid-size gold operation covering 876 hectares with shafts down to a depth of 560 m, 

the mine workings are dewatered at an average rate of 2.25×10-2 m3/s (1 350 L/min). Design calculations 

indicated that a heat pump system could use this water to heat buildings with a maximum peak load of 

870 kW, assuming a production temperature of 10.1 °C (Raymond et al., 2010b). 

 

The second resource type is surface water bodies such as ponds or flooded open pits, which are 

common at mine sites. Heat can be extracted from these water bodies using surface water heat pumps 

with an open or a closed loop configuration. Water is directly taken from the surface water body in the 

open loop configuration. Coils that are sunk into the surface water body allow heat exchange within a 

closed loop configuration. Shallow ponds, which are typically found at active mines, store water of 

various chemical compositions and they can remain on site after mine closure. Flooded open pits, most 
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commonly encountered at closed mine sites, can be deep and offer significant geothermal potential, 

which mainly depends on the water volume, inflow, outflow and temperature (Hattemer and 

Kavanaugh, 2005). The main advantage related to surface water heat pumps on mine sites is that the 

surface water bodies are generally located on private lands, where regulations associated with the 

installation can be less restrictive. Heat pumps that use surface mine water are in operation near the 

Goyer Quarry, in Saint-Bruno-De-Montarville, Québec (Figure 6.1). The quarry contains 8,064,000 m3 of 

water that feeds the heat pumps of condominium complexes, each covering a total area of 6,039 m2 and 

containing 36 apartments (Raymond et al., 2008). Two complexes were present on site in 2011 and 

additional construction is planned by the real estate developer. Thermal energy from the surface water 

pumped in the quarry is exchanged with a shared plate heat exchanger linked to the heat pumps that all 

have a combined capacity of 3.6 to 5.6 kW and which are located in the apartments.  

 

Figure 6.1.  Images of the Goyer Quarry in Saint-Bruno-De Montarville, its condominium complex that 
uses surface water heat pumps, and the shared intermediate plate heat exchanger located in the 
building basement. 
 

The third resource type, mine waste, was proposed to be the host for ground-coupled heat pumps 

(Raymond et al., 2010b). Buried pipes with a closed loop configuration in horizontal trenches or vertical 

boreholes typically make the ground heat exchangers for these systems. Large operations require 

several exchangers that are sized to maintain a minimum or maximum outlet temperature during peak 

conditions (Bernier, 2000). Enhanced temperatures associated with mine waste rock can therefore be 

used to reduce the length of the exchangers required for a given system designed according to heating 

loads. This setting is advantageous because shallow subsurface temperatures in Canada rarely exceed 

10 °C (Section 5.5). Numerical modelling of a system installed under the South Waste Rock Dump of the 

Doyon Mine has shown that operating temperatures of heat exchangers can be maintained during the 

life of a heat pump, but further demonstration of the benefits of this technology is necessary (Raymond, 

2010). 
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6.2.3 Resource Evaluation  

The geothermal energy resources that can be extracted from a medium can be evaluated from its 

volume, volumetric heat capacity and temperature, as well as the temperature to which it can be 

lowered to, using Equation 5.6 presented in Chapter 5. The difference between the temperature of the 

medium and the return temperature is estimated from the difference between the subsurface 

temperature and the mean atmospheric temperature at a given location. This temperature difference, 

however, is arbitrary for heat pumps because systems can return water below the mean atmospheric 

temperature. The potential for an underground heat sink using heat pumps is similarly estimated with a 

temperature differential that is reversed since the return temperature is warmer than the subsurface 

temperature. The volume of the medium, which is mine water or waste in the case of mining 

environments, can be estimated from two approaches using mine production records or archived maps. 

Mine water hosted in underground workings is used, for example, to estimate the medium volume since 

most projects that are further described concern flooded underground mines. The calculation does not 

account for water contained in the pores of the surrounding host rock. 

 

The first approach consists of converting the mass of ore mined into the volume of voids, that are 

assumed to be flooded, by dividing tonnage records by the rock density and then multiplying by a 

correction factor of 0.25 (Jessop et al., 1995) to account for subsidence and backfill. The correction 

factor is a conservative estimate of the voids that can remain after mine closure. Representative rock 

densities of 2,700 kg/m and 1,500 kg/m can be used for base-metal and coal mines, respectively. 

Appropriate transformation of units must be applied to convert tons in kilograms. In many cases, mine 

records or inventory data do not mention if tons are metric or imperial.  Thus, metric tons are assumed 

for calculation knowing that it can yield a 10% uncertainty. In the second approach, the water volume 

flooding a mine is estimated by multiplying the sum of the areas covered by underground workings by 

the average thickness of the workings and, again, by a correction factor of 0.25 to account for 

subsidence and backfill. Resource calculations using this method are presented below for the Springhill 

project and the inventory of resources in Canadian provinces.   
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6.3 RECENT CANADIAN PROJECTS 

Most geothermal studies conducted at mine sites in Canada evaluated the potential of flooded 

underground mines. Results from the system operated at Springhill, presented in Chapter 4 as part of 

the National Geothermal Energy Program, and from feasibility studies carried out at the Britannia and 

the Gaspé Mines are reviewed below. An additional project from the South Waste Rock Dump of the 

Doyon mine is presented.   

 

6.3.1 Geothermal Operation from Springhill’s Coal Mine, Nova Scotia 

In 1985, the Earth Physics Branch of the Federal Department of Energy, Mines and Resources, which 

became the Geological Survey of Canada, conducted a feasibility study to evaluate the geothermal 

heating potential of the abandoned underground coal mine in Springhill (Figure 6.2) that closed in 1958 

(Jessop et al., 1995). Up to 22,337 tons of coal were mined from 7 coal seams dipping at 24 to 30° and 

down to a depth of 1,350 m. Geothermal operations from that coal mine represent one of the first major 

geothermal energy projects completed in Canada. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Vertical cross-section illustrating the groundwater heat pump system developed at the 
Springhill coal mine, Nova-Scotia (CADDET energy efficiency, 1992). 
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Energy resources contained in the water flooding the mine in Springhill were evaluated with Equation 

5.6 using a water density and specific heat capacity equal to 1,000 kg/m and 4,200 J/kg/K, respectively. 

The temperature difference was initially assumed equal to 15 K, based on measured water temperatures 

near surface, which reached 20 °C, and assuming that the temperature of the water returned to the 

mine is 5°C. These numbers are slightly above the expected operating temperatures because all the heat 

available is computed for a resource estimate and only part of that heat may be used during operation 

of a heat pump. The water temperature of 20 °C measured near surface is higher than the shallow 

subsurface temperature at the Springhill coal mine. This increase was assumed to result from free and 

forced convection that transfers heat from the deeper sections of the mine to the surface. The volume 

of water flooding the mine was estimated with the two approaches given above, based on a mass of ore 

removed equal to 22,337 tons and a surface area covered by the coal seams equal to 4.19×105 m2, 

assuming an average seam thickness of 10 m.  The average obtained from the results of both approaches 

indicated a water volume of about 4.0×106 m3 and the resulting geothermal energy resources were 

estimated equal to 250 TJ. This amount of energy represents the total heat accessible with heat pumps 

and does not account for heat that can be transferred to the mine water from convection of 

groundwater and heat exchange by conduction with the host rock. 

 

Exploitation of geothermal energy resources began in 1989 to heat and cool the facilities of the Ropack 

Can-Am plastic transformation factory covering 13,500 m2 (CADDET energy efficiency, 1992). Two wells 

were drilled to intercept the mine workings and pump the groundwater. Water pumped from seam 

no.2, located at an approximate depth of 140 m, had a temperature near 18 °C and water was returned 

to seam no.3 at a temperature of about 13 to 23 °C (Figure 6.2) during the heating and cooling season, 

respectively. Heat pumps therefore use only a part of the entire energy resources available from the 

mine water. Annually, more energy is returned underground than extracted because of heat gains due 

to work activities and operation of machinery inside the building. However, the temperature of the 

pumped water remains constant throughout the year, suggesting that the mine provides an efficient sink 

to the additional heat returned underground and that the cooling potential is preserved. Net energy 

savings for Ropack Can-Am during the first year of operation were about 600 MWh, which represented 

$45 000 in 1989. The capital cost of the heat pump system at that time was $110 000, yielding a payback 

period of less than 2.5 years.  
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Following the successful geoexchange operation at the Ropack Can-Am factory, other buildings were 

equipped with a groundwater heat pump system that taps the mine water at Springhill. A Pizza Delight 

restaurant was built in 1990 above the location of a coal seam whose depth reaches 1,063 m and the 

restaurant was equipped with a heat pump. Similar operations of groundwater heat pumps from M.B.B. 

Mechanical, a boilermaker, and Surette Battery, a battery manufacturer, were also reported. Annual 

energy savings during early operation for these buildings were between 40 and 45 % (Arkay, 1992). The 

proximity of the underground workings to the community of Springhill (Figure 6.3) was an asset to 

exploit the geothermal resources of the mine. With the deployment of several systems, Springhill 

pioneered large-scale exploitation of low-temperature geothermal resources in mining environments in 

Canada. 

 

 

Figure 6.3. Map showing the position of coal seams (dash lines) and outcrops (continuous lines) relative 
to the town of Springhill (shaded areas; Jessop et al., 1995). 
   

6.3.2 Feasibility Study at Britannia Mine, British Columbia 

An underground copper mine abandoned in 1974 is located in British Columbia near Britannia Beach, a 

community of 250 people on the shore of Howe Sound, a bay north of Vancouver that connects to the 

Strait of Georgia. A mine was exploited in the surrounding mountains, with tunnels below the sea level 

(Figure 6.4). At the time of the study, groundwater that infiltrates the closed mine now discharged at 
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Howe Sound from the 4100 level of the mine and was an important source of acid effluents. Studies 

were conducted by Ghomshei and Meech (2003) to assess the geothermal potential of the groundwater 

discharging from the mine and which could be captured at a water treatment plant to mitigate the 

environmental impact of acid drainage. While the treatment plant is now in operation, the geothermal 

project has not been realized. Nevertheless, this example illustrates benefits of using mine water.  

 

 

Figure 6.4. Vertical cross-section of the Britannia Mine (Ghomshei and Meech, 2003). Levels in feet 
indicate approximate mine depth. 
 

The mine workings cover an area approximately equal to 2.0×107 m2, which was estimated in this project 

from the volume of mine tailings. The rate of heat that can be captured from the Earth’s natural heat 

flux is estimated at about 1.3 MW by multiplying the heat flux (locally 65 mW/m) by the surface area of 

the workings. Heat released by pyrite oxidation and carried by groundwater is estimated at 2,386 KJ/m 

based on the metal content of water, which can be related to the production of acid mine drainage. Heat 

released by pyrite oxidation that can be captured during average conditions, considering groundwater 

discharge from the 4100 level of the mine at a rate of 0.167 m3/s (1.0×104 L/min), is therefore equal to 

400 kW. The temperature of the discharging water is 15 °C, and because water flows freely out of the 

mine, pumping or drilling is not required. The costs of the installation can then be reduced compared to 

a regular ground source heat pump system. Geothermal operations were planned according to the 

conceptual system configuration illustrated in Figure 6.5, where geothermal energy is extracted at an 

intermediate plate heat exchanger linked to a heat pump plant networked to the community. The 

installation of intermediate plate heat exchangers is suggested to protect the heat exchangers of the 
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heat pump, typically made of copper or cupronickel, because the mine water has a pH near 4 to 4.5 and 

can corrode metals. 

 

 

Figure 6.5. The groundwater heat pump system proposed at the Britannia Mine (Ghomshei and Meech, 
2003). 
 

With the proposed system, the total power available for heating can vary from 1.2 to 5.0 MW depending 

on the system operating flow rate that can be managed with water storage in the mine. The planned 

energy extraction rate may exceed the heat captured from the Earth's heat flux and the oxidation of 

pyrite, because exploited groundwater is returned to surface water bodies. The electric power 

consumed to operate the system is only 0.24 to 1.0 MW. The capital investment to install a district 

system with a power of 2.5 to 4 MW linked to the community was estimated between $2.0 and 2.5 M. 

Energy savings of $25 to 35 K per year were anticipated, with a payback period of 5 to 8 years. A water 

treatment plant was built in 2005 to mitigate acid drainage. The proposed groundwater heat pump 

system can still be incorporated to that plant. 

 

6.3.3 Feasibility Study at the Gaspé Mines, Québec 

Field characterization and numerical modelling studies were carried out to assess the geothermal 

heating and cooling potential of a district system at the flooded Gaspé Mines (Figure 6.6). The mine site 

is located in the middle of the Gaspé Peninsula in Québec next to the town of Murdochville, whose 
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population is about 850. Copper porphyry and skarn mineral deposits were exploited from two open pits 

and a large network of underground workings. Mining operations conducted underground stopped in 

1999 after removal of about 47 million tons of rock. Today, the flooded workings contain more than 

3.7×106 m3 of water and 61 TJ of geothermal energy. The town of Murdochville is planning a geothermal 

district system at its industrial park located directly above the mine workings. Installation costs and 

annual energy savings were estimated in 2006 at $523 K and $144 K, respectively. The town received 

funding in 2008 from the Green Municipal Fund and the Ministère des Affaires municipals, des Régions et 

de l’Occupation du territoire in Québec to cover installation costs. The municipal authorities are now 

looking for industrial interest to exploit the geothermal resources to construct the district system and 

benefit from the energy savings provided by the system operation. This incentive, along with others that 

involve retrocession of mine buildings to industries wishing to develop activities at the industrial park, 

are expected to stimulate the town’s economy, which was negatively impacted after the mine’s closure.  

 

 

Figure 6.6.  Satellite image showing the surface area covered by the underground mine workings of the 
Gaspé Mines (Raymond, 2010). Source for the background image: earth.google.com. 
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A pumping test was initially performed in the former mining shaft P1100 to determine the global 

hydraulic conductivity of the mine workings (Raymond and Therrien, 2008). Groundwater was pumped 

at 0.062 m3/s (3 720 L/min) over 3 weeks and the average temperature of the water pumped was 6.7 °C. 

The analysis of the variations in hydraulic head at the mining shaft and in surrounding observation wells 

indicated that the hydraulic conductivity of the mine workings is approximately 1×10-2 to 1×10-3 m/s. A 

groundwater heat pump system was then simulated with a groundwater flow and heat transport model 

to optimize operation scenarios and to ensure a sustainable exploitation of the geothermal resources 

(Raymond, 2010). Numerical modelling of heat exchange in the underground mine is a challenging task 

because of the complex geometry of the workings, but appears to be the most appropriate method to 

predict the system behavior. The numerical modelling study conducted at the Gaspé Mines can be used 

as a guide for investigation of other sites and is outlined in this Chapter.   

 

The numerical model of the Gaspé Mines, developed with the finite element simulator HydroGeoSphere 

(Therrien et al., 2010), contains 81,200 three-dimensional elements that are refined over the mine 

workings (Figure 6.7a). The horizontal extent of the domain covers the western part of the Porphyry 

Creek Watershed (Figure 6.7b). The host rock, the underground workings and the Copper Mountain Pit 

were discretized with 3D elements and 1D elements representing the mining shafts and the 

underground roads superimposed onto the 3D elements (Figure 6.7c). Variably-saturated groundwater 

flow and conductive-convective-dispersive heat transfer were simulated to reproduce the operation of 

the proposed district heating and cooling system, for which water is pumped and injected from the 

former mining shafts P1100 and P1010, respectively. The temperature of the water that is injected 

underground was computed with a heat pump function that accounts for the system coefficient of 

performance, which varies with temperature. The initial hydraulic heads specified for the simulation 

(Figure 6.7d) accounted for drawdown that occurred when the mine site was dewatered. The initial 

subsurface temperature (Figure 6.7e) was determined from the local geothermal gradient, which was 

measured and is about 0.0011 °C/m. The model was calibrated by reproducing both the groundwater 

level rebound following the mine closure and the pumping test conducted to characterize the site.   
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Figure 6.7. Plots of the Gaspé Mines numerical model: a) mesh, b) elevation showing geographic points 
of interest, c) sub-domains, d) initial hydraulic heads, and e) initial temperatures for transient 
simulations (Raymond, 2010). Coordinates of the grid in e) are in metres according to the UTM NAD 83 
system.  
 

Subsequent simulations were carried out to determine the amount of energy that can be extracted 

when the district system is operated at a maximum pumping capacity of 0.063 m3/s (3 780 L/min). Heat 

extraction and injection rates were determined from the loads of the existing buildings at Murdochville 

industrial park, which cover a total area of 112,000 m2, and were multiplied by different factors in 
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different simulations. For each case, the pumping and injection temperatures were verified to ensure 

that they remain above 5 °C and 2 °C for 50 years to ensure sustainability and prevent freezing in the 

pipelines, respectively. Operating temperatures for the optimal scenario, where building loads are 

multiplied by a factor of 3, are shown in Figure 6.8. The annual amount of heat extracted and injected 

underground is -3,176 MWh and 1,754 MWh, respectively, and represents 71 % and 115 % of the 

building heating and cooling loads. Simulations therefore indicated that the proposed system can 

provide more than three times the thermal energy that is currently needed to heat the buildings of the 

industrial park at Murdochville. Pumping temperatures that stabilized near 5.9 °C during the 50 years of 

simulation suggested that the maximum energy extraction rate was not reached, but a higher operating 

flow rate is necessary to extract more energy and prevent freezing in the pipelines. Numerical modelling 

conducted in this study was shown to provide a valuable tool for decisions regarding the system 

operation. 

 

 

Figure 6.8.  Simulation of production (out) and injection (in) temperatures when the district heating and 
cooling system at Murdochville industrial park is operated at a flow rate of 0.063 m3/s (3 780 L/min) to 
provide energy to fulfill three times the current building loads (Raymond, 2010). 

 

6.3.4 Energy Exchange Under the South Waste Rock Dump of the Doyon Mine, 
Québec 

Part of the heat released by the exothermic oxidation of pyrite (Equation 6.1) at mine waste rock dumps 

is commonly transferred by conduction to the dump basement, where increased subsurface 
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temperatures have been observed. The length of closed-loop ground heat exchangers, used with 

ground-coupled heat pumps, can be reduced when they are installed in a subsurface warmer than 

typical geological environments if the system is designed according to peak conditions of the heating 

season. The water circulating in the heat exchangers can remain at an equivalent minimum temperature 

when compared to a system with longer heat exchangers and a lower subsurface temperature. The 

installation cost of a ground-coupled heat pump system can therefore be reduced in the presence of 

enhanced subsurface temperature, such as that found below oxidizing mine waste dumps. Heat transfer 

has been simulated with the finite element model HydroGeoSphere (Therrien et al., 2010) to determine 

possible bore length reduction if vertical ground heat exchangers were installed beneath the South 

Waste Rock Dump of the Doyon Mine, Québec (Raymond, 2010). This waste dump has been constructed 

from 1983 to 1987 during the exploitation of two open pits and covers an area of 549,400 m2. 

Production of acid mine drainage was first observed in 1985 and its environmental impact was 

extensively studied (Lefebvre et al., 2001a; Lefebvre et al., 2001b). Geothermal energy resources 

associated to the waste rock and the underlying host rock are evaluated at 1,680 TJ (Raymond et al., 

2008). Results of the geothermal studies at the Doyon Mine are given below.  The potential to install 

such systems in Canada is significant because many waste dumps with possible heat generation have 

been left in place after exploitation of open pit mines.  

 

Conductive and convective heat transfer at a single ground heat exchanger was simulated for two 

different numerical models; the first one being a site with no waste dump and the second a site with a 

waste dump (Figure 6.9). For both models, a single ground heat exchanger that is part of a ground-

coupled heat pump system enclosing several heat exchangers was simulated. The length of the vertical 

borehole containing the exchanger was 98 m. In the second model, the borehole containing the 

exchanger is located at the toe of the waste dump. It is preferable to install the borehole at the toe of 

the dump to avoid interference with other activities at the site like remediation, which can involve 

installation of an impermeable cover at the surface of the dump. The cover is used to reduce water and 

oxygen inflow to mitigate the oxidation of pyrite and the production of acid drainage. 

 

Typical thermal properties for the subsurface near the Doyon Mine and for the South Waste Rock Dump 

were used in both models. Thermal conductivities of the subsurface host rock, the overburden and the 

waste rock material were determined from thermal response tests and are 3.8 W/m-K, 1.8 W/m-K and 
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2.2 W/m-K, respectively (Raymond et al., In Press; 2011; 2010a). One kilometre away from the waste 

dump, the undisturbed subsurface temperature was 5.1 °C near surface and increased with depth 

according to a geothermal gradient of 0.005 °C/m, which was measured in an exploration hole (Raymond 

et al., 2008). These temperatures and gradients were used for initial conditions to simulate subsurface 

heat exchange in the model without a waste dump. In the second model with the waste dump, initial 

temperatures were determined from a preliminary simulation of heat generated by the waste rock and 

were verified against field measurements. Heating and cooling loads assigned to the ground heat 

exchanger for both models were determined according to the loads of a typical two-floor mine building 

that covers 4,181 m2 and can be located near the site. The annual heating and cooling loads assigned to 

the ground-coupled heat pump of that building, having a hybrid system with both ground-coupled and 

air source heat pumps, were 362 MWh and 234 MWh, respectively. The fraction of the building loads 

assigned to the exchanger was varied between simulations to determine the minimum number of 

boreholes required for the outlet temperature to remain near 0 °C during peak heating months. 

 

 

Figure 6.9. Finite element mesh used to simulate a ground heat exchanger for a) a subsurface without 
waste dump and b) for a subsurface overlain by a waste dump. The vertical cross-sections show the 
model sub-domains and the location of the ground heat exchanger (Raymond, 2010). 
     

Outlet temperatures that were predicted for heat exchangers of systems operated with and without the 

waste dump are shown in Figure 6.10. The simulations covered a 25-year period, which corresponds to 
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the approximate life of the heat pump unit. The system located in the subsurface without the waste 

dump required 13 boreholes compared to 9 for the system installed below the waste dump. Simulations 

with a reduced heat generation rate, representing a scenario where an impermeable cover has been 

installed over the dump to mitigate pyrite oxidation, also indicated a minimum of 9 boreholes to 

maintain a minimum outlet temperature near 0 °C. Heat generated by the waste rock and stored in the 

subsurface underneath the dump provided a setting that allowed reduction of the borehole length by 

about 31 % compared to the case without the waste dump. The potential to install such systems is 

significant because at least 55 waste rock dumps producing acid drainage have been inventoried in 

Québec alone (Raymond et al., 2008). Similar geothermal operations could also be investigated at other 

types of waste sites that produce heat, such as ash landfills. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10. Simulated outlet temperature for a ground heat exchanger located a) in a subsurface 
without a waste dump where the building loads are distributed over 13 boreholes, and b) in a similar 
subsurface at the toe of a waste rock dump where the building loads are distributed over 9 boreholes 
(Raymond, 2010). 
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6.4 INVENTORY OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES ON MINE SITES 

Records of past mining activities can provide information to estimate low-temperature geothermal 

resources in mining environments. For safety reasons, provincial governments have created inventories 

of most abandoned mine sites. Inventories for British Columbia (Government of British Columbia, open 

file 2003-3), Alberta (Energy Resources Conservation Board, 2010), Saskatchewan (Saskatchewan 

Environment, 1989; 2001; 2002; 2003), Québec (Arkay, 1992), and Nova Scotia (Arkay, 1992) have been 

used to produce maps showing the geothermal potential of abandoned mines.  The inventory of 

geothermal resources on mine sites is currently incomplete because data are missing for several 

provinces. Data shown on the maps can nevertheless help identity abandoned mines near cities. 

 

For each site, the location of the mine and the mass (tons) of ore removed were listed. The amount of 

water contained in the mines was estimated with ore production records, according to the methodology 

given in Section 6.2.3 and assuming that all the mines are totally flooded. The volume of water in each 

mine was then used with Equation 5.6 to estimate the geothermal resources available for heating using 

heat pumps. The temperature difference, δT in Equation 5.6, was assumed equal to 5 K at all sites 

regardless of their depth because information on mine depth is often difficult to obtain. This 

temperature difference is representative of shallow to moderately deep mines and is a conservative 

estimate for deep mines, where warm water temperatures (10 to 20 °C) are expected, like at Springhill. 

In the case of a deep mine, a larger temperature differential can be achieved. The geothermal resources 

associated with each site are additionally characteristic of the energy that can be injected underground 

during cooling. For this application, the temperature differential is negative and can be larger. However, 

maps showing the cooling potential have not been produced since results are expected to be similar, 

except that the potential can be two to three times larger. Based on the energy resources estimated for 

heating purposes, all sites have been plotted on provincial maps with a color scale that indicates the size 

of the resources (Figures 6.11 to 6.15).  

 

6.4.1 British Columbia 

Data for underground and open pit mines were available in British Columbia to evaluate geothermal 

resources of abandoned mines that were exploited for base-metals, industrial minerals and coal 

(Government of British Columbia, open file 2003-3). A total of 208 open pit and 424 underground mines 
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have been included in the inventory, which reveals geothermal resources that sum to 12,878 TJ (Figure 

6.11). Of the open pit mines, 48% are base-metal, 43% are industrial mineral, and 9% are coal. 

Underground mines are mostly base-metal, which constitutes 84% of the underground mine sites 

reported, followed by coal, 13%, and industrial mineral, 3%. The total geothermal resources for open pit 

and underground mines are 8,075 TJ and 4,803 TJ, respectively.  Areas of most interest are in southern 

British Columbia, near Abbotsford, Penticton and Kamloops, and on Vancouver Island, near Nanaimo. 

These cities have populations ranging from 35,000 to 125,000 inhabitants. The size of the mines 

reported can be large, and 61 sites exceeding ten million tons of ore removed were listed. The 

geothermal potential associated with flooded mines in British Columbia, having the most complete 

inventory of all provinces, is therefore large and averages 39 TJ and 11 TJ for each site with open pits 

and underground excavations, respectively. 
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Figure 6.11. Geothermal resources of flooded underground and open pit mines in British Columbia. Data 
for base-metal, industrial mineral and coal mines are shown on the map.  

 

6.4.2 Alberta 

A list of open pit and underground mines, where coal extraction occurred, is available for Alberta 

(Energy Resources Conservation Board, 2010). The total geothermal resources enclosed at the 231 open 

pit and 818 underground mines in this list are 4 835 TJ (Figure 6.12). About 79% of these resources are 
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hosted by open pits. Mines located close to important cities are found in Central Alberta near Edmonton 

and Parkland County and to the south near Medicine Hat. The population of these cities is above 29,000 

and Edmonton is the largest with more than 730,000 inhabitants. Abandoned mines of Alberta are 

moderate in size and include 88 sites where more than one million tons of ore was removed. Average 

geothermal resources for underground and open pits mines are 1.24 TJ and 16.5 TJ, respectively.     

 

 

 

Figure 6.12. Geothermal resources of flooded underground and open pit mines in Alberta. Data for coal 
mines are shown on the map. 
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6.4.3 Saskatchewan 

Only underground mines with base-metal extraction were available to conduct the inventory in 

Saskatchewan (Saskatchewan Environment, 1989; 2001; 2002; 2003). The total geothermal resources of 

the 24 underground mines reported are 17.2 TJ. The abandoned mines are located in northern 

Saskatchewan, near small towns with populations under 3,000 inhabitants. Most of these mine sites are 

small, and 83% have less than one million tons of ore removed. The average geothermal resources per 

site are 0.72 TJ.  

 

 

Figure 6.13. Geothermal resources of flooded underground mines in Alberta. Data for base-metal mines 
only are shown on the map. 
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6.4.4 Québec 

Data presented for the province of Québec are based on the inventory carried out by Arkay (1992), 

which concerned underground mines only and indicated the occurrence of 165 sites that had production 

of base-metals or industrial minerals. Arkay (1992) used the data to assign a geothermal potential to 

each mine located within 10 km of a community and for which more than 5×105 tons of ore were 

extracted. Of all the mines showing a potential, 156 sites contained enough information to evaluate 

their geothermal resources (Figure 6.14). The sum of the geothermal resources evaluated for these 

underground mines, which are 90% base-metal, is 887 TJ. Areas with the highest geothermal potential 

are located in southern Québec, near Sherbrooke and Thetford Mines, and in western Québec, near 

Rouyn-Noranda and Val D’Or. The population of each of these four cities is above 25,000, and 

Sherbrooke is the largest with a population of about 147,000 inhabitants. Most mines in southern 

Québec were exploited prior to 1950 and are relatively moderate in size, with a few million tons of ore 

removed at most. Many mines in western Québec were developed after 1950 and tend to be larger than 

mines in southern Québec, with a mass of ore removed exceeding at some sites ten million tons. In 

addition to mines shown on the map, Arkay (1992) inventoried 94 exploration sites that contain small 

excavations. These sites are mostly located in southern Québec, near Sherbrooke and between Montréal 

and Gatineau. The province of Québec therefore has a great geothermal potential associated with large 

to medium flooded mines, having an average geothermal resources of 5.86 TJ per site and in proximity 

to cities.   
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Figure 6.14. Geothermal resources of flooded underground mines in Québec. Data for base-metal and 
industrial mineral mines are shown on the map.  
 

6.4.5 Nova Scotia 

A total of 179 base-metal and 213 coal mines with underground excavations that have been abandoned 

were inventoried in Nova Scotia by Arkay (1992). Only base-metal mines were plotted on the map to 

estimate resources (Figure 6.15) since coordinates for coal mines were not available in the database. Of 

the base-metal mines, 59 sites showed a geothermal potential and sufficient data to compute the 

associated geothermal resources. Most of the other 120 sites did not have a geothermal potential due to 

their small size, typically having less than one thousand tons of ore removed. The sum of geothermal 

resources for the 59 base-metal mines is 24.8 TJ. Many of these base-metal mines were developed prior 

to 1920 and are relatively small. Tons of ore removed are below one hundred thousand for 42 of the 59 
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sites considered in the geothermal resource calculations. Mines in Nova Scotia, on other hand, are often 

located within less than 1 or 2 km of a small city. That proximity can promote the development and use 

of the resources by the communities. The greater Halifax area contains several small mines and 

represents one of the areas of interest in the province. Additionally, the 213 coal mines not shown on 

the map are prime targets for geothermal energy because they can contain deep underground seams. 

For example, underground seams at the Springhill and the Sydney mines reach depths of 1,350 m and 

915 m, respectively. Some coal mines are located near the cities of New Glasgow, Sydney and Glace Bay, 

each having a population greater than 20,000 inhabitants. The potential to develop geothermal 

resources from mines in Nova Scotia, averaging 0.42 TJ per site for base-metal mines of interest, is 

attractive due to the proximity of the mine sites to communities.   

 

 

Figure 6.15. Geothermal resources of flooded underground mines in Nova Scotia. Data for base-metal 
mines only are shown on the map. 
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6.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The operation in Springhill, which was one of the first in world, started a few years after the 1970’s 

energy crisis, when oil prices dramatically increased and several countries identified a need to develop 

alternative energy resources. Oil prices eventually dropped and interest in heating and cooling buildings 

with geothermal energy from mines remained low during the 1990’s. Recent increases in energy prices 

and commitments to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases have revived the interest in geothermal 

energy. New studies reported in this chapter have assessed the geothermal potential of other flooded 

mines, like Britannia (Ghomshei and Meech, 2003) and Gaspé (Raymond and Therrien, 2008; Raymond, 

2010). The payback period for these projects varied between 2.5 to 8 years, which illustrates that mine 

sites can make geothermal technologies competitive compared to other sources of energy. Additional 

benefits include the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, which is evaluated in Chapter 10. Research 

projects are currently underway to investigate more mine sites in Canada, including the Con Mine near 

Yellowknife in the Northwest Territories (Ghomshei, 2007) as well as diamond mines in the Northwest 

Territories and base-metal mines near Sudbury, Ontario (Raymond et al., 2008). The project reported for 

Con Mine is expected to become an important showcase for geothermal energy and mines as the City of 

Yellowknife will receive between $10 to 20 M from the Clean Energy Fund of the federal government to 

develop a district heating system networked to downtown buildings. The research planned will generate 

additional knowledge to better assess the geothermal potential of mines and predict the system 

operation to maintain sustainability. 

 

The inventory carried out in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Québec and Nova Scotia revealed 

2,262 abandoned mines. All sites with sufficient data to estimate an energy content indicated that 

geothermal resources total 18,642 TJ. Such resources can be used for heating purposes with heat 

pumps. The total resources hosted by mines in Canada is assumed to be underestimated since several 

sites were lacking data to properly assess energy content. In addition, lists of abandoned mines for some 

provinces were not available. Among the abandoned mine sites shown on provincial maps (Figures 6.11 

to 6.14), potential targets for geothermal operations were identified near cities or major communities.  

These targets are located from coast to coast near Nanaimo, Abbotsford, Kamloops, Penticton, Parkland 

County, Edmonton, Medicine Hat, Rouyn-Noranda, Val D’Or, Sherbrooke, Thetford Mines, Halifax, New 

Glasgow, Sydney and Glace Bay. Geothermal resources hosted by mines can be exploited within a few 

kilometres of mine sites only. Pipelines can rapidly increase the cost of a project when the distance to 
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carry the mine water increases. The project in Springhill was successful due to the proximity of the coal 

seams, with some located directly beneath the town. It is therefore important to target mine sites near 

cities or major communities, while considering further development of geothermal resources in mining 

environments. Such developments can provide benefits to the population, like the diversification of the 

energy supply and a decrease in the use of conventional energy sources. 

 

The inventory of abandoned mines reported in this Chapter could be extended to other Canadian 

provinces to estimate their geothermal resources. For example, the province of Ontario has a long 

mining history and the geothermal potential in its mining environments is assumed to be significant, 

although no maps were presented because of incomplete data. The inventory could also be expanded 

beyond flooded underground mines and include more open pits as shown on the maps of British 

Columbia and Alberta (Figs. 6.12 and 6.13). In addition, water retention ponds and mine waste storage 

facilities can be considered. Raymond et al. (2010b) demonstrated that these mining features also have 

a geothermal potential and can contribute to reduce the installation costs of geothermal heat pumps 

used for space cooling and heating. Maps of geothermal resources and online databases need to be 

available to policy makers and businesses. This would permit development of additional sites and 

subsequently offer heating and cooling energy savings to end users as seen in the operation at Springhill, 

Nova Scotia (Jessop et al., 1995). 
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7.  G E OT HE RN AL  RE S OU RC E S  I N  

S E D I ME N T AR Y BAS I N S  

 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

 
Canada is covered by extensive sedimentary basins (Fig. 3.10).  These represent rocks formed by 

deposition of sediments in ancient oceans, inland sea and river systems.  Typically sedimentary 

basins have significant volume of porous rock that host abundant fluids, dominantly water, but 

also economic accumulations of oil and gas.  Sedimentary rocks typically have low thermal 

conductivity, meaning that they act as a thermal ‘blanket’, trapping heat that is generated by 

radioactive decay elements in rocks which lie underneath the basins.  This leads to higher 

geothermal gradients within the sedimentary basins, such that areas with thick sediment cover 

can have potential for high temperature water resources.   

 

While sedimentary basins cover extensive regions of Canada, data suitable for analyses of 

geothermal potential tends to be limited to regions with significant hydrocarbon exploration 

and production.  For this reason we restrict the focus of the remainder of this chapter to the 

Western Canada Sedimentary Basin. 

 

7.2 WESTERN CANADA SEDIMENTARY BASIN 

 

The Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) covers over 1.4 million km2 of Western 

Canada, including parts of Alberta, northeastern British Columbia, the southern Northwest 

Territories, Saskatchewan, and southwestern Manitoba. The basin forms a western thickening 
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wedge of sedimentary rock, from a zero edge on the eastern margin, up to 6 km thickness under 

the Rocky Mountains. The WCSB contains one of the world's largest reserves of petroleum and 

natural gas.  Since discovery of the Leduc well in 1946 there has been a significant exploration 

and production history in the basin.  Data derived from the hydrocarbon industry can be used to 

help characterise the geothermal potential of the basin. 

 

 
Figure 7.1. Map showing areal coverage of the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin. 
 

7.2.1 Temperature Data 
 

Temperature in sedimentary basins can be difficult to determine. While there are a large 

number of data, there are significant issues of data quality and availability (many are not in 

digital form). Despite this, large numbers of temperature measurements can by statistical 

treatment, give a general picture of temperature distribution and the major regional anomalies.  
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The distribution of temperature measurements derived from various sources for the WCSB is 

shown in Figure 7.2. For parts of the basin, there is extensive spatial coverage; however, there 

are still large areas with limited to no available digital data (paper copy and microfiche records 

do exist for some of these areas however). The quality of the data varies widely depending on 

the nature of data and the purpose of the data collection. Figure 7.3 shows the temperature-

depth (T-D) relationship in the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB). A wide range of 

temperatures at the same depth indicates variable data quality as well as the variation in the 

geothermal field across the Basin. These data can be used however to derive local geothermal 

gradients to observe gradient variations within the basin (Fig. 7.4). 

 

 

Figure 7.2. Distribution of temperature data compiled from petroleum industry wells from 
different sources across the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin.  The red dashed line shows the 
line of cross-section in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.3. Depth-temperature plot of the compiled temperature datasets shows a wide range 
of temperature variation, suggesting both uncertainty in the data as well as spatial variation of 
temperature field.   
   

 

Figure 7.4. Histogram displaying the geothermal gradients for uncorrected BHT well data in 
Alberta.   
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The most abundant temperature data in the WCSB are derived from BHTs reported on well log 

headers of petroleum wells drilled from 1939 to 2000. These are believed to be a representation 

of the original bottom-hole measurements; however, the temperatures have not been corrected 

to a thermal equilibrium state before disturbance by drilling. The correction requires additional 

data on drilling and circulation times that may or may not be recorded at the time of 

temperature measurement. Typically after drilling stops it is common for mud circulation to 

continue for a period of time in order to clean and condition the hole. This leads to BHT readings 

that are less than the true formation temperature. Because all the BHTs are uncorrected for 

thermal equilibrium, it is likely that the geothermal gradients shown on Figure 7.4 are 

underestimates of true geothermal gradients. The T-D plot for these raw data is shown in Figure 

7.5. The estimated corrected temperatures, from wells with sufficient information to perform 

corrections, are shown in Figure 7.6. From these corrected temperatures, the range of 

geothermal gradients with removal of obvious anomalies can be derived as in Figure 7.7.   

 

 

Figure 7.5. Depth-temperature plot for uncorrected temperature data from BHT measurements 
for wells in Alberta. 
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Figure 7.6. Depth-temperature plot displaying estimated corrected temperature data for BHT 
measurements from wells in Alberta.  
 

 
Figure 7.7. Histogram of estimated geothermal gradients in Alberta after removal of obvious 
anomalies. 
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These resultant temperature data can be used for characterization of the present day 

temperature field for geothermal resource assessment and exploration. A northwest-southeast 

temperature profile through the WCSB (Fig. 7.8) shows a continuous vertical view of 

temperature variation in the region (see Fig. 7.2 for location).  

 

 

Figure 7.8. Temperature cross section (A) and profile (see Fig. 7.2 for location) showing general 
characteristics of the present day temperature field. Color bar on the right indicates 
temperature in °C. 
 

7.3 ESTIMATES OF RESOURCE POTENTIAL 

To obtain an estimate of the total energy contained in the formation waters of sedimentary 

basins it is necessary to adopt some definitions of resources and the limits of economic 

exploitation. For the present purposes, the classification of resources is based on the system 

described by Muffler and Cataldi (1976), which is illustrated and described in Jessop (2008a). For 

the purpose of assessing the useful resource of geothermal aquifers, two temperatures 

characteristic of the heat extraction system, are defined, as follows.   
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 The "threshold temperature" is the temperature below which it is not practical to 

produce water. This may be about 60 °C if a heat exchanger system is used, and may be 

as low as 10 °C if a heat pump is used.  Since temperature normally increases with 

depth, a low threshold temperature means that it is possible to use shallow aquifers, 

with great savings in drilling costs. 

 

 The "return temperature" is the temperature at which the water is rejected from the 

extraction system and returned to the ground.  This is the effective base for calculations 

of heat, and a decrease in return temperature provides an increase in heat supply.  This 

may be 30 °C for a heat-exchanger system. If a heat pump is used, the only fixed limit is 

the freezing point of the fluid, but each system has its own limiting useful temperature. 

 

In the WCSB, between the latitudes of 49 °N and 60 °N, and between the Rocky Mountains and 

the exposed Precambrian Shield, the area of sedimentary cover is 1.26 x 106 km2, the average 

depth is 1,778 m, and the volume of sediments is 2.24 x 1015 m3 (Hitchon, 1968). The total pore 

volume has been estimated to be 265 x 1012 m3 (Hitchon and Friedman, 1969), which implies an 

average porosity of 11.8%.  Assuming a density of water of 1.0 Mg/m3, this means that the rocks 

contain 265 x 1015 kg of water.  The data of Sproule Associates Ltd. (1976), provides an average 

geothermal gradient of 33 mK/m. 

 

The generalised isopach map of Sproule Associates Ltd. (1978) has been used to derive a 

distribution of the depth of the basin. Surface areas have been measured between successive 

isopachs of 304.8 m (1,000 ft) and the total area is found to be 1.27 x 106 m2 ± 2%, not including 

the "disturbed belt" of the Rocky Mountain Foothills. A simple volume calculation for each 

interval yields a total volume of 2.16 x 1015 m3 ± 5%. This figure is about 4% lower than the 

estimate of Hitchon (1968), but this difference is within the limits of accuracy of the present 

method. 

 

It is assumed that the specific heat is 4,200 J/kgK, and that the mean surface temperature is 4 °C. 

The total useful heat in the water of the basin was calculated for a range of values of the 

threshold and return temperatures, and the results are shown in Figure 7.9. The heavy red line 
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shows the limiting energy when the threshold and return temperatures are equal. For practical 

and economic reasons, this level of utilisation is unlikely to be achieved, and curves are shown 

for return temperatures that are 20 K, 40 K and 60 K lower than the threshold temperature and 

for constant threshold temperatures. Given that depths are averaged over each zone, that 

surface temperature is averaged over the whole area, and that estimates of rock and pore 

volumes, specific heat and density are all subject to error, the resulting energy estimates are 

probably subject to a possible error of 20 %.   

 

 
Figure 7.9. The amount of heat in geothermal water beneath the WCSB as a function of 
threshold and return temperatures. Return temperature is plotted on the horizontal axis. The 
continuous red line shows the limiting energy when the threshold and return temperatures are 
equal, i.e. the total energy above the return temperature. The dashed red lines show the 
available energy for threshold temperatures that are 20 K, 40K and 60K higher than the return 
temperature. Blue lines show the energy above constant threshold temperatures of 20 °C, 40 °C 
and 60 °C as a function of return temperature. 
 

The values in Figure 7.9 are the energy in the water only. The heat in the rock is not included. 

Given the above assumptions, the heat in the solid rock is 3.7 times as great as the heat in the 

water. As pointed out by Hutchence et al. (1984), the heat in the rock is drawn upon during 

circulation by the conventional well doublet method, so that at least part of the heat in the solid 

rock is part of the accessible resource base at any location. 
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Reasonable threshold and return temperatures in geothermal systems that do not employ heat 

pumps are 60 °C and 30 °C, respectively, and for systems that include heat pumps these are 

reduced to 40 °C and 10 °C. It may be seen from Figure 5.18 that the total heat in the basin that 

meets or exceeds these criteria is 16 x 1021 J and 31 x 1021 J, respectively.   

 

These figures represent the part of the accessible resource base in the water of the porous 

sediments.  Only a small fraction of the accessible resource base may be regarded as economic 

resource with current available technology.  The presence of the energy does not imply that it is 

economically and technically feasible to exploit more than a small portion of it. 

 

By the definition of Muffler and Cataldi (1978), the accessible resource base includes all heat to 

a depth of 7 km, regardless of the material holding the heat. Since the maximum depth of 

sediments in the WCSB is about 5 km, all heat in the water residing in the pore space of these 

sediments and all heat in the solid fabric of the sedimentary rock is included in the accessible 

resource base, as so defined, but the heat in the solid rock is not included in the above 

calculations. There is also a portion of the Precambrian basement between the lowermost 

sediments and the limit at 7 km that holds part of the accessible resource base as hot dry rock. 

By adding these three components, the total accessible resource base of the WCSB, to a depth 

of 7 km, is 1.8 x 1024 J. Without major developments in drilling and the technology of extraction, 

the heat in the Precambrian basement will never be part of the truly accessible resource base.   

 

7.3.1 Estimation of Local Resources 

The above estimate of the geothermal resource depends on assumptions of uniform geothermal 

gradient, porosity, and thermal properties of the water and the rock. It takes no account of 

variations of these factors, and so it must be refined for use on the local scale. The magnitude of 

the accessible resource base at any single location depends on the nature of the strata below 

that place, particularly the nature of the aquifer formations. The distinction between residual 

and useful resources depends on the depth to the aquifer, the reservoir pressure, the thickness, 

and permeability of the host rocks. The distinction between economic and sub-economic 

depends on the local demand for energy, the technology to be used, and the cost of 

development of the geothermal resource compared to costs of other sources.  
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The best geological conditions are found in ancient reef systems or in extensive thick sandstone 

units. The most probable locations for energy demand are in or near large centres of population, 

where the need for space heating is the highest. The next most probable areas are those where 

low-grade heat is useful for industrial processes, including agriculture or horticulture. The first of 

these categories may be defined by proximity to towns and cities, but the second is very difficult 

to define, since there are so many unpredictable uses for the energy. 

 

The first step in the estimation of local resources is a review of the data from hydrocarbon wells 

in the area, preferably over an area of 50 km around the site. From these data, the potential 

aquifer formations are identified, the thickness, porosity, permeability and temperature of these 

aquifers are estimated.  The best fit between the possible sources and the needs of the surface 

installation is identified. The information from the hydrocarbon wells will probably not provide 

all the data needed, as pointed out by Gorrell (1984). 

 

Of the major cities of the WCSB footprint, geothermal resources are best known at Regina.  

Information has been assembled during the course of a feasibility study for heating at the 

University of Regina (Vigrass et al., 1978), and as the result of the drilling of an exploratory well 

on the campus of the University (Vigrass, 1979).  The temperature at the base of the target 

aquifers is about 60 °C. The best source of geothermal water is the Basal Clastic Unit, at depths 

from 2,045 m to 2,208 m, but there are other aquifers at shallower depths and of less 

favourable temperature and water supply. 

 

The net sand aquifer in the Basal Clastic Unit has a thickness of 113 m, divided between the 

Winnipeg and Deadwood Formations. Average porosities are 15.7 % and 14.7 %, respectively, 

giving an integrated porosity x thickness of 15.6 m. Salinity of the water is about 12 %, mainly 

sodium chloride, giving a density of 1.09 Mg/m3 and a specific heat of 3,600 J/kgK (accounting 

for the salinity of the formation brines). From these data, the heat content of the water of these 

formations, per unit area is 61 x 106 J/m2. Since the Basal Clastic unit is reasonably uniform in 

character and the area of the City of Regina is approximately 130 km2, this amounts to a 

geothermal resource below the city of 19 x 1015 J. This quantity may be regarded as a useful, 

discovered resource. 
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There is a very large resource of heat in the WCSB and other smaller resources in other basins. 

Most of this resource is too remote from potential users to be of interest, but some of it is 

beneath cities where it could easily be exploited for domestic or industrial space heating. The 

technology is simple: it has been demonstrated in France and in other countries.  Expertise and 

industrial capability could easily be developed in Canada. 

 

The resource has been conclusively proved at Regina, but has not been used there. One well has 

been drilled that could have produced hot water, and a second well could be drilled. The first 

well is 28 years old, and its maintenance is unknown. It may be suffering from corrosion, so one 

may not conclude that it is in the same condition as it was in 1979. 

 

Geothermal development in sedimentary basins requires the drilling of two deep wells at the 

beginning of the project, and thus suffers from a capital cost at the beginning that must be 

financed by income generated. Hydrocarbon wells work the same way, but the numbers of wells 

involved, the continuous process of exploration and development has developed to the point 

where this is no longer an obstacle to economic development. 
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8.  E N H AN C E D  GE OT HE RMA L  

POT E N T I AL  I N  C AN A D A  

 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Enhanced (or Engineered) Geothermal Systems (EGS) are reservoirs that have been created to extract 

economical amounts of heat from low permeability and/or low porosity geothermal resources. The EGS 

concept is well discussed in the recent MIT report and elsewhere (Tester et al., 2006, Blackwell, 2006; 

Blackwell et al., 2007) and has driven increased interest in development of this geothermal potential.  

EGS systems have significant advantages over conventional hydrothermal systems commonly used 

across the world (Barbier, 2002), that must be located near easily-accessible hot water resources. EGS 

systems do not require in-place water nor an initial high permeability of the reservoir, making 

application of this technology largely only restricted by adequate heat supply at reasonable drilling 

depths.  Practical use of EGS resources has been demonstrated in several projects, including  Soultz-

sous-Forêts, Alsace, Hot Dry Rock in Europe (BGR, 2008), and the Cooper Basin in Australia (Tester, 

2006). Additional research on EGS systems is underway in other countries (Huenges, 2008; Baujard et 

al., 2008; Clauser, 2006). 

 

Here we provide an initial evaluation of EGS as a potential renewable energy supply for Canada, and 

define EGS ‘target’ areas of high priority for future, more detailed regional to local studies. These results 

could eventually establish the scientific basis for future drilling and EGS demonstration projects.   

 

8.2 BACKGROUND 

While normal geothermal systems involve producing hot waters from depth, Enhanced Geothermal 

Systems can extract economical amounts of heat from low permeability and/or low porosity geothermal 
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resources.  Here water is injected and fractures are induced to form subsurface heat exchange systems.  

The heated water is then produced from a parallel well where heat can be used at surface to generate 

electricity. A key attraction of EGS is that it removes the risk associated with exploring for hot fluid 

reservoirs. Other associated risks, such as induced seismicity and deep drilling costs, may offset this 

however.  

 

In Switzerland EGS is referred to more precisely as geothermal heat mining (GHM), whereas historically 

it has been referred to as hot dry rock (HDR). In Australia the term ‘heat farming’ is used to recognize 

that after heat is extracted from a rock body, temperatures will recover if left undisturbed, and the same 

unit can be ‘farmed’ for heat again at a future date. An EGS project has several stages: 

1. Drilling an injection well to the depth required to reach the desired temperature. 

2. Fracturing the rock by hydraulic stimulation.  

3. Creating and testing of the storage capacity (3D seismic). 

4. Drilling a production well for a doublet system or two production wells for a triplet system 

(one injection + two producing).  Directional drilling technology is required to create some 

600 m distance from the injection well to allow a large enough induced heat exchange 

system in the subsurface. 

5. Creating fracture connectivity between the injection and the production wells.  

6. Extracting thermal energy from the rock by injecting cool water through the injection well 

and producing hot water and/or steam from the production wells. 

 

8.3 METHODS FOR EGS ASSESSMENT 

The main methods used to estimate the geothermal heat available to be farmed (mined) with an 

injection/producing well are outlined in Majorowicz and Grasby (2010a; 2010b). To characterize deep 

geothermal conditions, high precision depth-temperature logs, in addition to variable quality point 

measurements (bottom-hole temperatures, drill stem test temperatures, etc.), were compiled for the 

main geological provinces of Canada: sedimentary basins, the Canadian Shield, and the Canadian 

Cordillera.  From these data, as well as depth-temperature maps in Chapter 5, information on 

geothermal gradient, heat flow, geothermal energy potential, and prediction of temperatures beyond 

the depth range of observation were derived.  
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To estimate the thermal energy, or heat content, a 4 x 4 km rock mass, 1 km thick (16 km3 total volume) 

was considered, which is at an initial temperature of To (°C). If this rock mass of volume V and density 

is cooled through a temperature difference of T = T-To (°C) to a reinjection temperature of 30 to 50 °C 

(achievable if thermal water is used in heating, drying, balneology, or other processes before reinjection 

(Barbier, 2002), then the heat removed is given by (also Equation 5.6): 

 

Q= CVT                                                            (8.1) 

 

where a reasonable average value of density, is 2,550 kg/m3, and heat capacity, C, is 1,000 J/kg °C. 

This is consistent with parameters used by the MIT report on EGS potential in the US (Tester et al., 2006; 

Blackwell, 2006). 

 

The quantity of thermal energy released from a 16 km3 rock volume with initial temperature 150 °C was 

then calculated.  If this rock mass is cooled through a temperature difference of 120 °C to a final 

temperature of 30 °C, then the heat removed Q (in Joules (J)) is given by:  

 

Q = (2550 kg/m3)*(1000 J/kg °C)*(16 km3)*(150 – 30 °C) = 5 x1018 J   (8.2) 

 

Using this approach the quantity of thermal energy, which could potentially be released from a volume 

of deep-seated rock (termed here in-place resource), can be mapped to illustrate patterns of highest 

energy content (primary target zones). The total Canadian energy content was also calculated based on 

these parameters.  

 

8.4 THERMAL CONTENT FOR EGS DEVELOPMENT 

The quantity of thermal energy present in the 3 to 4 km depth range across Canada was calculated and 

the resultant spatial distribution mapped in Figure 8.1. Data points for this calculation are the same for 

the maps in Chapter 5, and are based on the heat flow data mesh. Values for the areas outside of the 

data points were interpolated within a 50 km grid limit as with other maps. 
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The results suggest that in-place thermal energy potential for only one small 16 km3 block >150 °C is 

comparable with Canada's annual energy consumption 3 x 1018 J (=10 Quads) per year between 1961 -

1997 (Environment Canada, 2008). The actual accessible and usable geothermal energy resource, 

however, will be much smaller than this calculated in-place resource. The estimate for “conservative” 

production used by MIT (Tester et al., 2006) is a factor of 0.02 of in-place thermal energy.  Using this 

value gives 1 x 1017 J = 0.1 Quads for the same rock volume as above. This would still provide a 

significant contribution towards Canadian energy consumption, requiring only 100 developments to 

meet Canada’s current energy demand. 

 

 
Figure 8.1. Heat Energy at 3.5 km depth. 

 

A similar process was used to define thermal energy potential for a unit 500 m above and below each 

depth-temperature field. The total quantity of stored thermal energy was estimated for these three 

depth slices: 3-4 km, 6-7 km and 9-10 km. The in-place geothermal energy content derived from Figures 

8.1 to 8.3, representing each slide, is estimated at 1.4 x 1024, 2.9 x 1024, and 4.7 x 1024 J, respectively.  
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Figure 8.2. Heat Energy at 6-7 km depth. 

 

 

Figure 8.3. Heat Energy at 9-10 km. 
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These results show a massive energy resource existing throughout Canada, though only a small fraction 

of this dispersed resource can be used. The key challenge is defining what proportion of this resource is 

producible and economically viable. While there is more energy at greater depths (up to 10 km) drilling 

costs increase non-linearly with depth. Of particular interest, however, are areas of high heat-energy 

potential that underlie sedimentary basins given lower drilling costs through sedimentary rock.  

However, based on petroleum industry experience, it is now quite common to drill 4 to 6 km deep wells 

in deeper parts of the WCSB and technology to achieve such depths is readily available.   

 

8.5 HIGH POTENTIAL REGIONS 

The Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) potential for thermal and electrical power supply was further 

examined for communities in western and northern Canada in areas previously defined as having high 

heat flow (Chapter 5).  Specific focus was given to major population centres in western Canada, and 

northern communities that have high energy costs due to the combination of very low average annual 

air temperatures and high transportation costs of fuel for heating and electrical generation.  Any level of 

local geothermal development could significantly reduce fuel costs as well as associated greenhouse gas 

emissions.   

 

Temperature-depth profiles were calculated to determine the depth to 150 °C for a range of most 

reasonable rock parameters.  We focus on 150 °C as it is considered the base temperature for surface 

electrical generation with binary systems (see Tester et al., 2006). Estimates of temperature at depth are 

constrained by measured temperatures (Bottom Hole Test (BHT) and Drill Stem Test (DST) data from 

petroleum wells.  Heat flow can also be used to estimate temperature at depths below that currently 

constrained by drilling data. Figure 8.4 shows the depth to 150 °C across Canada. Temperatures >150 °C 

are mainly achievable at depths > 4 km.  In the case of the WCSB these depths are mainly reached below 

the sedimentary cover. Thermal conductivity of sediments is usually 2/3 that of crystalline rocks, such 

that sediments form an effective thermal blanket. Therefore, the increase in temperature with depth 

(geothermal gradient) in crystalline rocks will be less than that in sediments. A thick sedimentary blanket 

thus helps decrease the depth required to reach effective temperatures for EGS development. As drilling 

through sedimentary rocks is typically less expensive, targets under sedimentary basins are also more 

economically attractive than areas of crystalline rock.   
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Temperature–depth profiles are constrained at the base of a sedimentary basin by corrected BHTs 

measured directly at the basement, or extrapolated to the base of sedimentary rocks from the closest 

data above. These profiles were constructed for 19 population centres, and were chosen for being 

either: 1) large urban centres that have large electrical and thermal power demand in addition to a good 

power grid structure, though not necessarily the best geothermal conditions, or 2) smaller population 

centres located close to areas of high potential for geothermal development based on analysis of heat 

flow and/or high temperatures at relatively shallow depth.  

 

 

 

Figure 8.4. Depth (km) to 150 °C temperature. 

  

The modelled geotherms for the WCSB target areas are shown in Figure 8.5. This figure demonstrates 

the significant role that the thermal blanketing effect of sedimentary cover can play in raising subsurface 

temperatures. For example, geotherms calculated for Fort Nelson (northeastern BC) and Rainbow Lake 

(northwestern Alberta) show that 150 °C temperatures can be reached within the upper 4 and 5 km, 
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respectively. These depths are comparable to those in much higher heat flow regions of the Canadian 

Cordillera (the geotherm for Cranbrook is shown as an example in Figure 8.5).  

 

 
 
Figure 8.5. Modelled deep geothermal gradients for communities in the Western Canada Sedimentary 
Basin near areas of moderate to high heat flow. Source: Majorowicz and Grasby (2010b). 
 

In Figure 8.6 we show estimated geotherms for communities in northern Canada. In general the 

communities examined have good EGS potential, with the exception of the major northern population 

centres of Whitehorse, Yukon and Yellowknife, NWT. While these two cities occur in areas of modest to 

high heat flow (Fig. 5.2), the regions are also characterised by high thermal conductivity (2.94 W/m K in 

Whitehorse; Jessop et al., 1984). Due to this, temperature gradients are low and depths to reach 

temperature suitable for EGS are high (> 8 km), making development costs likely prohibitively expensive 

using current technology. Far more suitable northern communities for EGS technology are those in high 

heat flow areas that also show high temperatures (Fig. 8.6); e.g. Watson Lake, Norman Wells, Fort 
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Simpson in NWT. These require drilling to depths less than 5 km and as low as 4 km to reach 

temperatures of 150 °C.  

 

 
Figure 8.6. Modelled deep geothermal gradients for communities in northern Canada near areas of 
moderate to high heat flow. Source: Majorowicz and Grasby (2010b). 
 
 

8.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Our results show that Canada has significant potential for EGS development. Similar to the US (Blackwell 

et al., 2007), the best EGS prospects are in western Canada due to higher overall heat flow. The most 

promising targets for EGS are in the Canadian Cordillera, with especially interesting areas in southern 

British Columbia, and in the southern part of the Yukon. In addition, the Mackenzie basin shows 

promising target areas.  Regions of high geothermal energy content in the WCSB occur in northeastern 

British Columbia and parts of northwestern Alberta. Also, interesting potential targets occur in central 
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Alberta (including the Lac La Biche high) and in Saskatchewan (Williston Basin high). While the required 

depths to 200 °C are all deeper than the EGS Soultz, France project (200 °C at 5 km), temperatures as 

low as 120 °C can be used for EGS systems (Tester et al., 2006). 

 

The analysis of the geotherms shows that the thermal blanketing effect of relatively low thermal 

conductivity sedimentary rocks (relative to higher thermal conductivity of the basement crystalline 

rocks) makes deep sedimentary basins in relatively high heat flow areas of the WCSB as attractive for 

geothermal development as high heat flow belts of the Canadian Cordillera. Regional temperatures 

suitable for electrical generation, 150 °C or more, can be reached at depths of 3.5-4.5 km in 

northwestern Alberta and northeastern BC. For communities in the southern Mackenzie Corridor and in 

southwest Yukon, temperatures >150 °C can be reached at relatively shallow depths of 3.5-5 km.   

 

 The results from our estimates of thermal energy potential for only one small 16 km3 block at a 150 °C 

initial temperature is comparable with Canada's annual energy consumption 3 to 10 x 1018 J = 3 to 10 

Quads (where 1 Quad= 1018 J) per year between 1961 -1997. The total quantity of thermal energy from 

6.5 km is Q = 106 Quads. The available heat energy to be ‘farmed’ at depth is, in reality, only a small 

percentage of potential heat available due to various technical limits. Even though actual accessible and 

usable geothermal energy resources will be significantly smaller than the in-place potential, it can still be 

a very significant energy source. An additional issue is that the energy potential can be only accessed in 

portions of the Canadian landmass near population centres and grid infrastructure given the high cost of 

connecting remote areas to the grid. This would limit the economics of some of the highest in-place 

resource potential. However, given the widespread distribution of geothermal energy, and the high 

energy content, the potential geothermal resource in Canada is significant.  

 

One issue for northern communities is that the population in areas with good geothermal prospects may 

be too small to support projected high costs of EGS projects (e.g. the populations of Fort Simpson 1,200; 

Watson Lake 1,100; Hay River 3,600; Faro 400). These small communities with high heat flow may have 

better economic geothermal systems associated with lower temperature sources (90-100 °C) to be 

reached at depths as shallow as 2.5 km. These developments may also benefit from direct production of 

warm waters within aquifer units of the sedimentary basin. 
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9.  RE GI ON AL  S T RE S S  RE G I ME  

 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Information on subsurface rock properties and their confining pressures is required to assess potential 

for geothermal energy development, especially Enhanced Geothermal Systems (Chapter 6), as it allows 

prediction of the likely geometry of induced fractures, as well as what pressures are likely to propagate 

through buried rocks (Tester, 2006). In addition, identifying the orientations of possible open fractures 

can provide valuable insights for developing geothermal prospects. This knowledge can aid development 

planning by minimising seismic risk while maximising potential for heat recovery.  

 

The basic data required to understand regional stress regimes are typically available in areas of active 

petroleum exploration.  As such, this analysis is focused on the stress regime of the Western Canada 

Sedimentary Basin (WCSB)(Mossop and Shetsen, 1994); however, results can be extrapolated to 

adjacent regions.  

9.2 TERMINOLOGY 

At a specific point in the subsurface, a rock will be subject to vertical pressure that is usually of a 

different magnitude to the sideways or lateral pressures. Lateral pressure is likely to be applied unevenly 

as well, so that the pressure exerted from one direction is different from that exerted from another. 

Most buried rocks experience lateral compression that is anisotropic (i.e. varies with direction).  

 

The state of stress at a point in the subsurface can be described fully by quantifying the orientations and 

magnitudes of three orthogonal principal stresses. In most of the geomechanical literature, the principal 

stresses are defined as 1, 2 and 3, in descending order of magnitude, and are considered to be 

compressive and numerically positive. This terminology is used to describe confining stresses applied to 

samples in laboratory tests. 
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By definition, one principal stress will always be oriented perpendicular to a free surface. The WCSB 

exhibits low topographic relief over most of its extent so that, on a regional scale, it is essentially flat and 

forms a free surface with the atmosphere. Hence, it is reasonable that one principal stress will be 

approximately vertical; in other words, perpendicular to that free surface. This being the case, 

orthogonality requires that the other two principal stresses be approximately horizontal (Fig. 9.1). Such 

a stress axis geometry applies to most sedimentary basins, and has spawned the terminology that will 

be used here.  Principal stresses are designated as follows: SV – vertical stress, SHmax – larger horizontal 

stress, and SHmin – smaller horizontal stress. 

 

 

Figure 9.1. By definition, a principal stress must intersect a free surface at right angles. The interface 
between the ground surface and the atmosphere is a free surface and, where it is relatively flat, one 
principal stress will be approximately vertical and the other two horizontal. 
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9.3 MEASURING PRINCIPAL STRESS ORIENTATIONS 

As noted above, one principal stress axis in the WCSB is assumed to be vertical (SV), so measurements 

concentrate on determining the axes of SHmin and SHmax. The majority of horizontal stress axes 

determined in the WCSB are derived from breakouts (Babcock, 1979). Breakouts are spalled cavities that 

occur on opposite sides of a borehole wall (Fig. 9.2).  They form because a well, being a cylindrical 

opening in rock, distorts and locally amplifies the far-field stresses, so as to induce localised shear 

fracturing on the borehole wall (Bell and Gough, 1979; Zoback et al., 1995). When the two horizontal 

principal stresses are of different magnitudes, the wall rock is squeezed anisotropically. Shear fracturing 

occurs preferentially on opposite sides of the hole and promotes caving aligned with the axis of SHmin 

(Gough and Bell, 1992).   

 

The majority of the breakouts in western Canadian wells have been identified from 4-arm dipmeter log 

records, where the caliper pads feel the borehole walls. Such dipmeters record the extensions of 

opposing pairs of pads, as well as the compass azimuths of one of the pads. The basic recognition 

criteria are unequal extension of two pairs of pads and cessation of tool rotation as the more extended 

pad pair is confined to the breakout interval (Fig. 9.2). Lateral elongation of boreholes can, however, 

arise if there is caving on only one side of the well. This will also stop the dipmeter tool from rotating.   

The phenomenon is known as ‘key seating’ (Fig. 9.2), and it is typically caused by abrasion on one flank 

of the borehole wall when the drill string is tripped in and out of a hole. The shorter calipers in key seats 

often record extensions that are less than the drill bit diameter (Fig. 9.2) and the phenomenon is 

especially prevalent in inclined wells. Applying a vertical deviation cut-off of 5o removes most possible 

key seats from a breakout population. Valid breakout populations have been recognised in 231 wells in 

the WCSB (Bell et al., 1994; Bell and McLellan, 1995; Sigma H Consultants, 2002; Hamid, 2009; Hawkes 

and Hamid, 2009). 

 

Horizontal stress axes have also been established in the WCSB by: anelastic strain recovery - 2 wells; 

differential strain curve analysis - 1 well; hydraulic fracture orientation - 3 wells; microseismic 

monitoring - 2 sites; overcoring measurements - 5 sites; updip bedding plane slip - 2 sites and 

waterflood breakthrough - 2 locations (Bell et al., 1994). All are generally in agreement with the in-situ 

stress axes inferred from breakouts.  
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Figure 9.2. Downhole views of stress-induced breakout caving and key seating that is probably caused by 
drill pipe abrasion on a borehole wall. Note the differences in pad extensions recorded on the 
uncomputed 4-arm dipmeter logs. 

 

Breakouts in western Canadian wells show little variation in orientation with depth or with stratigraphy.  

Well 13-19-069-09W6 in northern Alberta provides a good illustration of the directional consistency 

typically exhibited by breakouts (Fig. 9.3). In this well, a 4-arm dipmeter was run between 2940.6 and 

4052.1 metres KB (Kelly Bushing). Twenty three separate breakout intervals, with a net thickness of 

254.9 metres, were identified and they yield a mean azimuth of 133.7o ± 7.3o.  
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Figure 9.3. An example of the directional consistency of breakout long axes over depth that is typically 
observed in wells in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin. Propagation axes for hydraulic fractures 
are SW-NE. 
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Bell and others (1994) present maps of mean breakout axes for Mesozoic and for Paleozoic rocks in the 

WCSB. Although the distribution of the wells involved is not identical, there is no obvious difference in 

the directional signatures. The major breakout populations in wells in western Canada exhibit mean 

orientations that are approximately NW-SE, except around the Peace River Arch, where the axes trend 

more towards WNW-ESE. The same NW-SE signature is also apparent in three wells where breakouts 

were identified in the uppermost part of the Precambrian basement (Bell, 1996).  Unpublished 

investigations, in which mean breakout axes were mapped for specific geological intervals, have 

confirmed this directional consistency with depth. Depth ranges at which breakouts were identified 

varied from well to well depending on what units exhibited breakouts, as well as on which intervals 

were logged with 4-arm dipmeters. Breakouts were most commonly developed in shales, limestones 

and dolostones, and were less frequently encountered in sandstones.   

 

The mean axes of major breakout populations and of the other horizontal stress indicators are 

summarised in terms of stress trajectories in Figure 9.4. The shallowest breakout that supplied data for 

this map was logged at 113 m depth and the deepest at 5495 m. Figure 9.4 was created by drafting 

stress trajectories that respected the interpretations of local stress axes. The SHmin trajectories are 

aligned with the mean breakout population axes for wells closest to their path, and the SHmax trajectories 

are drawn at right angles to the SHmin trajectories. The map is believed to offer reliable principal stress 

axes for all ages of rocks in the basin, including the upper part of the Precambrian basement. 

 

9.4 MEASURING PRINCIPAL STRESS MAGNITUDES 

Stress magnitudes have to be measured or estimated, since there are no known natural phenomena 

that can record subsurface compressive forces with any precision. Here we examine both vertical and 

horizontal stress, and assess the controls they play on regional fracture systems. 
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Figure 9.4. Horizontal stress trajectories in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin that are largely 
inferred from breakouts. 

 

9.4.1 Vertical Stress 

The vertical stress, SV, at a point along the trajectory of a well is equivalent to the weight of the 

overburden, thus integrating the densities of all the overlying rocks will determine the load.   Ideally, this 

is achieved using values from a density log that extends close to the surface and records little caving.  

Corrected densities can be extrapolated from adjacent uncaved intervals, or inferred from other logs 

and cuttings information, but the fewer corrections required the better. In most oil and gas wells, no 

logs are run before surface casing has been set, so there is an upper unlogged interval with no rock 

density information. However, the mean density for this interval can be obtained by linear extrapolation 

to the surface of the uppermost densities of the underlying logged interval (Fig. 9.5).  
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Figure 9.5. Vertical stress magnitudes are determined by integrating density logs. The mean densities of 
upper unlogged intervals are determined by extrapolating from deeper values. 
 

The density logs used to estimate overburden loads on Alberta and northeastern British Columbia were 

selected considering: 1) the logged intervals commenced within a few hundred metres of the ground 

surface, 2) the logged intervals extended as deep as possible, 3) the wells exhibited minimal caving, and 

4) logs are from wells that were close to vertical trajectories. Corrections were made for the caved 

intervals and the densities in the uppermost unlogged intervals were extrapolated from deeper log 

values. Cuttings descriptions were checked to ensure that lithological similarities existed between the 

unlogged intervals and the underlying sections that were extrapolated. In order to map lateral variations 

in vertical stress, density logs were selected from wells that were appropriately distributed 

geographically. True depths were used to calculate SV magnitudes. 
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Figure 9.6 portrays estimated vertical stress magnitudes at 500 m depth with data drawn from density 

logs run in 91 wells. SV magnitude increases towards the western margin of the basin, where denser 

rocks are present at shallower depths. The same configuration is portrayed on the SV magnitude map for 

1000 m depth (Fig. 9.7), although data coverage is less extensive to the east. The western increase in SV 

magnitude, at the same depth, is interpreted as the result of these rocks having been more compressed 

over geologic time. Organic maturation levels (Nurkowski, 1994; Bustin, 1991) show that the rocks now 

exposed at the surface on the western side of the basin were originally buried beneath some 3-4 

thousand metres of overburden that has since been eroded. This former load would have compressed 

these rocks and raised their densities more in the west than in the east where paleoburial was less.   

 

9.4.2 Horizontal Stress 

There are four main sources of data for estimations of horizontal stress: micro-fracturing, mini-fracture 

tests, leak-off tests, and fracture break-down. Figure 9.9 portrays all these processes in one diagram. In 

practice, mini-frac closure pressures yield essentially indistinguishable values, so it is reasonable here to 

interpret these also as accurate measures of SHmin. However, due to culling to remove tests from 

reservoirs that are not at virgin pressures, the mini-frac data set is not as large, or as areally distributed 

as desirable.   

 

Leak-off tests (LOTs) are run below casing in open hole. Pressure on the drilling mud column is raised 

slowly until the pressure build-up ceases to be linear, at which point a small volume (less than 1 m3) is 

believed to have begun to “leak-off” into the formation (Fig. 9.9). Near surface rocks often exhibit high 

tensile strengths and, therefore, generate leak-off pressures that are considerably higher than the 

stresses they are subjected to. For this reason, the majority of the LOTs selected for this study were run 

at depths greater than 300 m. 

 

Fracture breakdown pressures are the pressures at which hydraulic fractures are initiated, when the 

rock surrounding the wellbore first breaks down as it absorbs an injected fluid during massive fracture 

treatment.   
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Figure 9.6. Vertical stress magnitudes at 500 m depth in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin 
contoured by kriging data from 91 wells. 
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Figure 9.7. Vertical stress magnitudes at 1000 m depth in the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin 
contoured by kriging data from 59 wells. 
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Figure 9.9. Schematic Pressure/Volume and Pressure/Time plot of the hydraulic fracture process 
showing how a leak-off test represents the early part of a full hydraulic fracture.  Note that both the leak 
off pressure and the fracture breakdown pressure exceed the fracture closure pressure. 
 

Strictly speaking, only closure pressures from micro-fractures will provide accurate measurements of the 

smallest principal stress, SHmin. There are relatively few such stress measurements in western Canada 

given the cost to run them. Initiating a fracture will always require more pressure than the minimum 

pressure required to keep it open (i.e. a closure pressure), so one can expect Leak-off tests (LOTs) and 

fracture breakdown pressures to be higher than the closure pressures derived from micro- and mini-

fractures. Figure 9.9 suggests that leak-off will occur generally at slightly lower pressures than fracture 

breakdown, and that both will exceed fracture closure pressures. The latter conclusion is validated by 

the data presented here, but the former is not. In western Canada, the average leak-off pressures are 
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actually greater than the average fracture breakdown pressures. Locally, in areas where deeper data 

were not available, such as in southeastern Alberta, the upper level for LOTs was set at 200 m. 

 

All the micro-frac and mini-frac measurements of SHmin, and of the leak-off and fracture breakdown 

pressures from which this principal stress can be estimated, were made at specific depths in wells. In a 

few wells, as many as five pressures were measured at different depths (Fig. 9.9), but this was not 

common, thus detailed semi-continuous profiles of SHmin vs depth are not available. The only practical 

way in which maps can be generated is to treat these measurements as gradients. However, prior to 

doing so, some culling and data adjustments are required. 

 

Anomalously high and low pressures have been reported for many LOTs and fracture breakdowns.  

Pressures yielding gradients less than 12 kPa/m were culled because they are close to hydrostatic 

gradients and imply that the permeability was good enough that no fracture was initiated. Gradients 

higher than 30 kPa/m were assumed to be related more to high tensile strength rather than in situ 

stress, as well as being significantly greater than any reasonable overburden loading (SV gradient), so 

they too were culled.    

 

Published information is available for 120 micro-frac and mini-frac measurements in Saskatchewan, 

Alberta and British Columbia range in gradient from 12.5 to 27.3 kPa/m (Bell et al., 1994; Hawkes and 

Hamid, 2009; McLellan, 1999; Woodland and Bell, 1999) with an average gradient of 19.4 kPa/m.  For 

947 selected leak-off tests (LOTs), gradients range from 13.3 to 30.0 kPa/m, with the average gradient 

being 23.2 kPa/m. There are 676 fracture breakdown pressures (FBPs) that yield gradients ranging 

between 12.2 and 30 kPa/m, with an average gradient of 19.3 kPa/m. If all these data sources are to be 

harnessed to map SHmin gradients areally, the gradients of the LOTs and fracture breakdown pressures 

need to be reduced so that they are compatible with the micro-frac and mini-frac gradients.  

Proportional reduction is one option; for example, reducing each leak off test gradient by 19.4/23.2.  

However, this procedure has the disadvantage of reducing the lower unculled gradients to less than 12 

kPa/m, which is not a logical SHmin gradient. The approach taken here is to apply a graduated reduction 

whereby, if the gradient is 12.0 kPa/m, it is not reduced at all, whereas, if it is 30 kPa, it is reduced by a 

maximum amount. Graduated reduction has been undertaken so that the average gradients of the 

adjusted leak-off and fracture breakdown populations become 19.4 kPa/m. This was achieved by 

applying the following equations: 
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Adjusted LOT gradient = 12 + 0.57(Original LOT gradient –12)    (9.1) 

Adjusted FBP gradient = 12 + 0.99(Original FBP gradient –12)    (9.2) 

 

This approach yields SHmin gradients of reasonable magnitudes.  

 

Currently no tools are available for measuring the larger horizontal principal stress, SHmax, at depth in 

wells. When this parameter has been required for borehole stability predictions, it has usually been 

estimated from an equation such as:   

 

 SHmax = 3SHmin – Pr – Po        (9.3) 

 

in which Pr is the fracture re-opening pressure and Po is the pore fluid pressure (Bredehoeft et al., 1976).  

SHmax can also be determined by modelling breakout caving using various fracture criteria (Zhou, 1997).   

 

If the Mohr-Coulomb fracture criterion is used, the following parameters are required: length of 

breakout long axis, length of breakout short axis, SHmin, SV, formation pore pressure, drilling mud 

pressure, Poisson’s ratio, original hole diameter, coefficient of friction and cohesive strength. The first 

six values are usually recorded in drilling records. Poisson’s ratio can be set at 0.2-0.3 and the coefficient 

of friction at 0.6. Cohesive strength, however, is rarely known accurately and, unfortunately, the SHmax 

magnitude is strongly dependent on it. However, if the breakout is deep, then the rock’s cohesive 

strength is likely to be low, and so one can arrive at a reasonable value for SHmax.   

 

These models simulate failure under specific geomechanical circumstances and they assume that all the 

failed rock will have spalled away from the borehole wall. This is unlikely to occur soon after a breakout 

zone begins to develop. In North Sea wells, the most credible SHmax magnitudes were obtained from 

breakouts near the tops of drilled sections, where the walls of the wells had been open for several days 

and were subjected to considerable drill pipe abrasion, as well as the effects of tripping in and out when 

drill bits were changed (R. Bratli, personal communication, 1999).  
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Figure 9.9. Examples of wells with multiple hydraulic fractures. In well 12-31-17-11W4, the hydraulic 
fractures were widely spaced stratigraphically and exhibited a series of fracture breakdown pressures 
that increased in magnitude with depth, allowing a reliable mean gradient to be calculated.  In well 9-21-
30-4W4, the hydraulic fractures were limited to a thin stratigraphic interval and exhibited variable 
fracture breakdown pressures, so that the mean gradient is poorly established. 
 

 

9.4.3 Mapping SHMIN Gradients 

The unaltered micro-frac and mini-frac gradients, together with the adjusted LOTs gradients and 

adjusted fracture breakdown gradients, are mapped in kPa/m in Figure 9.11 using Kriging methodology.  

In Figure 9.10, the contours can also be regarded as representing SHmin magnitude values in MPa at 1000 

m depth.  Figure 9.11 portrays the distribution of the data points. The greatest cluster is concentrated 

along the western edge of the basin between latitudes 52o and 56o. The lateral variation in SHmin 

gradients across the basin is suggestive of two sets of lineaments, one semi-parallel with the Rocky 

Mountain deformation front and the other approximately perpendicular to it (Fig. 9.10). The latter 

lineament set is particularly interesting because it is aligned SW-NE in the northern and southern parts 

of the basin, but swings to SSW-NNE between latitudes 55 o and 57 o in approximately the same area 

where the SHmax stress trajectories are similarly deflected (Fig. 9.4). The implication is that horizontal 

stress orientation is in some way involved. It is possible that the “troughs” with the lower gradients 

contain rocks with denser open fracture networks than are found within the rocks in the adjacent higher 
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gradient “ridges”. All other factors being equal, the lower the SHmin magnitude the greater the 

permeability. 

 

 
Figure 9.10. Map of inferred SHmin gradients across the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin derived 
from micro-fracture and mini-fracture closure pressures, adjusted leak off test pressures and adjusted 
fracture breakdown pressures. 
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Figure 9.11. Locations of wells that supplied data for Figure 9.10. 
 

 

Figure 9.10 represents the most comprehensive interpretation to date of lateral variations in SHmin 

gradients across the WCSB using data from public archives. The map could be refined considerably with 

the addition of more pre-fracture shut in pressures. Such interpretations and the pressure data that 

spawn them, however, are proprietary to the operating companies who commission hydraulic fracturing 

to enhance hydrocarbon production. 
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9.5 RELEVANCE TO GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT 

Exploitation of upper-crustal geothermal resources will require drilling wells and may involve 

hydraulically fracturing rocks. Figure 9.4 indicates the directions in which hydraulic fractures will 

propagate. They can be expected to be vertical and aligned with SHmax trajectories over most of the 

basin.  Moreover, natural fractures that are aligned within ±20o of the SHmax trajectories may be open to 

fluid transmission.  Whether or not open fractures are present, it has been demonstrated that the 

optimal fluid flow axes in reservoirs will be aligned with SHmax (Heffer and Lean, 1991).  

 

 Locally, close to the Rocky Mountain Foothills (McLellan, 1999), and along the eastern fringe of the 

basin where the oil sands are being developed (summarised in Bell et al., 1994), SHmin magnitudes 

greater then SV magnitudes have been reported. They suggest that horizontal fractures will propagate in 

these areas.  

 

As noted earlier, SHmax trajectories are perpendicular to breakout long axes, and the breakout axes show 

consistent orientations in individual wells. Apart from the NNE-SSW trend over the area around the 

Peace River Arch, the main orientation of SHmax is NE-SW. It is not a local phenomenon restricted to 

western Canada. Zoback and Zoback (1990) have demonstrated that the WCSB lies in the northwestern 

part of the Mid-Continent Stress Province. In this province, NE-SW SHmax axes occur within an area 

bounded by the plains of the US Mid West, Arkansas, Tennessee, New York State, the Canadian 

Maritimes, the Arctic Islands (Cox, 1993) and the Northwest Territories (Gough et al., 1993). This 

consistent horizontal stress orientation over the whole mid-continent of North America is ascribed to 

northeastward flow in the underlying mantle that is pushing the North American plate northeastwards 

(Fordjor et al., 1993). In other words, the stress orientation signature in the WCSB is interpreted as a 

reflection of the absolute motion of the Earth’s tectonic plates.  

 

The magnitude of the smallest principal stress will determine what pressure will need to be applied in 

order to fracture subsurface rock units. Here, there is a choice as to what data are marshalled to provide 

appropriate insights. If the aim is to harness subsurface hot fluids for space heating and related 

applications it will be useful to consider data that were used to estimate SHmin at shallow depths.  

Accordingly, Figure 9.12 portrays inferred SHmin gradients using only information from pressures 

measured between 156 m and 500 m depth. Data sources were: 5 micro-fracture closure pressure 
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gradients, 799 adjusted leak-off pressure gradients, and 56 adjusted fracture breakdown pressure 

gradients. The micro-fracture pressure data come only from shallow measurements in the Alberta oil 

sands located north of latitude 56° N and between longitudes 110° W and 112° W. The majority of the 

adjusted fracture breakdown pressure measurements are concentrated around latitude 59° N and 

longitude 119° W and are responsible for the high gradients mapped in that area. Because of the 

dominance of the adjusted leak off pressures, this map is quite similar to the SHmin gradient map (Fig. 

9.10) that was generated from the entire data suite. The zones of higher gradients adjacent to the 

Mesozoic Mountain Front in southeastern British Columbia, shown on Figure 9.11, are not documented 

due to the limited shallow pressure data in this area. A further difference between the two maps is 

qualitative. The 156-500 m map does not exhibit quite the same degree of apparent NE-SW and NW-SE 

linear trends. However, the map does assemble and interpret the best available data for estimating 

likely fracture pressures for shallow geothermal projects and for identifying areas with possibly 

enhanced permeability.  

 

It is interesting to compare this map to one generated from pressure measurements made between 500 

and 1,000 m depth. Here the distribution of data sources is quite different. Only 16 micro- and mini-frac 

closure pressures are involved, plus a mere 30 adjusted leak-off pressure gradients, whereas there are 

209 adjusted fracture breakdown pressure gradients measured in 196 wells (Fig. 9.13). Although the 

controlling data points are differently distributed, the 500-1,000 m map is compatible with the shallower 

156-500 m map (Fig. 9.12). Common features include: a WSW-ENE trending high gradient region starting 

at latitude 50° N and longitude 114° W; a SW-NE trending high gradient ridge starting at latitude 52° N 

and longitude 115° W; a low gradient area centred around latitude 56° N and longitude 116° W, and a 

high gradient area around latitude 55° N and longitude 120° W.   
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Figure 9.12. Map of inferred SHmin gradients across the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin derived 
from micro-fracture and mini-fracture closure pressures, adjusted leak off test pressures and adjusted 
fracture breakdown pressures measured between depths of 156 m and 500 m. 
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Figure 9.13. Map of inferred SHmin gradients across the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin derived 
from micro-fracture and mini-fracture closure pressures, adjusted leak off test pressures and adjusted 
fracture breakdown pressures measured between depths of 500 m and 1000 m. 
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Development of future geothermal resources for power generation in western Canada is likely to involve 

deep drilling into the Precambrian basement rocks (Tester et al.  2006; Lund, 2007; Majorowicz and 

Grasby, 2010a; 2010b). Publicly available information on horizontal stress magnitudes at deeper levels 

comes largely from hydraulic fracturing that was performed to enhance hydrocarbon production rates 

from oil and gas reservoirs. No measurements have been reported for Precambrian rocks. However, 

there are over 500 applicable pressures that were measured between 1,000 and 4,195 metres depth.   

These consist of 97 micro-fracture and mini-fracture measurements, 29 adjusted leak off pressures and 

409 adjusted fracture breakdown pressures. Figure 9.14 portrays the estimated SHmin gradients derived 

from these measurements.  

 

South of Latitude 55° N, this map is quite similar to the Figure 9.10 and is reasonably compatible with 

the 156-500 m map (Fig. 9.12). North of 55° N, however, differences are apparent particularly when 

Figure 9.14 is compared to Figure 9.10. Figure 9.14 shows a high gradient ridge complex that runs SW-

NE from latitude 55° N and longitude 120° W. There is some indication of such a feature on Figure 9.10, 

but it is not pronounced. Figure 9.13 lacks data over that region, so no comparisons can be made.  

Significantly, the high SHmin gradient ridge complex shown on the map of estimated SHmin gradients 

measured below 1,000 m depth corresponds areally approximately with the Peace River Arch (Grayston 

et al., 1964). This, in turn, suggests that the horizontal stress magnitudes are higher at constant depths 

because of the elevated Precambrian basement. 

 

For geothermal powered electrical generation, recovered fluids will need to reach temperatures of more 

than 150 °C. Such temperatures are found within Precambrian rocks along the western edge of the 

WCSB (Bachu and Burwash, 1994), although it may require drilling deeper than 6,000 m to reach 150 °C 

(Grasby et al., 2009, Majorowicz and Grasby, 2010b). Figure 9.15a compiles the deepest data available 

for this study for estimating SHmin gradients. Contoured are SHmin gradients inferred from measurements 

made between 2,000 and 4,195 m depth. Figure 9.15b shows where temperatures greater than 150 °C 

are present at the top of Precambrian rocks (Bachu and Burwash, 1994). As can be seen, the inferred 

gradients range from 14 to19 kPa/m over the areas where the temperatures are highest. This argues 

well for hydraulic fracturing and also for possibly encountering some open fractures. The high SHmin 

gradients encountered over the Peace River Arch shown in Figure 5.15 were largely derived from 
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hydraulic fracture treatments conducted at depths between 1,000 and 2,000 m, and do not seem to 

characterise the deeper rocks. 

 

 

Figure 9.14. Map of inferred SHmin gradients across the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin derived 
from micro-fracture and mini-fracture closure pressures, adjusted leak off test pressures and adjusted 
fracture breakdown pressures measured between depths of 1,000 m and 4,195 m. 
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Figure 9.15. a) Map of inferred SHmin gradients across the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin based on 
pressures measured between depths of 2,000 m and 4,195 m.  b) Areas where the temperature at the 
top of the Precambrian basement exceeds 120oC (after Bachu and Burwash, 1994). 

 

9.6 CONCLUSIONS 

This study predicts the propagation axes of subsurface hydraulic fractures will be SW-NE, except over 

the Peace River Arch area, where they will trend more towards SSW-NNE. At constant depth, vertical 

stresses increase towards the Rocky Mountain front. The smallest principal stress is horizontal over most 

of the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin and it varies in magnitude across the region. There are 

suggestions of low stress lineaments oriented similarly to the stress trajectories. These apparent 

lineaments may be diagnostic of increased abundance of natural fractures and enhanced permeability. 
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The greatest benefits of this compilation will be for those geothermal projects that involve shallow 

drilling. Unfortunately, few stress orientations and magnitudes have been measured at the depths that 

will probably need to be drilled for geothermally-powered electrical generation. Clearly, acquiring such 

data will be beneficial, but the costs will be considerable. 

 

The stress magnitude maps can be enhanced with additional data.  Innumerable density logs are publicly 

available if detailed vertical stress maps are required. A considerable body of additional information on 

smaller horizontal stress magnitudes can be derived from hydraulic fracture records. However, much of 

this information is held by the operating companies and would need to be released. These hydraulic 

fracture records would not extend significantly the depth of coverage of the SHmin gradient maps 

presented here, but they would refine their accuracy. In areas where a large amount of hydraulic 

fracturing was undertaken in specific rock units, it would be possible to prepare well-constrained SHmin 

magnitude maps for those stratigraphic levels. It would be especially worthwhile to utilise this type of 

information in areas where deep geothermal development is being considered.  

 

SHmin gradients always can be used to generate maps at specific depths or selected stratigraphic horizons 

(Bell and Bachu, 2004). In practice, many of the measurements are likely to come from significantly 

different levels, so this will limit the accuracy of such maps. However, it is a first step and can be used to 

high-grade areas for future development. 
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10 .  E N V I R ON ME N T A L I M P AC T S  

 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

When developed and managed correctly, geothermal energy may be considered a renewable energy 

resource.  If improperly managed however, geothermal developments may result in adverse affects 

including: alteration of groundwater chemistry, the addition or removal of heat from groundwater 

dependent ecosystems, and changes in groundwater flow patterns. In some large‐scale high 

temperature systems additional potential impacts include: habitat disturbance, erosion, seismicity, 

noise, and the release of pollutant emissions.  Geothermal energy can be part of the solution to the 

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, and development of a secure renewable energy supply.  

However, like any other energy resource it must be developed in a thoughtful manner to ensure that 

there are minimal environmental impacts. 

 

In order to provide a better understanding of the potential environmental impacts of geothermal energy 

and to ensure responsible exploitation of this resource, environmental impacts for both direct-use (low-

temperature and medium temperature systems) and electrical generating applications (high-

temperature systems) are examined in this chapter.   

 

10.2 DIRECT USE 

Over the last few decades, low-temperature geothermal systems have played a vital role in the growth 

of geothermal energy use in residential homes, small commercial buildings, agriculture and aquaculture.  

Low-temperature geothermal systems can be exploited to heat and cool homes with respect to the 

season by use of ground-source heat pumps.  This fairly new technology allows virtually anyone in the 

world to exploit geothermal resources (WEC, 2007). While direct-use applications have been used 
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extensively in Canada, some potential environmental concerns have been addressed regarding the 

effects of these applications on shallow groundwater systems, groundwater flow and source water 

protection. 

 

10.2.1 Shallow Groundwater Systems 

There has been an abundance of attention given to the risk of groundwater contamination from 

geothermal systems, both high- and low-temperature. Primary problems related to groundwater 

chemistry in low-temperature geothermal systems include: 1) the precipitation of minerals such as 

calcium carbonate, and iron and manganese oxides, which result in the scaling of heat exchangers and 

clogging of wells; 2) the corrosion of piping and heat exchangers by ambient and heated groundwater; 

3) biofouling of the well intake area; and 4) the clogging of the aquifer as a result of precipitation of 

minerals within the aquifer or the transport of precipitates into the aquifer. Most of these problems 

result in a lowering of the system efficiency rather than causing a negative environmental impact. 

 

Changes in groundwater chemistry due to temperature-dependent geochemical reactions have been 

noted in several shallow heat tracer experiments (e.g. Palmer and Cherry, 1984; Perlinger et al., 1987) 

and in some operating low-temperature geothermal systems (van Loon and van der Heide, 1992). This 

has been dealt with from a system sustainability perspective in terms of well clogging in open loop 

systems, but not in the larger hydrogeologic system. Results from a study at the University of Minnesota 

in the 1980s (Perlinger et al., 1987) suggested that precipitation of minerals, usually carbonates, near 

the well was accompanied by dissolution and enhancement of permeability further away from the well 

as the temperature of those waters created undersaturated conditions for the same minerals. This idea 

is also supported by a modelling exercise carried out with PHREEQC by Ferguson and Underwood (2006).  

 

Biofouling of well screens can be particularly problematic in low-temperature geothermal systems, 

particularly where manganese and iron are present at moderate to high concentrations in the natural 

aquifer (e.g. Bridger and Allen, in press). Biofouling gradually reduces the efficiency of pumping through 

progressive buildup of slime on the well screen. However, biofouling is not restricted to geothermal 

systems, but is a pervasive problem in many pumping systems. Treatment technologies continue to 

improve. 
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10.2.2 Source Water Protection 

One of the prime concerns voiced respecting low-temperature geothermal systems has been the risk of 

interconnecting naturally hydraulically-separated geological formations, which is a general concern in 

source water protection (e.g. Santi et al., 2006); this has been characterized as a specific risk for 

injection of spent geothermal waters (Arnold, 1984). Cross-contamination of aquifers has been 

addressed in many well construction guidelines and is addressed in the Water Acts of many jurisdictions 

in Canada, although often indirectly. In some jurisdictions, such as New Brunswick, closed-loop heat 

pumps are illegal within source-water protection zones (Clean Water Act, N.B. Reg. 2000-47). Guidelines 

by the National Ground Water Association (McCray, 1997) and the International Ground Source Heat 

Pump Association (Skouby, 2008) for closed-loop heat pump systems also address this issue. 

 

One issue raised respecting low-temperature systems is the potential for contamination of groundwater 

by the potential leakage of various fluids used in closed-loop heat pumps. Klotzbucher et al. (2007) 

examined the fate of ethylene and propylene glycol, the most commonly used heat exchanger fluids, in 

groundwater. Both chemicals were found to be readily biodegradable under both oxic and anoxic 

conditions. However, anti-corrosion inhibitors and biocides, commonly found in heat exchanger fluids, 

were found to inhibit biodegradation of glycol. Additionally, some of these additives are toxic and 

persistent in subsurface environments.   

 

10.2.3 Groundwater Flow 

Open-loop heat pumps are generally considered to be sustainable from a water resources perspective 

because the vast majority of systems are non-consumptive. This view, based on the water budget of an 

aquifer, does not guarantee that negative impacts will not occur. In a series of papers on water 

resources, Bredehoeft et al. (1982) and Bredehoeft (2002) make compelling arguments that sustainable 

development of an aquifer cannot be assessed from a large-scale water budget. Consideration of the 

local effects of well hydraulics indicates that there is the possibility of affecting groundwater flow locally 

(Ferguson and Woodbury, 2007; Younger, 2008). This is particularly true if there is significant 

background groundwater flow, which would allow for migration of plumes of water with temperatures 

different from background levels away from production wells (Banks, 2009). Such migration effects are a 

particular problem where closed-loop geothermal or borehole systems are installed in aquifers of 
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moderate permeability. Because there are no hydrodynamic controls on the system, injected heat will 

simply migrate away from the borehole field. In open-loop systems, hydrodynamic control of the well 

field is possible through careful placement and operation of wells (Allen, 1997; Allen et al., 2000). 

 

Excessive production withdrawal, which occurs when reinjection is not carried out, such as pump-and-

dump systems, can lower the water table and create temperature and pressure gradients within the 

groundwater reservoir (Ferguson and Woodbury, 2006). Altering such groundwater movement can have 

significant impacts on groundwater-surface water recharge and discharge processes (Ferguson and 

Woodbury, 2007). This could have profound effects on groundwater users in the immediate vicinity, and 

could also have an effect on groundwater-surface water interaction. For this reason, groundwater 

extraction should be accompanied by reinjection in most cases. Investigation of potential impacts on 

other groundwater users and ecosystems should also be considered in a similar manner to consumptive 

groundwater extraction. 

 

Interference between low-temperature geothermal energy systems has not yet been identified as a 

major problem in Canada, despite the growing number of system installations and lack of regulation in 

most jurisdictions. Some problems have been observed in Canada however (e.g. Ferguson and 

Woodbury, 2006) and elsewhere (e.g. Malmo, Sweden; Andersson and Sellberg, 1992). The rapid growth 

in the number of these systems has also created concern that interference will become unavoidable in 

the future (Fry, 2009). The common problem is thermal breakthrough between wells, which results 

when the water that is being injected into the aquifer makes its way to an extraction well and thereby 

"contaminates" the temperature of the water being withdrawn. The potential for thermal breakthrough 

depends on the spacing of the production wells, the regional groundwater flow velocity and direction, 

and the presence of preferential flowpaths (Jenne et al., 1992). Typically, thermal breakthrough occurs if 

the wells are placed too close together and is exacerbated by large cones of depression and high flow 

velocities between pumping and injection wells (Michel and Allen, 1997). An interspersed well system 

that is designed with careful consideration of aquifer thickness, heterogeneity and well production rate 

can limit the occurrence of thermal breakthrough (Michel and Allen, 1997).  These particular issues can 

be resolved or managed if sufficient and optimal spacing between wells is maintained (Ferguson and 

Woodbury, 2006). However, it should be noted that legislation to impose such management is currently 

poorly developed (Haehnlein et al., 2010). 
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10.2.4 Benefits and Recommendations 

Many of these problems are avoidable if consideration of the potential for geochemistry problems is 

considered in advance of the system design phase. Many design strategies and numerous water 

treatment technologies have been used to mitigate these problems (e.g. Jenne et al., 1992). Several 

researchers have made significant advances in providing solutions to corrosion and scaling problems 

(e.g. Koch and Ruck, 1992) and some have developed computer software to examine the 

hydrogeochemistry of aquifers used for low temperature geothermal systems (e.g. Jenne et al., 1994).  

Grouting and pipe specifications are given in many guidelines including those from the Canadian 

Standards Association (CSA, 2002), the International Ground Source Heat Pump Association (Skouby, 

2008), and the National Ground Water Association (McCray, 1997) and it appears that this issue has not 

been a large problem given the number of these systems operated in Canada versus the small number 

of reported incidents.   

 

10.3 ELECTRICAL GENERATION 

Geothermal power plants, developed for the purpose of producing electricity, will have similar 

environmental impacts as direct-use applications but at a much larger scale. Along with scale, the 

technologies used and the ecological region at which the facility is located will also determine the level 

of environmental impacts. These potential impacts will be at varying levels of concern throughout 

exploration, production testing, construction and operation; not only affecting the environment but any 

persons or wildlife working or living in the surrounding region. 

 

 

10.3.1 Land Use and Habitat Disturbance 

While the majority of geothermal developments have been limited to tectonically active zones, newer 

technologies for geothermal resource extraction have increased opportunities for geothermal 

development in a wide range of geographic regions and ecosystems. Habitat disturbance and the 

impacts of geothermal development on wildlife and vegetation will need to be investigated and 

continuously monitored throughout all phases of development with consequences of developing in 
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remote or pristine areas, areas of cultural and archaeological worth, and areas of high economic value, 

carefully evaluated. 

 

Geothermal environments offer some very unique biological, chemical, and geological conditions that 

create rare ecosystem (Boothroyd, 2008; Burns and Leathwick, 1995, Grasby and Lepitzki, 2002). Some 

ecologically sensitive and rare species which have already been identified in Canada’s geothermal 

habitats, include the Banff springs snail (physell  johnsoni), the southern maidenhair Fern (Adiantum 

capillus-veneris), the Nahanni aster (Symphyotrichum nahanniense), and the Vivid Dancer damselfly 

(Argia vivida).  These particular species have been identified as indigenous to thermal springs in Banff, 

Fairmont, Meager Creek and Nahanni and are either protected by COSEWIC (Committee on the Status of 

Endangered Wildlife in Canada) or SARA (Species At Risk Act). Classified as “endangered” or “at risk”, 

these species face the risk of extirpation with even small disturbances to their habitat.  As suggested by 

Bromley (2003) and cited by Boothroyd (2008), the principal aim of geothermal systems management 

should be to encourage integrated use of resources while protecting the diversity of thermal features in 

a region. Furthermore, he suggests that designating protection (from development) to several key 

geothermal systems (rather than individual features) may help to achieve such goals provided there is 

mitigation for any unavoidable and adverse changes to surface features (e.g. introduction of foreign 

bacteria or slight changes in temperature). Mitigation measures that can be used to minimize possible 

threats to thermal habitats include waste water reinjection back into subsurface reservoirs, restricting 

development within key geothermal habitats, and having an in-depth knowledge of site characteristics.  

These mitigation strategies proved to be helpful in reintroducing populations of Banff snails to the 

Upper Middle and Kidney springs on Sulphur Mountain, where populations had previously been 

extirpated as a result of human disturbances (Parks Canada, 2009). Clearly, although thermal springs are 

a useful exploration tool, there is a need to ensure any developments near thermal spring outlets 

maintain spring flow in order to protect unique ecosystems. 

 

Environmental impacts associated with geothermal exploitation are, for the most part, limited to the 

area directly surrounding the developed site (Andersen, 1975). The actual amount of surface area 

disturbed by geothermal development can vary from 10 to 50 % of the total area of development 

(including land occupied by pipelines and wells) and is primarily a function of the facilities’ electrical 

capabilities (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). As the generating capacity of a geothermal plant increases, 

the number of production wells, roads, transmission lines, and pipelines will also increase (Chorney and 
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Sherwood, 1981). Distribution of wells is most often dependent on the location of the heat reservoir and 

properties of the steam or water. However, geothermal sites under rapid development tend to develop 

wells in closer proximity to one another, resulting in higher well density; while sites developed more 

slowly tend to have wells spaced further apart, requiring not only more land but longer pipelines (US 

EPA, 1977).  Advanced directional (slant) drilling or slimhole drilling technology has evolved in such a 

way that these impacts may be minimized. Using slant drilling technology, several wells can be drilled 

from one location, thus reducing the amount of land needed for drilling pads, access roads, and 

geothermal fluid piping.  Slim-hole wells, on the other hand, are only 4-6 inches in diameter while 

traditional geothermal exploration wells have been 8-12 inches in diameter. Slim-hole drilling also 

reduces the amount of land needed for site preparation and road construction. This relies, however, on 

new technology that allows narrower pump design to maintain production volumes from narrower 

boreholes. 

 

Despite the environmental advantages of other renewable energies, the average land use requirements 

for geothermal development are substantially lower than solar or wind (Fig. 10.1). In comparison with 

other fossil fuels, geothermal facilities require 1-8 acres per MW of production capacity, whereas 

nuclear and coal plant operations require 5-10 acres per MW and 19 acres per MW of land, respectively 

(DOE, 2009). With appropriate planning and management of well spacing and plant design, land use 

requirements for geothermal development can be minimized even further.  

 

 
 
Figure 10.1. Average land use requirements for various renewable energies and coal. Source: NREL, 
AWEA and others. 
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10.3.2 Land Erosion and Subsidence 

Land subsidence issues arise when subsurface fluids are removed, resulting in a reduction of fluid 

pressure on overlying rock (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). In certain dry steam fields, such as those 

located in Lardarello, Italy, no land subsidence has occurred (Bowen, 1973). However, in particular 

regions where water- or steam-dominated fields are present, subsidence issues can be problematic. At 

the Wairakei plant in New Zealand (the first liquid-dominated field developed), 200 metres of horizontal 

displacement has been measured over a 10-20 year period (White et al., 2005). The lack of reinjection of 

waste water in the field over a 50 year period has also resulted in a total pressure decline of 25 bars in 

the reservoir and over 15 metres of vertical displacement at the center of the subsidence bowl (White et 

al., 2005; Allis, 2000). Reinjection of waste water is not always practiced, but can help to minimize the 

potential effects of land subsidence by maintaining the pressure in subsurface environments.   

 

At the Geysers in California, and many other geothermal sites located in humid climates, incompetent 

rock, clay-rich marine sediments, and high precipitation make an ideal situation for land erosion (Reed 

and Campbell, 1975). Although natural landslides are known to occur in the region surrounding the 

Geysers, further aggravation of the land from well drilling and land development has provoked the 

occurrence of landslides even further. In order to avoid any substantial loss, several wells have been 

drilled at single sites, and 20% of the surface area above the steam reservoir has been purposely graded 

to provide level areas for development (Reed and Campbell, 1975). Regulations in site selection and 

improvements in construction methods have proven to be successful in minimizing any significant and 

erosion.  
 

10.3.3 Seismicity 

Most geothermal resources are found in tectonically active zones where seismicity is already a natural 

hazard. Human induced seismic activity, however, may also occur as a result of well drilling, hydraulic 

fracturing, and reinjection of waste water into high pressure systems (Armstead, 1975). Cited by Cameli 

and Carabelli (1975), one particular experiment performed in Italy over a 40 year period carefully 

measured the seismic and microseismic activities before and after reinjection. In that particular study, 

no effects were observed; however, cases of seismicity have been reported at the Geysers geothermal 
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fields and the Rocky Mountain Arsenal in Denver during high pressure reinjection (PIC, 1979; Kagel et al., 

2007), and at least 30 other well sites across North America (Nicholson and Wesson, 1992). 

 

When human-induced seismicity is provoked within geothermal fields, it is most often on a microseismic 

scale (below 2 or 3 on the Richter scale) and too small to be felt by humans (Kagel et al., 2007). With the 

development of new technologies for extraction of geothermal resources, such as enhanced geothermal 

systems, the potential for seismic activity has increased. To date, damage to buildings has occurred in 

Staufen im Breisgau, Germany, due to hydration of anhydrite during drilling (Goldscheider and Bechtel, 

2009), and in Basel, Switzerland where a project was suspended after more than 10,000 seismic events 

measuring up to 3.4 on the Richter Scale occurred over a six day period of water injection (Deichmann et 

al., 2007). Evaluation of the environmental impacts of hydraulic fracturing and high pressure injection 

using enhanced geothermal systems is still under review by researchers worldwide (Giardini, 2009; MIT, 

2006). These impacts are similar to other activities involving injection of fluids into bedrock, such as 

waste disposal, CO2 storage, and enhanced petroleum production (Nicholson and Wesson, 1992), and 

thus are not unique to geothermal energy.  Still, since the outcome and prevalence of seismicity remains 

somewhat unpredictable, continuous monitoring of the region should be conducted throughout all 

phases of geothermal development and areas naturally prone to significant seismic activities avoided. A 

good understanding of the regional stress field is also required (see Chapter 9). 

 

10.3.4 Emissions 

Various effluents in the form of incondensable gases and trace elements can be found naturally in 

subsurface aquifers and geothermal waters. The chemical characteristics and concentrations vary 

between geothermal fluids and range from potable to highly saline and corrosive (Axtmann, 1975a; 

Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). For this reason, any emission released from geothermal developments 

must be both regulated and assessed on a site-by-site basis.   

 

10.3.4a Incondensable Gases 

In high temperature geothermal systems, fluids drawn from the deep Earth carry a mixture of gases. A 

summary of the gas composition found in geothermal fluids along with their typical concentrations can 

be found in Table 10.1. In the form of geothermal vapours, these gases can be released to the 
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environment from cooling towers, ejector exhausts, silencers, drains and even discharging bores under 

test and control valves (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981).  

 
Table 10.1 Gas Composition of Geothermal Vapours 

Constituent Concentration in 
volume % 

Remarks 
 

Ammonia (NH3) 0 – 5.36 Noxious gas, signifies reducing conditions 
Argon (Ar) 0 – 6.3 Minor inert gas 
Arsenic (As) 0.002 – 0.05 Health hazard, volatile 
Boric Acid (H3BO3) 0 – 0.45 Deleterious to plants 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 0 – 99 Scale formation 
Carbon Monoxide (CO) 0 – 3 Health hazard  
Helium (He) 0 – 0.3 Innocuous 
Hydrocarbon (C2 and greater) 0 – 18.3 Potential fuel source, denotes reducing conditions 
Hydrogen (H2) 0 – 39 Provides data on oxidation-reduction environment 
Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) 0.00002 Extremely corrosive and reactive 
Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) 0 – 42 Noxious gas, environmental hazard, corrosion agent 
Mercury (Hg) 0.007 – 40.7 (ppb) Health hazard 
Methane (CH4) 0 – 99.8 Potential fuel source 
Nitrogen (N2) 0 – 97.1 Major inert gas 
Oxygen (O2) 0 – 64 Important for oxidation-reduction reactions, can be 

corrosive 
Sulfide Oxides (SO2) 0 - 31 Corrosion agent, harmful to environment 

Source: Geonomics Inc. (1978, p. 20) 
 
 
Although concentrations of incondensable gases vary and are dependent upon the geochemistry of the 

underground reservoir, carbon dioxide (CO2) is typically the major component of the total gas fraction 

(average of 78-95%; Axtmann, 1975b). Colourless and odourless, carbon dioxide is a natural component 

of the air we breathe and may only have a major direct effect on human health at levels above a time-

weighted average of 5,000 ppm (CCOHS, 2003). It is, however, the leading contributor of global 

warming. When released to the environment via waste water, dissolved carbon dioxide may also 

stimulate growth of many unwanted weeds. In 1968, the accumulated growth of Largarosiphon major 

on intake screens of a dam downstream of the Wairakei plant resulted in a temporary shutdown of its 

generating station (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981).   

 

The varying concentrations of carbon dioxide emissions from geothermal sources are largely a result of 

the plant design itself. For each kilowatt-hour of electricity generated at a flash geothermal energy 

plant, the concentration of carbon dioxide emitted is anywhere from 13 to 380 grams per kilowatt-hour, 
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while a binary geothermal plant will have virtually zero emissions (Table 10.2). In comparison, a 

geothermal plant using flash technology only emits five percent of the carbon emissions emitted by a 

coal-fired power plant; the largest contributor of carbon emissions to date (Bloomfield and Moore, 

1999).   

 
 
Table 10.2 Average CO2 emissions related to electrical generation 

  
Coal Petroleum Natural Gas Geothermal 

(Flash) 
Geothermal 
(Binary) 

g/kWh 1042 906 453 13-380 0 

Source: Fridliefsson (2001) 
 

Hydrogen sulphide (H2S), a colourless gas most notably known for its “rotten egg” smell, can be lethal 

with short term exposure and concentrations as low as 320 ppm1 (WHO, 2000). Subtle physiological 

effects, however, can be detected at much lower concentrations, including eye irritation at 10-15 ppm 

and loss of olfactory sense at 150-250 ppm (WHO, 2000). When released to the environment via waste 

water, dissolved hydrogen sulphide may cause unwanted growth of sulphuric bacteria on plankton, 

limiting the reproduction capacity of fish species (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981; Axtmann, 1975a).  

When released to the atmosphere, hydrogen sulphide emissions may react with oxygen to produce 

sulphur dioxide (SO2). Sulphur dioxide, nitrous oxides, and particulate matter (PM) are identified as 

‘Criteria Air Contaminants’ (CACs) by Environment Canada. Together they form acid rain which can in 

turn damage crops, interfere with soil decomposition, and disrupt nitrification and nutrient uptake by 

plants (Armstead, 1978; Chorney and Sherwood, 1981; Hartley, 1978). The combustion of hydrogen 

sulphide into sulfur oxides is, however, rare in geothermal operations and concentrations of CACs 

relatively low (Table 10.3). Acid rain however may still be a concern at some distance away from the 

geothermal facility where other industrial operations may be present (Kagel et al., 2007).   

 

Incidents involving exposure to hydrogen sulphide in geothermal operations are not common, but are 

still a major concern in geothermal developments due to its severe health implications. While the 

removal of hydrogen sulphide from geothermal emissions is not always a legal requirement in some 

countries (WEC, 2007), abatement of hydrogen sulphide has become a routine practice at many 

geothermal facilities (Kagel et al., 2007). The World Health Organization (2000) also recommends that in 

                                                
1 1 ppm is equivalent to 1.5 mg/m3 
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order to avoid substantial complaints about odour annoyance, hydrogen sulphide concentrations should 

not exceed 0.005 ppm, with a 30 minute averaging period. Common abatement practices, such as 

proper ventilation and the use of scrubbers, have already resulted in a significant reduction of hydrogen 

sulphide emissions at geothermal facilities in the United States despite its significant growth in 

production capacity (860 kg/hr to 90 kg/hr since 1976; Kagel et al., 2007). The petroleum industry in 

Canada has a long history of producing H2S rich natural gas and a strong regulatory environment exists, 

as well as technical capacity to abate H2S emissions. 

 

Table 10.3 Summary of air emissions for fossil fuel and geothermal operations (United States) 

Average concentrations expressed in g/KWh 
  H2S SO2 NOx PM 
Coal* - 4.71 1.95 1.01 
Pretroleum*  - 5.44 1.81 - 
Natural Gas*  - 0.1 1.34 0.06 
Geothermal (Flash) 6.4 0.16 0 0 
Geothermal (Binary) 0.03 0 0 0 

* H2S emissions are included in concentrations of SO2 (result of combustion) 
Source: GEA (2007) and IEA (2002) 
 

10.3.4b Trace Elements 

In addition to dissolved gases, geothermal fluids may contain trace elements such as mercury, ammonia, 

hydrogen, nitrogen, methane and radon, as well as minor quantities of volatile species of boron and 

arsenic (Shibaki and Beck, 2003; Axtmann, 1975a; Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). Although present in 

relatively low quantities, it is important to understand the potential for trace elements to be a source of 

air, soil and water pollution (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). Several cases of chemical contamination 

have been reported and are of particular interest for their potential to induce harm to the environment 

and human health. 

 

Mercury, a heavy metal and neurotoxin, has an average concentration of 0-10 ppm in geothermal 

waters worldwide. It poses greater threat to wildlife and humans when it comes into contact with soil 

and water, transforming into methyl mercury through biological processes. Methyl mercury, even in 

very low concentrations can bioaccumulate in the body tissue of animals, moving its way up the food 

chain as contaminated food sources and drinking water are consumed (Kagel et al., 2007). Boron, also 
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toxic when ingested, has been known to cause marginal and tip dieback in big leaf maple and native 

oaks of the Geysers region (Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). Arsenic, a known human carcinogen, was 

found in high concentrations in the Wairakei River; accumulating in a dominant weed species, L. major 

(Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). Health Canada has implemented regulatory guidelines which limit 

concentrations of boron and arsenic to 5.0 mg/L and 0.010 mg/L respectively (Health Canada, 2006); 

however, levels of these trace elements in geothermal fluids and steam are typically below these levels 

(Kagel et al., 2007).   

 

Many of the other trace elements found in geothermal emissions have not been reported to produce 

any significant amount of harm to the environment or human health, but may be identified as 

‘Hazardous Air Pollutants’ and thus are regulated by Environment Canada (e.g. Clean Air Act and 

Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality). Common practices have also been adopted in 

geothermal facilities around the world to reduce negative environmental impacts associated with solid 

waste disposal and the release of chemical effluents. These common practices include the installation of 

drift eliminators and filters (Kagel et al., 2007), as well as blow-out preventers where drilling into high 

temperatures or pressures is anticipated (Lunis and Breckenridge, 1991). According to Kagel et al. 

(2007), noncondensable gases and trace elements typically make up less than 5% of the total steam 

emitted at geothermal plants in the US. Binary and flash/binary plants have potential for even more 

significant emissions reductions, emitting zero emissions of incondensable gas and negligible amounts of 

particulate matter.     

 

10.3.5 Corrosion and Scaling 

Silica and sodium are present in some appreciable quantity in nearly all geothermal waters (Rothbaum 

and Anderton, 1975). Unlike incondensable gases and trace elements however, reinjection methods can 

not always be used on high-temperature steam/water mixtures prior to treatment where high amounts 

of dissolved solids are present (Gudmundsson and Bott, 1979). At high temperatures, salinity in 

combination with hydrogen sulphide, carbon dioxide, or dissolved oxygen (DO) are very corrosive and 

may negatively impact the operating efficiency of the geothermal plant (Valdez et al., 2009; Koutinas, 

1989). Without proper maintenance of the operational equipment, or disposal of waste water, corrosion 

failures can affect the level of energy production and the well-being of vegetation in the area (Valdez et 

al., 2009). These effects will be of particular interest in Canada, where average salinity levels can be 
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anywhere from 30 g/L in eastern portions of the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) to 300 g/L 

in western portions of the WCSB (Fig. 10.1). Several regions of the WCSB also reveal total dissolved solid 

(TDS) levels as high as 600 g/L; however these anomalies are not believed to be located in regions where 

geothermal power production is feasible.   

 

In deep hydrothermal waters, silica precipitation occurs as extracted steam cools, giving rise to rapid 

deposition. The build up of silica deposits will occur in pipes and drain canals, also creating resistance 

and corrosion problems in the operating equipment of a geothermal plant. Several methods have been 

used to combat these issues including: 1) allowing supersaturated solutions to polymerize before 

passing through pipes and equipment; 2) addition of aluminum sulphate or ferric salts; and 3) addition 

of slaked lime (Thorhallsón et al., 1975; Rothbaum and Anderton, 1975).  It has been noted by 

Rothbaum and Anderton (1975) that formation of colloidal silica in geothermal waters of the Wairakei 

Plant in New Zealand did cease after one hour of ponding and that discharge of the water could then 

occur without any problems of silica deposition. At the Hvergerdi plant in Iceland, a 35% dilution of the 

geothermal fluid with cold water, mixed before flashing at atmospheric pressure, was successfully used 

to reduce scaling (Thorhallsón et al., 1975). Where fresh water resources may be scarce, preferential 

treatment of the geothermal fluid with aluminum sulphates, ferric salts or slaked lime may be preferred.  

 

10.3.6 Water Loss 

The amount of water loss associated with geothermal developments is largely dependent on the cooling 

system installed. Water cooling systems in geothermal facilities prevent turbines from overheating and 

for prolonging facility life but require an average 19 litres of freshwater per MWh (Kagel et al., 2007).  

This does not include water lost to evaporation in the cooling towers (Kagel et al., 2007; Jennejohn et 

al., 2009). At the Wairakie plant in New Zealand, a geothermal plant with a 1 to 4 ratio of steam and 

water, respectively, evaporative water loss occurs at 8 x 105 kg per hour (Axtmann, 1975a). At the 

Geysers geothermal plant, 75% of the water condensed from geothermal steam in the cooling towers is 

lost to the atmosphere (Kagel et al., 2007). While having significantly reduced water use requirements, 

geothermal power facilities using water cooling systems are still dependent on fresh water resources in 

order to achieve sustainable and continuous base load power.   
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In arid regions, where water is in short supply, or regions where water resources are in conflict with 

other industrial processes and developments, air cooling systems may be a better alternative. Air 

cooling systems generally require more land but do not emit any vapour plumes, resulting in very low 

emissions and low evaporative water loss. Air cooling systems are typically most efficient in winter 

months when the contrast of air and water temperatures is greatest, allowing the organic fluid to cool 

faster (Kagel et al., 2007). Given these characteristics, air cooling systems are not ideal in all climates, 

but may be considered for use in Canada where winter months sustain relatively cool temperatures.   

 

Water loss in a geothermal power plant is significantly lower than the water loss associated with many 

other industrial processes. Conventional energy facilities (i.e. natural gas, oil, coal and nuclear) use 

anywhere from 950 to 2,300 litres of freshwater per MWh (Gipe, 1995; Jennejohn et al., 2009). The 

adoption of technologies such as hybrid cooling systems and binary, air-cooled geothermal facilities 

(which use no water for cooling) can further reduce water use requirements and increase plant 

efficiency. Several geothermal facilities in Hawaii, New Zealand and the Philippines have already 

achieved 100 % injection on geothermal waters as high as 315 °C, using air cooling towers and a 

combination of flash and binary technologies (Jennejohn et al., 2009).   

 

 
Figure 10.1. Total dissolved solids (TDS) map of the Devonian aquifer system. Source: Grasby and Chen 
(2005).  
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10.3.7 Thermal Pollution 

As mentioned in Section 10.2, slight changes of temperature in lakes, streams, rivers, and groundwater 

can affect the spawning activities of fish and the natural refugia of aquatic communities (Hokanson et 

al., 1973; Marten, 1992: Curry et al., 1995; Acornley, 1999). Reinjection of warm wastewater and 

production withdrawal can affect the water table and create temperature and pressure gradients in the 

reservoir, essentially polluting the geothermal system (Barbier, 2002; Kristmannsdóttir and Ármannsson, 

2003; Rybach, 2003; Ferguson and Woodbury, 2004; Zhu et al., 2010). Thermal pollution of groundwater 

can have detrimental impacts on aquatic ecosystems if the polluted groundwater discharges into surface 

waters.  Groundwater discharge into rivers and other surface water systems is often critical to the biotic 

communities of the area creating important areas of refugia from the heat of the summer and the cold 

of the winter, particularly for various fish species (Hokanson et al., 1973; Marten, 1992: Curry et al., 

1995). Large amounts of heated water can also encourage the growth of unwanted weeds, reducing 

diversity within ecosystems (Axtmann, 1975a).   

 

Groundwater typically maintains a constant temperature year round; therefore, discharge into surface 

water bodies buffers seasonal temperature changes (Power et al., 1999) as well as storm flows and 

seasonal fluvial discharges (Sophocleous, 2002). In summer months, groundwater discharge areas 

provide river baseflow and are critically important for temperature regulation of organisms as well as 

the provision of nutrients for increased productivity levels (Power et al., 1999). During the winter season 

groundwater discharge provides areas of free-flowing water for aquatic species to overwinter, as well as 

migratory channels between the unfrozen patches (Power et al., 1999). This stabilizing of winter 

temperatures is also critically important for the survival and development of many fish species’ eggs 

over the winter season (Power et al., 1999).   

 

Many aquatic species have very specific habitat requirements that strongly correlate to groundwater 

discharge areas, and even small temperature changes can be detrimental to ecosystem health (Table 

10.4). A study in Ontario has linked changes in temperatures due to changes in ground surface 

temperature as a response to aggregate removal (Markle and Schincariol, 2007). Thus, depending on the 

specifics of groundwater and geothermal developments in an area, along with ecological services of the 

groundwater, water used for geothermal energy could be viewed either as a resource or a source of 

thermal pollution (Allen et al., 2003; Ferguson and Woodbury, 2004; Banks, 2009).  
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Table 10.4 Upper temperature limits for different groups of organisms 
Organism Temperature (°C) 
Fish and other aquatic vertebrates 38 
Insects 45-50 
Protozoa 50 
Vascular plants 45 
Mosses 50 
Eucaryotic algae 56 
Fungi 60 
Blue-green algae 70-73 
Bacteria >99 

Source: Brock (1975)  
 
Such issues of thermal pollution can be largely eliminated by placing well fields at sufficient distances 

from streams, lakes and wetland, and ensuring, through proper design, that thermally altered 

groundwater does not travel and discharge into these environments. While there have been some 

attempts to create guidelines and regulations to address these issues (e.g. Haehnlein et al., 2008), it 

appears that they need to be evaluated on a site-by-site basis (Ferguson, 2007; Hidalgo et al., 2009). 

 

10.3.8 Noise Pollution 

At geothermal power plants, escaping steam at high pressure is very loud and distressing to the ears 

(Armstead, 1975). During developmental stages, when wells remain open for testing and assessment of 

production capabilities, noise levels can be as high as 100 dBA in a steam field for several months 

(Chorney and Sherwood, 1981). Within wilderness areas, where sound levels are typically 20-30 dBA, 

ecological habitats surrounding the facility may be vacated or mating activities disrupted until 

habituation to the noise levels occurs (US EPA, 1973; Chorney and Sherwood, 1981).   

 

Noise restrictions can vary by jurisdiction, but according to Occupational Health and Safety Canada 

(2009), the most common criterion level (Lc)2 in most Canadian jurisdictions is 90 dBA with a 3 dBA 

exchange rate3. A summary of the typical noise levels for various phases of geothermal development is 

provided in Table 10.5. In order to reduce the intensity of noise and minimize the impacts of noise 

pollution, mobile sound attenuation screens and sound mufflers can be installed.   

                                                
2 Steady noise level permitted for a full eight-hour work shift. 
3 The amount by which the permitted sound level may increase if the exposure time is halved. 
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Table 10.5 Geothermal exploration and construction noise levels by operation 
Operation Noise Level (dBa) 
Air drilling  85–120 
Mud drilling  80 
Discharging wells after drilling (to remove drilling debris) Up to 120 
Well testing 70–110 
Diesel engines (to operate compressors and provide electricity) 45–55 
Heavy machinery (e.g. for earth moving during construction) Up to 90 
Source: International Energy Association (2002) 
 

10.4 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL IMPACTS  

As well as many important environmental effects there will almost always be social and economic issues 

to consider with geothermal power development. For any development project to initiate and advance 

it must first undergo an Environmental Impact Assessment and Social Impact Assessment to identify and 

measure the potential impacts of development. Results from these studies must then be assessed by 

regulatory agencies and pass intense public scrutiny (Barbier, 2002; Kristmannsdóttir and Ármannsson, 

2003).  Without a current geothermal power market in Canada, public outreach initiatives may also be 

necessary to ensure that a common knowledge of geothermal technologies is founded and socially 

accepted. Regardless of their potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, geothermal, like all 

sustainable energy developments, may compete with other land use developments or reduce the 

aesthetics of natural landscapes.   

 

Another important constraint on future geothermal power development is that of high initial 

investments incurred through the exploration, drilling and development of wells and the production 

field (Pearl, 1976; Barbier, 2002; Elíasson and Björnsson, 2003). Despite low maintenance and 

operational costs, high initial investments are often a strong deterrent (Barbier, 2002). Such a constraint 

can be avoided through integrated multiple-use technologies to generate electricity and distribute hot 

water for direct usage using a cascade approach (Fridleifsson, 2001; Elíasson and Björnsson, 2003; 

Rybach, 2003). Further implementation of legal and institutional frameworks as well as financial 

incentive schemes can help promote the use of geothermal energy and development across the globe 

(Fridleifsson, 2001; Barbier, 2002). 
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10.5 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Compared to fossil fuel consumption, geothermal energy production has relatively small greenhouse gas 

emissions (Barbier, 2002; Rybach, 2002; Elíasson and Björnsson, 2003; Kristmannsdóttir and 

Ármannsson, 2003; Lund et al., 2004; Kagel et. al, 2007), low environmental impacts and has the 

potential to provide clean energy at affordable prices, thereby improving the standard of living and 

socio-economic potential through creation of jobs in many areas (Fridleifsson, 2001; Elíasson and 

Björnsson, 2003). 

 

In addition to these possible emissions savings by the substitution of geothermal energy for fossil fuels 

in electricity generation, there exists additional mitigation opportunities through increases in energy 

efficiency through the use of ground-source and groundwater-source heat pump. Lund et al. (2004) 

suggests that an immediate reduction in carbon dioxide emissions associated with heating and cooling 

buildings of 40 to 60% could be realized with the installation of a ground-source heat pump. The same 

study estimated that the current installed capacity is responsible for a 16 million tonne reduction in 

annual carbon dioxide emissions. It should be noted that the actual reduction will vary appreciably 

depending on the source of electricity used to run the pumps and the heat source that the energy is 

replacing. A study by Blum et al. (2010) supported this idea and estimated that carbon dioxide emissions 

were reduced anywhere from 15 to 77% depending on the regional energy mix. Additionally, Fridleifsson 

(2001) indicates that there are substantial air quality benefits to geothermal energy use, suggesting that 

Reykjavik has some of the best air quality of all the capitals in the world. 

 

The use of geothermal energy in its various forms has substantial potential to contribute to reductions in 

greenhouse gas emissions, and improvements in air quality and energy security. However, care must be 

taken to evaluate and monitor the impact of geothermal resource development throughout all phases of 

development, including continual monitoring after development is completed. In the majority of cases, 

these issues will be of minor concern, but they should be considered to ensure that they do not become 

an impediment. Examination of these environmental issues is particularly important at an early stage of 

development of geothermal resources.   
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11 .  GE OT HE RMA L C OS T  

E S T I MAT I ON  AN D  M ARK E T  RI S K  

 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter examines the costs and cost factors that must be considered in the development of 

Hydrothermal and Engineered Geothermal Systems (EGS).  To the extent that these resources 

represent an extension of hydrothermal resources in terms of depth, but not performance 

characteristics1, the “systems” are functionally the same.  The process and degree of difficulty in 

accessing and developing the system are the basis of the differences in cost. 

 

This chapter summarizes the range of costs and estimated benefits from these geothermal 

resources using the most recent published data as well as contacts and information from 

current commercial and research projects.  The chapter intends to review the range of costs 

expected in the development of deep heat resources.  It is intended as an overview rather than 

a definitive study for several key reasons: 

 

 most estimates of drilling and technology costs are proprietary and are typically not 

released without some protection or aggregation to limit dissemination of the 

information to competitors; 

 the techniques and technologies are evolving rapidly, and figures or estimates may not 

be strictly current, which can be seen in the range of base year estimates published by 

the various research and public sources; 

                                                
1 Once an EGS system is developed, functionally it is the same system as a more shallow hydrothermal 
system e.g. a hot circulating fluid is brought to the surface where a conversion technology is utilized to 
create electric power or steam heat. 
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 costs vary widely due to factors such as geographic location, geological conditions 

encountered, drilling success or difficulty and heat characteristics actually accessed. 

 

Data for the conclusions drawn in this chapter are derived from diverse sources including private 

and public well records, research data from the US National Laboratories, contract research 

from organizations such as the Geothermal Energy Association and CanGEA and various regional 

and federal organizations that have commissioned reports or research on costs.  Reporting 

standards differ, and data such as well drilling costs are often proprietary and where used have 

been aggregated so as to eliminate association with individual projects or investment pro forma. 

 

Wherever possible, data are converted to metric units (metres and °C), but in some instances 

the references and reporting have been left as they were stated in original research reports in 

feet and °F.  Where costs are reported in Canadian dollars, unless otherwise stated, the base 

year is shown as 2009. 

 

The following categories are the basis of costs shown. 

 

Near-surface heat exchange or Direct Heat 

Geothermal reservoirs of low to moderate temperature 20 to 150 °C, used for heating homes, 

offices, and greenhouses; in aquaculture and food-processing plants; and a variety of other 

applications.  System life is estimated at 25 years for inside components and 50+ years for the 

ground loop and wells where applicable. 

 

Hydrothermal systems 

Well and surface conversion technology that has been focused to date on natural geothermal 

reservoirs with both high porosity and high permeability. These systems are limited 

geographically and are not typically located near load, necessitating high voltage transmission 

access.  The electricity generated is particularly well suited to baseload grid operations where it 

competes favorably with coal or nuclear generated power.  The lifespan of the installed well 

systems is assumed to be in the 25 to 30 year range before re-stimulation is needed.  Water 

recharge may be necessary with these systems, typically provided by injection of surface water 

from reservoirs or municipal waste treatment.  
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Engineered Geothermal Systems (EGS) 

EGS systems are associated with high temperature, low permeability rocks that are engineered 

into technically and commercially exploitable reservoirs by fracturing existing and/or creating 

new heat exchange surfaces of the rock matrix and then establishing fluid flow systems for the 

purpose of generating electricity in surface conversion facilities.  For purposes of this section, 

this resource is deemed to become available at temperatures above 180 oC although an 

accepted industry standard usually references >250 °C with an effective limit of approximately 

300 °C2.  The lifespan of subsurface improvements is assumed to be less than hydrothermal 

facilities, with re-stimulation necessary at intervals of from 6 to 10 years in each well bore, and 

well lifetimes before resting at < 25 years. 

 

11.2 USE AND LIMITATIONS 

This section is not intended to be definitive in the sense that every well site, even areas between 

sites, will be unique in their geological and stratigraphic relationships, as well as their access or 

proximity to transmission systems.  Each power system in turn will have unique pricing, uplift 

and transmission charges, and each electricity dispatch area will make different demands on, 

and payments to, baseload energy providers.  Finally, arrangements with financing agencies will 

necessarily reflect the competitive cost of capital in the marketplace at the time a project is 

proposed and will reflect the history of operations of the customer, the expected risk profile of 

the project, and the presence or absence of arrangements such as power purchase agreements 

to govern payments. 

 

Earth energy and geothermal systems generally represent a continuum of depth and heat 

conversion from ground source heat pumps, through hydrothermal resources and into the zone 

of hot-dry-rock referred to in this chapter as EGS.  In each case, drilling and heat recovery are 

the core concepts at work, reflecting the emphasis put on well drilling expertise as well as the 

nearly linear relationship of costs to depth of wells drilled in all applications. 

                                                
2 The limits are practical in nature at this point, as opposed to theoretical.  Although there are power 
conversion technologies available for generation at temperatures <180° they are unproven in grid 
operations to date and at temperatures approaching 350 °C, the telemetry and drilling operations become 
unstable. 
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Most of the cost estimates for existing and developing projects reflect the experience and 

knowledge based in hydrothermal systems, with extrapolation to the deeper zones where 

fracturing and stimulation are being attempted to gain access to hot, circulating fluids.  In this 

context, EGS should be seen as a continuation of hydrothermal systems that may be limited due 

to naturally fractured and flooded substrata in limited geographic distribution. 

 

Hydrothermal systems are extremely cost effective elements of electric baseload power systems 

where they can be located near relatively shallow thermal vents or hot hydrologic systems for 

instance at the Geysers in California.  When comparing costs, however, since EGS systems are 

not commercially viable at this time, the numbers shown in this chapter must also be seen as 

guidelines that represent the engineering practices known currently, which are then subject to 

qualifications and estimates made in the context of current knowledge and technology. 

 

11.3 GEOTHERMAL RENEWABLE ENERGY OVERVIEW 

Both hydrothermal and engineered geothermal systems are, by definition, dependent on heat in 

order to deliver benefits in the form of delivered heat or steam, or electricity generation.  Since 

they both depend on accessing heat at depth, the critical element of their operation(s) is the 

nature of the wells that provide that access.  Ultimately, power conversion systems provide the 

end use energy in a variety of forms and they in turn are dependent on access to energy 

transmission systems, whether through insulated pipes or high voltage transmission systems. 

 
With this short introduction in mind, it is convenient and useful to divide the issues of 

economics, costs, benefits and financing into 6 categories.  These include: 

 

a. Exploration, confirmation and resource evaluation 
b. Drilling operations and well development 
c. Power system development 
d. Market operations and financial risk 
e. Control of externalities and remediation 

 

Each of these categories implies a certain knowledge level (or gap) and implicit risk either in 

engineering, operations or unforeseen impacts.  This leads to a need to express the costs as well 
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as benefits in terms of ranges and probabilistic outcomes.  The geothermal field is not a mature 

industry in the sense we treat manufacturing or service companies; much of the knowledge of 

subsurface structure and characteristics including heat gradients and reservoirs is inferred, often 

at inconsistent intervals or from associated wells completed for oil and gas observations.   

 

Within each of these categories, there are no industry standards, only an appreciation that 

development will be governed by subsurface characteristics on a field-by-field or regional basis.  

The industry expects a learning curve within each individual field or zone (MIT, 2005), but not 

necessarily a matching curve between regions or at increasing depth.  In addition, cost estimates 

for power conversion technologies are changing rapidly as technology efficiency increases and 

the prices paid for delivered base load energy change. 

 

Geothermal power is produced at steady and predictable rates.  As such, it typically forms a 

portion of the baseload power contribution for electricity generation systems.  A moderate heat 

source plant with a binary conversion power facility can expect installed costs in the range of 

$1,5003 kW at 200 °C which is competitive with the most efficient alternatives as shown in 

Figure 11.1.  Differences in merchant, investor-owned and publicly-owned facilities reflect the 

competitive cost of capital, long term contracts and pre-existing power purchase agreements. 

 

The products commercially available from geothermal operations include electricity, direct heat, 

steam heat, minerals from brine solutions (such as lead, zinc and other dissolved heavy metals) 

and the potential for storage in retired well fields at some point in the future. 

 

Geothermal energy exists and provides rewards to investment solely on the basis of sales to 

power and energy markets. Table 11.1 below highlights the broad roles and competitive 

opportunities for renewable energy in the current electricity markets. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
3 National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 
NREL,2010,http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/tech_cost_oandm.html 
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Table 11.1.  Typical market drivers for renewable energy 
Driver Developed Markets Emerging or not-mature Markets 

Power prices ✓ ✓✓ 
Demand Growth ✓✓ ✓✓✓ 
Reliance on Energy Imports ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓ 
Environment ✓✓✓✓ ✓ 
Source:  Ormat Technologies, Inc., presentation by Rahm Orenstein at Greenpower  
Conferences March 2009 Geothermal Innovation and Investment Conference 
 
 

In terms of capacity factors relative to other existing and emerging technologies, geothermal 

energy has a great advantage, especially in terms of dispatchable baseload power supplies.  

Figures 11.1 and 11.2 illustrate this characteristic in two areas, namely overnight capital costs 

and operating costs by technology.  The comparison with other baseload energy sources such as 

coal, nuclear fission and hydroelectric systems illuminates the higher certainty of geothermal 

capital costs relative to other technologies but a wider range of expected operating costs by 

comparison with nuclear power systems. 

 

 

Figure 11.1. Overnight capital costs of comparable renewable technologies. Source: 
NREL (2010). 
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Figure 11.2. Fixed operating and maintenance cost for energy technologies in 2006 $/kW yr. 
Source: NREL (2010). 
 

Power costs4 for most technologies are estimates, depending on operational conditions, age, 

and fuel costs.  As well, many capital costs such as geothermal surface power conversion 

facilities are not commonly published and reflect very location-specific bids and construction 

costs.  The consequence is that estimates made of costs are typically expressed as ranges with 

production costs expressed as levelized cost(s) of energy (LCOE) which include capital and 

operating costs over the expected life of the project.  This is usually correlated with the 

financing life for the project, typically about 30-35 years.  Most projects will exceed this lifespan 

but only after re-stimulation and perhaps periodic rest periods to allow reservoirs recover.   

 
For instance, Geothermix has determined that in terms of costs, the “minimum achievable 

power cost is insensitive to plant capacity” is on the order of 3.5¢ / kWh, a figure they cite as 

being “relatively insensitive to well productivity, drilling cost per well or well productivity decline 

                                                
4 Most of the technologies included in Figure 11.2 generally utilized in grid operations are compared in 
terms of operating costs on a dollars per kW per year basis, and include thermal generation from 
fissionable nuclear facilities, pulverized coal, and gas turbines both simple and combined cycle, to 
renewable generation technologies from wind both onshore and offshore, solar thermal and photovoltaic 
to methane gas generation from municipal solid waste facilities, as well as geothermal baseload 
generation capacity. 
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rate” (Sanyal, 2004).  Energy cost surveys for estimating capital and Operation and Maintenance 

(O&M) are not consistently updated, especially for renewable generation sources and, 

consequently, are reported in the most recent year available. 

 
 
Grid operations and dispatch, as well as competitive bidding for generation are critically 

dependent on the capacity factor of the available technologies.   They not only provide a metric 

of potential performance, but when combined with availability (hours available minus 

maintenance and unexpected outages) demonstrate a high measure of reliability in terms of 

system operation.  These are shown comparatively in Figure 11.3. 

 
 

 
Figure 11.3 Comparison of energy technology factors. Source:  NREL (2010). 
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It is worth noting that the capacity factor of geothermal energy is higher than most competitive 

technologies and on a par with nuclear baseload.  The availability (typically >97 %) is higher than 

competitive thermal technologies as well. 

 

The combination of overnight capital costs, fixed and variable operations and maintenance costs 

and the capacity/availability combine to give us an expected average cost of delivering energy 

commonly measured as levelized annual cost of energy or LCOE.  These are shown for a wide 

array of technologies in Table 11.2. 

 

11.4 COST CATEGORIES FOR GEOTHERMAL ENERGY 

Power generation, even in a fully regulated environment, is an exercise in cost control, efficiency 

and the use of best available technologies.  In each phase of power development and 

distribution, there are corresponding risks that can be expressed as a function of the probability 

of occurrence and the loss or cost of that occurrence, as well as frequency and/or duration of 

the event. 

 

Since the costs are effectively estimates and will vary by operator as well as area, they are 

expressed as a range in addition to the probability of occurrence.  All costs are expressed in 

terms of US dollars base year 2009. 
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11.4.1 Exploration, Confirmation and Resource Evaluation 

Every project, whether an extension of existing operations, commissioned, or undertaken on a 

“spec” basis, must evaluate alternative sites or fields for potential development.  In the case of 

traditional hydrothermal resources, these are likely to be found in previously mapped or known 

areas, typically in the proximity of faults or areas of intrusive volcanic activity.  In the case of EGS 

projects, theoretical work suggests that there is a wide distribution of the resource accessible at 

varying depths to appropriate heat levels virtually anywhere in the world.  The limit, of course, is 

in the concept of available heat, which although ubiquitous generally, may be available at 

prohibitive cost levels.  In most cases, current non-commercial exploration of EGS facilities will 

be coincident with existing or shut-in oil and gas operations where subsurface data are available 

on temperature, geological formations and the presence or absence of water. 

 

In terms of cost control, the site selection and evaluation is critical, not only to the investment 

potential of the project but to the power generation potential that it represents.  The objective 

ultimately is to access resources with high heat potential and low gradients that can be 

developed at the least drilled depth.  In other words, for EGS facilities, they effectively become 

extensions of hydrothermal zone projects5 with the addition of the need for fracturing and 

stimulation with hydraulic fluids in order to create a heat reservoir with circulation. 

 

Exploratory wells drilled during this phase are effectively “wildcat” and may have success rates 

of 25 %, on average.  Improving this success rate is likely in test wells within a region or related 

geographic zone, but can fall off with distance.  The success rate is increased with proximity to, 

or re-drilling of, oil and gas wells (Blackwell and Richard, 2009).  Following discovery of a 

promising formation, developers will sequentially test fracturing success, flow rates, 

temperature, water table drawdown and thermal conductivity, estimating potential production 

capacity.  Expected costs during this phase may range from ~$100 to $150 US per kW for a 

                                                
5 This “zone” is meant to represent those project depths generally less than 3km in depth, but not 
necessarily also near hot hydrologic formations. 
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developed production quartet6.  The figure is variable depending on the number of 

unproductive wells, fracturing, and flowing success and stability of the stimulated reservoir7. 

 
Table 3 presents a summary of typical costs associated with the exploration phase of a project, 

where the geologic characteristics are mapped generally at the surface or inferred from work 

such as oil and gas or water production wells, but not characterized for geothermal 

development (Sanyal 2004). 

 

 
Table 11.3 Summary of exploration costs in 2009 dollars 

Method Unit Cost per Unit 
Administration project 10 % of total exploration cost 
Drilling slim hole well foot 166 
Drilling slimhole temp log well 59,401 
Drilling TG hole(s) foot 18 
Geochem survey project 35,640 
Geology field mapping project 23,760 
Geophysics ground magnetics project 14,850 
Geophysics gravity project  29,700 
Geophysical study resistivity project 23,760 
other contingencies project  11,880 
Reporting forms 
 

project 
 

10 % of total exploration cost 
 

Well test 3-10 days well 47,520 
Source:  California Energy Commission, GeothermEx (2004). 

 

11.4.2 Sensitivity 

Geothermal power systems demonstrate a wide range of performance, dependent on many 

variables including the number of wells and temperature, as well as the efficiency of surface 

conversion technology.  Individual well performance depends simultaneously on successful 

stimulation and flow rates in zones of useful heat production.  One way to imagine the outcome 

in terms of delivered cost(s) of power is to portray the operations in terms of a range of 

potential cost reductions (i.e. increased flow rates at useful temperatures will result in 

                                                
6 US DOE, MIT – These costs can range up to $200 US per MW depending on drilling depth, access and 
lithological conditions.  personal communication, J. Weisgall, MidAmerica Energy Group (2010) 
7 As a rule of thumb, most “projects” are assumed to develop field production targets of 50–60 MW, using 
triplets or quartets of 3 or 4 injection to 1 production well. 
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corresponding lower costs of operation).  Table 11.4 illustrates the combination of depth and 

heat variations on flow rates and output costs with corresponding characteristics of overall 

project or plant size. 

 

11.4.3 Heat Gradient and Planning Drilling Depth 

The geothermal gradient is the rate of increase in temperature per unit depth in the Earth. It 

varies with location (as illustrated in Chapter 5) and is typically measured by determining the 

bottom open-hole temperature after borehole drilling. In stable tectonic areas a temperature-

depth plot ultimately will converge to the annual average surface temperature. 

 

Heat flow8 is determined by multiplying the borehole temperature gradient times the thermal 

conductivity. This can be useful in plotting isothermal contour lines to show minimum drilling 

depths to constant temperature zones (for instance a zone of acceptable temperature for power 

conversion that we might establish as 150 °C. In this context the words geothermal and heat 

flow become synonymous. 

 
For reference, the deepest hole measured in the US is approximately 9,100 metres, although 

most wells are less than 3,100 m. To determine the Earth's internal temperature at any depth 

below the capabilities of normal well drilling, multiple data sets typically are synthesized. The 

data used include thermal conductivity, thickness of sedimentary rock, geothermal gradient, 

heat flow and surface temperature. When sedimentary rocks are less than 4 km deep, a 

constant basement thermal conductivity of 3.0 W/m K is assumed. The range of regional 

temperatures at 4 km thus ranges from less than 70 to over 150 °C9.   

 

 

 

                                                
8 Fourier's law of heat flow applied to the Earth gives. Q = K T/z where Q is the heat flow at a point on 
the Earth's surface, K the thermal conductivity of the rocks there, and T/z the measured geothermal 
gradient. A representative value for the thermal conductivity of granitic rocks is K = 3.0 W/m K. Hence, 
using the global average geothermal conducting gradient of 0.01 K/m Q = 0.03 W/m². This estimate, 
corroborated by thousands of observations of heat flow in boreholes all over the world, gives a global 
average of 87×10−2 W/m². 
9 SMU Geothermal Project, http://smu.edu/geothermal/heatflow/heatflow.htm 
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Table 11.4 Sensitivity of plant cost to flow rate and temperature 

Case 
Characteristics 

Higher 
Flow  

Rate / 
Well 

Reduced 
Rate 

Thermal 
Decline 

Decreases in 
Production 
Well Costs 

Decreased 
injection 

Well Costs 

Increased 
Power 
Plant 

Efficiency 

Increased 
Project 

Size 
3.75 km @ 275oC -45% -7% -8% -1% -14% -16% 
3.5 km @ 250oC -47% -7% -9% -2% -18% -14% 
3.5 km @ 180oC -64% -36% -13% -5% -20% -16% 
4.5 km @ 200oC -56% -21% -24% -17% -30% -9% 
6.6 km @ 200oC -60% -12% -17% -8% -22% 7% 
Source:  for Tables 11.4 AltaRock (2010) and MCM (2010) 
 

11.4.4 Drilling 

The most significant cost factor in all geothermal operations is associated with drilling and well 

completion.  In this area the cost is directly correlated with drilling depth with an estimated 

coefficient of “determination” of R2 = 0.558 which effectively explains 56% of the cost variability 

of wells (including the variation of rock formation, trouble and the range of wellbore and casing 

strings).  There is a not-surprising correlation between wells drilled in relatively shallow 

sedimentary basins or completing existing oil and gas wells and “lower” costs compared to 

deeper wells that may encounter corrosive brines, higher wall temperature and high pressures. 
 

For hydrothermal resources, the rock permeability, resident temperatures and pressure, and the 

field size are the key indicators of the productive capacity of the well system.    Ultimately they 

will determine productivity, capacity and, by inference, the number of wells needed to 

economically develop the site while maintaining a useful residual heat balance.  Useful 

temperature ranges will vary from 150 °C to 250 °C.  Well productivity will depend principally on 

useful temperatures and rates of flow of the water or brine solution.  According to GeothermEx, 

there is a roughly linear correlation between well productivity and temperature: 

Well Productivity (MW) = resource  temp (°F)/50-3.5 

 

Over time, well productivity will decline due to temperature loss. This loss in productivity which 

can be dealt with in several ways, including rest for the producing well, drilling additional 

producing wells beyond the estimate of production needs and active reservoir management. 
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Well costs are not a linear function of depth, but additionally reflect, temperature, extent of 

casing employed, difficulty in drilling, and lithologic characteristics (Augustine et al., 2006).  

Table 11.5 below illustrates the expected costs for wells alone under average conditions. 

 
 

Table 11.5 Average drilling costs 
Drilling Interval (ft) Ave Depth Meters Ave Depth Ft Costs 2009 $ 

1250-2499 557 1826 0.253 
2500-3749 964 3162 0.298 
3750-4999 1329 4359 0.335 
5000-7499 1912 6272 0.606 
7500-9999 2613 8572 1.128 

10000-12499 3380 11087 2.270 
12500-14999 4092 13424 3.293 
15000-17499 4868 15969 5.771 
17500-19999 5648 18526 12.480 

 Source:  Adapted from Augustine et al.  (2006). 
 
 
As a general rule, we would expect improvement costs to be arrayed roughly in the following 

groups: 

 

Fixed Costs, including location, site preparation and roads  8 - 12 % 

Fixed Costs, including equipment, casing, cement, coring etc.  23 - 27 % 

Well Completion, including perforation, site remediation  4 - 6 % 

 

11.4.5 Stimulation and Flow 

In the case of EGS facilities, fracturing, stimulation and flow control will be critical for overall 

well and system performance.  This field is in development and can be considered experimental, 

although there are completed systems that can be used to illustrate the potential range of costs 

and the expected cost outcomes when in operation.   

 
Recent work in diverters and flow control will ultimately reduce risk and uncertainty, both in the 

investment community as well as for utilities anticipating the use of geothermal as replacement 

or for marginal expansion of baseload capacity.  These costs are not known but are anticipated 
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to be in the range of stimulation costs shown in Table 11.7, where they will increase the effect 

and efficiency of stimulation attempts in new fields. 

 

Recent field evidence suggests there is a clear effect of stimulation in strategic zones for deep 

EGS wells.  Stimulation cost ranges from $200,000 to $450,000 per zone.  The cost per kW of 

improvement experienced is approximately $750, with each stimulation zone generating a range 

of 1-3 MW.  Expected well performance can be improved as well using a combination of 

chemical diverters (where appropriate given the lithology) and stimulation.  As shown in Table 

11.6, recent evidence from various existing locations, where multiple wells and surface 

generation allow comparison, shows the benefits of combining diverter loss control and 

maximizing the fracture zones for circulation. 

 
Table 11.6 Cost comparison - diverter/multiple fracture stimulation on the cost of power 

 Project Current Technology 3 Stimulations Current Technology 3 Stimulations 
  Binary Flash 

Soultz $/kW $16,230 $5,524 $12,644 $4,869 
 ¢/kWh 37.15 10.1 25.1 9.79 

Cooper 
Basin, AU $/kW $15,251 $7,036 $12,945 $4,793 

 ¢/kWh 31.73 13.21 25.12 9.42 
Newberry, 

Or $/kW   $6,431 $2,776 
 ¢/kWh   13.1 5.61 

Mt St Helens, 
Wa $/kW $16,690 $5,690 $14,627 $4,804 

 ¢/kWh 35.79 10.35 28.57 9.56 
Ithaca, NY $/kW $29,665 $8,574   

 ¢/kWh 68.3 15.65   
Source:  S.Petty, D.Wyborn, R.Baria personal communication 
 

11.4.6 Cooling Rates and Reservoir Design 

The heat reservoir literally contains the lifeblood of the system whether hydrothermal or EGS.  

In addition, the lifespan of the reservoir as well as thermal retention become critical elements of 

the EGS operation.  Forecasting this relationship is critical to estimating the potential financial 

returns from field development and can be portrayed graphically as shown in Figures 11.5 and 

11.6.  Thus, the economic relationship of the entire system will be tied to reservoir 

replenishment, if necessary, which in turn will be based on a continuing understanding of 
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reservoir performance.  This relationship is directly tied to power delivery and cost.  The cost of 

maintaining the reservoir is difficult to forecast, since it will depend on the cost of makeup 

water (if available and usable within the operations permit) and actual volumes needed to 

maintain reservoir stability. 

 

 
Figure 11.4 Levelized power cost versus cooling rate. Source:  AltaRock (2010) and DOE (2009) 

 
 

The reservoir must be managed consistently in order to maintain reservoir integrity and 

longevity.  Management includes tracking the cooling rate of the reservoir as well as rate of 

pumping from the well system.  The result is a site development system that optimizes 

generation in terms of well depth, stimulation and flow rates and expected (managed) 

temperature levels, all in the context of current and forecast power prices. 

 
 

 
Figure 11.5 Levelized power cost versus increase in pumping rate. Source:  AltaRock (2010) and 
DOE (2009) 
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This management plan should include an estimate, when planning the reservoir and system 

design, of expected reservoir temperature and the corresponding heat flow over the forecast 

lifespan of the resource field as shown in Figure 11.6. 

 
 

Figure 11.6 Reserve per square mile per million $ drilling cost. 
 

11.4.7 Improvement Costs 

Wells, power conversion and operation are capital and cash intensive activities. Published values 

for drilled and producing hydrothermal wells have a range of cost from $3,500 to $5,000 (in 

2009 $) per installed kW10.  These wells are typically drilled in relatively high permeability 

formations that minimize the cost of the well field, which is likely to represent from 25-50 % of 

total field costs for the operation.  EGS will add to this cost structure significantly in terms of the 

core element, namely well costs that are by definition deeper and require an extra step of 

stimulation of the surrounding rock mass in order to obtain circulation paths for heat conducting 

fluids.  As a consequence, the well costs will begin at approximately $5,000 per installed kW and 

may exceed $9,000 for deep wells that do not reach high temperatures.  This increase in local 

costs may drive well field costs to represent 60-80% of total project costs for EGS. 

                                                
10 Geothermal Strategic Value Analysis, California Energy Commission, 2005, CEC-500-2005-105-SD 
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11.5 MARKET OPERATIONS AND FINANCIAL RISK 

Investment in geothermal developments is not undertaken lightly.  These projects represent 

risks ranging from efficient access to resources, timely and cost effective drilling and 

construction and the penetration of markets where power purchase contracts as well as access 

to transmission facilities must be gained.  This implies long time periods before a break-even 

point is reached and the projects begin to generate net profits. 

 

Commercial bank loans to finance activities are expensive and reflect the competition for energy 

development capital, and the premium put on technologies that are perceived to be out of the 

mainstream (for instance wind energy is a preferred public policy option but still commands high 

risk premium rates).  The upshot of this is that many development projects must use their own 

capital or find investors willing to share risk and ownership (equity) in return for very long 

period returns. Here, high risk translates to required high rates of return.   

 

11.5.1 Cost of Power and Risk 

Geothermal power is typically supplied to the grid as baseload energy, a category that demands 

(and rewards) consistent low cost electricity.  Estimating the cost of delivered power is uncertain 

given the number of facilities currently operating, but is projected to decline at a rate which will 

be competitive within the next 15 years to coal fired production given current levels of 

technology11.   

 
Using the current costs of hydrothermal power, we can forecast the likelihood or probability (P) 

of generating average prices, based on deeper depth and higher temperature ranges such as 

those which might be encountered in EGS operations.  These are shown in Table 11.7 and 

illustrate the correlation of, and the advantage conferred by, deeper wells and higher 

temperatures. 

 
 
 

                                                
11 This cost was estimated in the MIT report to approach 5 cents / kWh for EGS in 15 years, roughly the 
same as coal when escalated by inflation and assuming no extraordinary environmental control costs. 
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Table 11.7 Estimates of power cost at depth and temperature with average well cost 

 
¢/kW with  
90% Prob. 

¢/kW with 
50% Prob. 

¢/kW with 
 10% Prob. 

    
3.75 km @ 275oC 24 15 10 
3.5 km @ 250oC 27 17 12 
3.5 km @ 180oC 38 21 13 
4.5 km @ 200oC 39 24 16 
6.6 km @ 200oC 156 81 46 

   Source:  MCM (2010) 
 
 

The primary project risk characteristic for geothermal energy lies in the identification, 

assessment and development of the resource itself.  Drilling difficulties and risk of overrun or 

failure to develop adequate heat reserves will all contribute to higher cost and consequent 

diminished returns, investor losses, or failure to meet contract specifications such as those 

determined in Renewable Portfolio Standard programs.  There is also a category of market risk 

to be considered, since baseload generators typically are price takers where the marginal price 

is set by grid operators and contracts are entered for long periods of time.  Finally, there is the 

risk of field performance declining due to changes in geological conditions, or excessive 

demands being made on a given reservoir.  All of these categories of risk will be taken into 

account by investors, whether private or public, as the phases of the project are initiated and 

completed and electricity generation begins. Market risk can be offset by the presence or 

absence of subsidies. 

 

However, since wells and drilling costs represent such a high fraction of total geothermal system 

costs, the probability of achieving production goals will be a function of the amount of drilling 

undertaken, the temperature finally penetrated and the value when sold in the market.  This is 

illustrated in Table 11.8, which provides an illustrative sample of full system development and 

expected returns in a greenfield operating site (not including exploration costs). 
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Table 11.8 Illustrative potential returns in kW from typical geothermal wells to 3 km  
First 6 months        

 
Project 
Cost 

Low Ret 
kW 

Target 
kW 

High 
kW 

Cost 
$/kW 

Expected 
Gross 

Expected 
Net 

Well Drilling & 
Optimization 4125000 <0 1240 2229 3,327 675,000 na 
Expected kWg  10500 10500 10500    
Real or Actual  9040 11700 12700    
Optimized 
Parasitic Load 
in kW  1800 1500 1250    
Plant Output 
Mwe (annual)  7.2 10.2 11.5  5,750,000 4,700,000 
        
2nd 6 months        
        
Optimized 
improvements 
well, water 
etc. 5,000,000 2,200 3,100 4,300 $1,608    
Plant Output 
in kWg  11,250 14,900 17,000    
optimized 
parasitic load 
in kW  1900 1750 1650    
Plant Output 
Mwe (annual)  9.4 13.1 15.4  7,380,000 6,000,000 
        
Long Term 
(>12 mo)        
Acquire Water 
supply and 
wells 31,000,000 3,400 5,900 7,600 5,200 4,760,000 na 
Build Wellfield 
Control 2,400,000 3,400 5,900 7,600 5,200   
Total 
Improvements 33,400,000 3,400 5,900 7,600 5,800   
Plant Output 
in kWg  14,700 21,000 25,000    
Optimized 
parasitic load 
in kW  2,000 2,000 2,000    
Plant Output 
Mwe (annual)  13 19 23  11,500,000 9,540,000 
        
Totals 42,525,000     24,630,000 20,240,000 
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Source:  MCM (2010), derived from Geothermix and AltaRock estimates (2009). 
 

Private equity invested in overall geothermal projects can be expected to yield an average 

annual rate of return of over 15 %12.   When the project is broken down into discrete elements 

such as exploration and initial drilling, higher risk premiums are likely to be demanded in the 

marketplace.  Time from start to production must also be taken into account.  Projects should 

expect a range of 3 to 5 years for projects that are developed in identified zones of good 

resources and where drilling depths are not extreme (i.e. < 5 km). 

 
The initial phases of development13 including drilling and fracturing may proportionately 

represent a higher fraction of the total investment cost and ultimately demand a higher fraction 

of the return in order to amortize the debt.  For instance, GeothermEx points out that “$150,000 

borrowed over 4 years at 17 % corresponds to an actual cost of 150*(1.17)4 = $281/kW when 

the power plant is finally on line and begins to pay back”.  

 

Further, permitting and sighting control can represent additional time and uncertainty as the 

power plant and interconnection protocols are developed. These delay costs can represent a 

significant portion of borrowing costs. 

 
In the GeothermEx report, they developed a generic table showing the impact of delays on 

exploration costs (Fig. 11.7), which serves as a representative comment on the magnitude and 

impact of these costs (these are shown in 2005 costs and are not updated in the example).  The 

table and chart show the change in expected value of $100 and $150 capital investment when a 

17 % rate of return is calculated and the effect on project viability. 

 

The range of sensitivity in terms of delivered power cost reveals the critical role of the variables 

discussed above in terms of long term levelized costs for new geothermal developments14.  The 

value of additional stimulation and overall returns as a function of costs of operations is clear in 

Figure 11.8 below as well as the critical role played in terms of managing overall Operations and 

Maintenance costs. 

                                                
12 Owens, B., An Economic Valuation of a Geothermal Production Tax Credit, NREL (2002) 
13 GeothermEx, Factors Affecting Costs of Geothermal Power Development (2005) 
14 AltaRock Presentation, Reno (2009). 
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Figure 11.7 Financial impact of delay on exploration costs. Source: GeothermEx (2004). 
 

 
Figure 11.8 Sensitivity of levelized power cost. Source:  AltaRock (2009), US DOE (2009), MIT 
(2006) 

 

11.5.2 Cost of Technology 

The cost of surface conversion technology is not generally available in reference literature, and 

typically is developed on a site-by-site or project-by-project basis.  It is generally accepted, 

however, that there is an overall economy of scale that can be achieved by planning plant 

capacity to meet system demands (as a function of reservoir capacity, heat available and depth) 
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to a maximum per site, will be approximately 160 MW per installation.  This generalized 

relationship is illustrated in Figure 11.9.  

 

 

 
  Figure 11.9 Power plant economy of scale. Source:  NREL (2010). 
 
 
Assuming 50 MW units for comparison, we expect the cost in terms of power output to be 

approximately: 

 

 Binary     $92/MWh 

 Dual Flash    $88/MWh 

 

Financing new plant development in terms of principal and interest payments should average 

approximately 65 % of total costs, with the balance in operations costs.  By comparison, this is 

typically reversed for a gas technology such as combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) where capital 

costs should total approximately 22 % and fuels approximately 67 %.  A summary of these 

assumptions regarding the development of surface plant facilities are shown in Table 11.9 

below. 
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Table 11.9 Summary Assumptions for Surface Plant Facilities 
Capacity Factor Assumed Average 91% 
Well Productivity Annual decline 4% 
Fixed O&M costs $75/kWy (in $US) 
Power Plant Share 57% 
Field, O&M, rework 33% 
Make-up Well 8% 
Injection Well 2% 
Variable O&M 5% of Fixed O&M 
Royalties (highly variable) 3% of Electric Revenue Sales 
Average Wholesale Electric Cost 0.43/kWh 
Accelerated Depreciation Period 5 years 
Economic Lifespan of Facility 25 years 
Typical Financing  Assumed at 2:1 or 67% debt 
Cost of Equity Assumed at 16% 
 

11.5.3 Market and Returns 

The electricity investment market rewards projects that are deemed stable, repeatable and 

competitive.  In this arena there is a preference for projects that involve or distribute the risk 

among investment groups as well as the operating companies.  An example to illustrate the cost 

of investment money among different groups will bear this out, showing clearly the preference 

for public vs. fully independent private investors. 

 

 
Table 11.10 Levelized cost of capital investments expressed in ¢/kWh (2005 dollars) 

Initial Capital Cost Municipal Util. Regulated IOU GENCO IPP 
$2500/kW 1.99 2.85 3.20 3.76 
$3000/kW 2.40 3.44 3.89 4.54 
$3500/kW 2.81 4.06 4.54 5.33 

 IOU = Investor Owned Utility, GENCO= Generation Company, IPP = Independent Power Producer  
 

Geothermal power is most closely tailored to the baseload energy market, where it can run at 

relatively constant rates with high capacity and availability factors.  This characteristic means 

that long term PPA’s (Power Purchase Agreements) can be developed or contracts for 

preferential dispatch into the electric system that reflects the dependable demand for this type 

of energy facility.  When project financing is sought, it is reasonable to have in mind the type of 

characteristics that will be assumed as shown in Table 11. 
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Table 11.11 Critical market requirements for base-load dispatchable power 

 2005 2010 2015 2020 
Levelized Energy Cost (cents/kWh) 7-8 5-6 4-5 4 
Risk 
  Equity IRR* 
  Debt Interest Rate 
  Performance Warranty 
  (years)    
 

15% 
8% 
1 
 

15% 
8% 
1 
 

15% 
8% 
1 
 

15% 
8% 
10 
 

Preferred Technology Capacity Factor 30% 40% 50% 60% 
 
 

11.5.4 Regulations and Policies  

Large scale capital investments involved in the geothermal industry are subject to regulatory 

oversight on many levels, including water use, drilling permits and land use access and 

permission from local government.  This is common for the permit and approval process that 

governs most power facilities requiring a siting and operating permit.  Approvals, depending on 

the nature of the access required, may simultaneously involve local, provincial and in special 

circumstances, federal agencies. 

 

The typical siting and permit process involves a series of hearings and fact finding which may 

include an environmental impact analysis.  The time involved can range from approximately 14 

months to 24 months, depending on complexity and the number of agencies involved. 

 

Continued operation of current geothermal facilities can involve interaction and permits outside 

the scope of traditional permits for instance potential recharge of the reservoir with reclaimed 

wastewater.  Siting such a pipeline and acquiring rights to the water from its source may involve 

several, potential overlapping jurisdictions and added extra cost(s) to the overall resource 

acquisition expenses. 
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11.5.4a Taxation Policies 

Government agencies have several methods available to tax energy facilities including a 

severance tax (in this case steam extracted and "severed" from the underground resource), land 

value taxation or taxes on the final product, in this case electricity or direct heat for heat 

exchange. In addition, there are tax relief opportunities such as tax credits, rebates or subsidies 

designed to promote industry expansion or efficient operation. 

 

Example tax policies from the US, which could be favorably utilized by EGS technologies in the 

future include: 

 

a.  renewable energy transmission preference policy, this would provide preference to clean 

renewable power on existing interprovincial transmission lines, and potentially offset any 

imbalances in electric supply portfolios by securing transmission access for diverse renewable 

based generation 

b.  creation of a pool of air emission credits - as a non-polluting energy source, EGS could 

provide a source of air credits that could be traded or used to offset other technologies.  For 

instance, credits could be made available for CO2, SOx or NOx depending on location.  

c.  other credits - other credit sources are available which could offset some of the high initial 

capital costs of geothermal power development including: 

 business tax credits15 

                                                
15 An example of a business tax exemption is currently available in Hawaii. Known as the High Technology 
Business Investment Tax Credit 

Through December 31, 2005, Hawaii offered a 100% tax credit on an equity investment in a qualified high 
tech business (QHTB). A "qualified high tech business" is defined as a business that conducts more than 
50% of its activities in non-fossil fuel energy-related technology. Eligible technologies include geothermal 
heat pumps. 

This credit applied to the industrial sector. It was issued over a five-year period with a maximum limit of 
$2 million dollars. Specifically, the credit was allocated as follows: 35 % in the year the investment was 
made (maximum credit of $700,000) · 25% in the first year following the year in which the investment 
was made (maximum credit of $500,000) · 20% in the second year following the investment (maximum 
credit of $400,000) · 10% in the third and fourth years following the investment (maximum credit of 
$200,000) 
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 property tax exemptions 

 sales tax exemptions (for major structural or operating purchases) 

 exemptions on public utility taxes 

 

11.5.4b Royalties, Payments and Leases 

On federal lands, limited exploration may be conducted before securing a lease upon approval 

by the appropriate permitting authority.  Typically, development operators pay federal and 

provincial income tax on the profits of their operations in a fee similar to a severance tax.  In 

addition, there may be a property tax on the value of the geothermal resource in the reservoir, 

and local property taxes can be imposed on the value of surface installations and power plants. 

 

11.5.4c Market Subsidies 

Most renewable energy technologies are not directly competitive with fossil based power 

generation in current markets.  This is a function of production costs, location and access and 

the capacity factor implied by intermittency of some resources such as wind and solar energy.  

To overcome this, many institutions have adopted a series of incentive mechanisms to help 

these technologies become established in current markets.  Success is a function of timing, 

management and implementation policies as well as the level of competition in the market.  

Since it is impossible to generalize about any given support system, we have simply listed the 

system and its capabilities below. 
 

 Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) - this system sets a percentage or MW goal for 

purchase by individual utilities within a given market area.  Since each utility must 

respond by purchasing a proportionate amount of renewable power, the market incents 

the development of new, competitive technologies. 

 

 Market based development systems - Systems such as the original Renewable Energy 

Investment Plan in California provide targeted incentives for competitive technologies 

through auctions or in other bid or performance programs.  The objective is to provide 

short-term help to ensure the technologies become competitive within the bid market. 
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 Performance based payments - this system pays a stipend to renewable energy 

producers to cover the gap between market price and the producers marginal cost of 

production. 

 

 Capital loans or subsidies - this system effectively acts as a loan guarantee, backing up 

the financing commitment of lenders for the capital facilities including high risk drilling 

or expansion into areas not well defined by the current industry. 

 

11.5.4d Voltage and VARS Support 

A unique aspect of AC power systems is the need to provide minimum voltage support through 

the system, a role typically undertaken by baseload power generators.  Of equal value is the 

reactive power needed by the system or VARS (volt-ampere reactive power).  Because of its low 

operating costs, coupled with high reliability and capacity factors, EGS is in a position to help 

underpin the need for these two roles.  It is difficult to separate a charge, either direct or 

through a systems-benefit charge, which can be captured to pay for this background power 

management need.  Options exist, however, that could make the use of EGS more competitive 

in this role.  The first would be to forgive a system uplink charge in favor of VARS or voltage 

support and the second is to offer a subsidy equal to the benefit received through the life of the 

facility. 

 

11.5.4e Power Purchase Agreements  

In general, a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) is a legal contract between a generator and a 

power buyer. Contracts may last anywhere between 15 and 20 years, although 10 years is a 

common period for merchant contracts. During the contract period, the power purchaser buys 

energy (which could include capacity and/or ancillary services), from the seller. These 

agreements are often critical considerations in the financing plans for independently owned 

electricity generating assets. Here the PPA is typically reached between an independent power 

producer, or "IPP" and a dispatch agency such as an ISO. 
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Electricity rates are typically agreed upon as the basis for the PPA. Prices may be flat, escalate 

over time, or be negotiated in any other way as long as both parties agree to the negotiation. 

The PPA typically specifies energy volumes over time is expected, and assigns a penalty for non-

achievement. This system ensures that power generation from a preferred source is incented 

for the seller to competitively provide power from a source such as renewable generation over a 

given period of time16. 

 

These sales and contracts are typically entered into by a private entity selling to a public power 

distributor, public or investor-owned utility 

 

11.6 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVE MARKETS 

All government institutions require that developers submit exploration and development plans.  

All permits to conduct exploration activities and for construction of facilities require a thorough 

environmental review before the permit may be granted.  Access to private land can be 

obtained by sale, lease, permit, option or any other mutual agreement with the owner of the 

surface property and geothermal estate. 

 

Geothermal development on crown or privately owned land usually requires a series of permits 

from provincial or local agencies for road and pipeline construction, water and sewage disposal, 

air emissions and solid waste disposal. 

 

Renewable resources such as EGS offer attractive power market contributions beyond power 

generation, as suggested by the preceding section.  In addition, they have environmental quality 

characteristics that make them desirable (Chapter 10).  In the case of negative environmental 

effects that must be taken into account, EGS like any other power generator has a land footprint 

for generation and power transmission.  This facility must have support roads, pumping stations, 

surface piping and manifolds and substation transformers.  In scale, and in comparison to fossil-

                                                
16 For a brief description of geothermal PPA's see:  
http://www.nacleanenergy.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=1477:brief-anatomy-
of-a-geothermal-power-purchase-agreement 
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fuel generation technology the footprint of operations is less than 1/2.  The only fuel use is 

initial pressurization and periodic replacement of fluids for heat transfer.   

 
EGS facilities have the potential to provide an attribute benefit to the environmental quality 

markets in the form of potential credits that can be traded on "green" markets, or for offsets in 

markets that seek to meet Kyoto-type goals.  Since it operates as clean baseload power, EGS 

generates net positive benefits that have value directly proportional to the amount of power 

generated.  Given current permitting and relicensing delays for nuclear plants, combined with 

expected retirement for many older coal generating plants which may not be able to meet 

environmental standards, hydrothermal as well as EGS generation is likely to prove to be a cost 

effective alternative.  Long-term carbon credits can be developed in these instances to act not 

only as the standard but as a tradable and bankable commodity for domestic and international 

exchange. 

 

11.7 CONCLUSIONS 

Geothermal installations are important not only in terms of achieving redundancy in power 

systems, but also in terms of their displacement potential for other more costly and potentially 

environmentally damaging technologies. 

 

Costs for these installations, at a range of application from near surface heat exchange to deep-

engineered systems, have been falling and becoming more competitive over time.  There are 

limits to the usefulness and deployment, not only from geographical location, but also from the 

nature of the technology chosen for power development and exchange. 

 

However, in the main, these systems are capable of deployment in a very wide range of 

circumstances where their contribution is competitive in power generation, heat exchange 

(energy efficiency) and ultimately carbon credit and valuation. 

 

There are, ultimately, a range of risks and obstacles for the future development of both 

hydrothermal and EGS facilities. 
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 Continuing public debate over changes in land-use   

 This is true, even when surface footprints are minimal, and is amplified over fears 

 of water table infiltration, water reserve use and induced seismic risk 

 

 High Risk and Expensive Financing Charges 

Due to locational impediments as well as perceived risks in new EGS exploration, 

investment in many geothermal projects remains low due to perceived high investment 

risks.  The exploratory phases of a geothermal project are marked by not only high 

capital costs but also a significant chance of failure.  The combination of high risk and 

high cost produces a “money gap” as banks generally refuse to finance such risky 

endeavors.  Banks that do finance geothermal projects rarely offer interest rates below 

15%.  

 

 Grid Access 

Some of the most promising geothermal resources lie great distances from regions of 

large electricity consumption. The need to install adequate transmission capacity often 

deters investment in geothermal projects, thus impeding the development of this 

renewable energy. In 2002, MidAmerica Energy abandoned its geothermal project in 

near California’s Salton Sea primarily due to lack of available transmission resources.  

 

 Need for Co-Funded Exploration Drilling Programs 

Drilling presents the most significant area of risk and elimination of uncertainty.  A risk 

reduction strategy would have the government sharing some of the costs associated 

with the risky exploratory stages of a geothermal project by co-funding exploration 

drilling. By lowering the cost of drilling, private firms would have more incentive to 

accept the risks associated with preliminary stages of a geothermal project. If a drilling 

venture proves successful, the firm repays the Federal Government. Unsuccessful wells, 

on the other hand, would not require repayment.  

 

 Geothermal Production Tax Credit (PTC) 

Canada has no current production tax credit for geothermal facilities; in the US, the PTC 

has been extended through 2013.  It is clear that a long-term geothermal production tax 
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credit can provide significant benefits, particularly in reducing the uncertainty currently 

associated with public funding. The National Renewable Energy Lab found that a PTC of 

1.8 cent/kWh would reduce the levelized cost of geothermal electricity by as much as 

30%. The same report found that a geothermal PTC might eventually generate net 

revenues. Geothermal plants pay significantly higher taxes than more conventional 

power plants, meaning the expansion the tax base partially offsets the costs of 

expanding the geothermal industry.  

 

 Expanded Renewable Energy access to the Transmission Grid 

Improving transmission corridors to areas with geothermal reservoirs would boost 

investment in geothermal energy. Such programs have been proposed for accessing the 

wind-rich regions. 
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12 .  S U MM AR Y AN D  

RE C OM M E N D AT I ON S  

 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

Based on the analyses in the proceeding chapters, a summary of high potential geothermal 

regions in Canada is presented here.  The intent is to show on a national scale the broad 

distribution of geothermal resources based on final end usage.  In addition, a series of 

recommendations on research required to help reduce barriers to development of these 

geothermal resources is presented.  

 

12.2 HIGH POTENTIAL GEOTHERMAL REGIONS OF CANADA 

 

Geothermal energy potential is broadly distributed across Canada.  How these resources may be 

used depends largely on temperatures that are accessible at reasonable drilling depth.  Based on 

this, resource distribution is discussed in terms of end usage, high temperature electrical 

generation, binary system electrical generation, direct usage, and heat exchange systems. 

 

12.2.1 High Temperature Electrical Potential 

For electrical generation high temperature resources at reasonable drill depths are required. 

Figure 12.1 shows the depth to 150 °C, the temperature at which electrical generation potential 

becomes reasonable.  As rocks tend to become too weak to maintain connected pore systems 

below 5 km, drilling and development costs are likely to become excessive for geothermal 

development based on current technology.  We therefore define regions at 150 °C that are 5 km 
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depth or shallower as having potential for high temperature geothermal systems (Fig. 12.2). In 

much of this region in NE British Columbia and the southern Northwest Territories these high 

temperatures are found in known porous sedimentary sequences. These regions have the 

highest potential for immediate development of geothermal energy given that the resources are 

already broadly defined by petroleum exploration drilling. In contrast high temperature regions 

from southern British Columbia are defined largely by extrapolation of shallow temperature 

profiles and the true heat resources is less certain. In addition this region is characterised by 

metamorphic and igneous rocks that typically have very low permeabilities, excepting near 

major fault structures that control thermal spring distribution (Grasby and Hutcheon, 2001). In 

defining high temperature resource we also include the volcanic belts of western British 

Columbia and Yukon. While there is little thermal gradient information, where known (e.g. the 

Garibaldi Belt) thermal gradients are elevated. Volcanic regions globally also have hosted some 

of the most important geothermal resources and are thus included here as having high resource 

potential. 

 

12.2.2 Binary Electrical Systems/Direct Use 

For resource temperatures below 150 °C electric generation is still possible through binary 

electrical generation systems (Chapter 2) down to temperatures as low as 80 °C. In addition, 

these resources lend themselves to direct use application (e.g. space heating). However, 

because of lower efficiencies of these systems, requirements for productive reservoirs are 

greater. The costs associated with enhancing reservoir permeability to produce lower 

temperature resources would most likely make such projects uneconomic. Therefore we define 

the potential for binary systems as those areas of sedimentary basins with known temperature 

resources between 80 and 150 °C (Fig. 12.3). In addition, the numerous thermal springs in 

western Canada also suggest areas of local high temperature resources. We include these as 

potential sites as well. 
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Figure 12.1. Map showing estimated depth to 150 °C across Canada. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12.2. Map showing geographic distribution of high temperature regions (> 150 °C) that 
are within 5 km of ground surface. 
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Figure 12.3. Map showing geographic distribution of sedimentary rocks with known 
temperatures between 80 and 150 °C suitable for binary geothermal power systems. Also, 
locations of known thermal springs in Canada which may indicate localised moderate to high 
temperature resources.  
 
 

12.2.3 Heat Exchange 

Effective use of heat exchange systems require shallow resources that can easily produce 

waters, or be easy to drill shallow well systems to install circulation loops. We define here the 

highest potential for heat exchange systems as the sedimentary basins of Canada which both 

have porous rock and/or typically thick glacial sediments. This is further divided into moderate 

and cool regions based on shallow temperature maps in Chapter 5 (Fig. 5.16). Highly fractured 

rocks of the deformed portions of the Canadian Cordillera can also enhance potential for 

permeability and thus effectiveness of heat exchange systems are also included here.  While 

regions of the Canadian Shield do have localised potential associated with abandoned mines 
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(Chapter 6), in general costs of drilling and development in granitic and metamorphic rocks 

makes the Canadian Shield region lower potential. 

 

 
 
Figure 12.4. Map showing geographic regions considered to have higher potential for 
development of heat exchange systems in Canada. 
 

12.2.4 National Geothermal Potential 
 
Based on the proceeding discussion a map (Fig. 12.5), showing distribution of national resource 

potential, is presented. Resource potential is ranked from the most efficient end usage (high 

temperature electrical generation), to the least (heat exchange systems).  For any region only 

the most efficient usage is illustrated, however, lower efficiency systems are typically feasible in 

the same region (e.g. direct use and heat exchange can also be applied in a region with potential 

for high temperature electrical generation). Highest potential regions for electrical generation 

are located in British Columbia, Yukon, NWT and northern Alberta.  Where suitably located 
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these systems could be connection to transmission lines, providing reliable and clean base load 

power to Canadians.  In addition, there I significant potential to provide a domestic source of 

clean and renewable power production to remote northern communities in the Yukon and NWT 

(off grid local generation).  While based on limited data, there is interesting potential for 

electrical generation in some High Arctic Communities (e.g. Resolute Bay). Further potential for 

binary system electrical generation, associated with warm sedimentary basins, exists through 

broad regions of western and northern Canada.  Direct use potential is broadly distributed in 

regions of sedimentary basins across Canada, from coast to coast to coast.  Abandoned mines as 

well have broad distribution, including areas of the Canadian Shield. 

 

 
 
Figure 12.5. Map showing regional distribution of geothermal energy potential in Canada. 
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12.3 GEOSCIENCE RESEARCH PRIORITIES 

 

There is enormous geothermal energy potential in Canada that has yet to be harnessed.  To 

realise this potential there are several regulatory and policy barriers that need to be overcome 

which have been addressed elsewhere by organisations such as CANGEA.  Here we highlight 

geoscience research required to: 1) reduce the geological risk in geothermal exploration, 2) 

enhance effectiveness of project design to maximize production, and 3) support regulatory 

development so that knowledge based resource management decisions can be made in order to 

maximize long term production of geothermal power.  Main areas of research focus and 

identified outcomes are described below. 

 

12.3.1 Regional Characterisation of Geothermal Properties 

Only 40% of the Canadian Landmass has sufficient data to allow characterisation of the 

geothermal potential.  Even then much of the data are limited.  New data collection and 

digitization of existing data into a readily assessable database is required to help industry reduce 

exploration risk.  This requires a significant effort at data compilation (several million 

temperature measurements are likely in existence).  Large issues of data quality and effectively 

dealing with data volume need to be addressed.  Once compiled and made readily available, 

significant value-added knowledge can be gained on regional temperature fields and geological 

controls on heat flow. 

 

Compilation of existing data will allow more focused new data collection, including: 

 Down hole temperature profiles 

 Heat flow determinations  

 Thermal conductivity determinations. 

 Heat generation measurement 

 

Outcomes: 

Definition of high potential geothermal regions in Canada that will reduce 

exploration risk to levels competitive with other countries, spurring new 

industry investment in geothermal exploration in Canada 
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12.3.2 Hydrothermal Systems 

Thermal springs are a key geothermal exploration tool (equivalent to a mineral showing). 

Canada has over 150 known thermal systems, most of which are poorly characterised (locations 

are uncertain, temperatures and geochemistry are poorly unknown).  Industry requires 

geoscience data on spring occurrence, temperatures, and geochemistry to support exploration.  

In addition, more research on the hydrogeology of thermal spring systems can provide vital 

information on the crustal-scale circulation of fluids which may aid modelling of deep 

geothermal systems.  As well, thermal springs support poorly characterised unique and rare 

ecosystems that could be impacted by geothermal development. Characterisation of these 

systems needs to be conducted to ensure preservation as part of any geothermal development. 

 

Thermal spring research would include: 

 Systematic documentation of thermal spring location, temperature and geochemistry 

 Modelling of controls on spring hydrogeology 

 Characterisation of rare ecosystems and species associated with spring sites 

 

Outcomes: 

Complete inventory of geothermal systems in Canada provides industry with 

critical data required to support exploration decisions.  Geoscience data 

supports development of environmental permitting regulations. 

 

12.3.3 Sedimentary Basins 

Canada is covered by extensive sedimentary basins characterised by porous rock holding large 

volumes of fluids.  For some regions these basins are already know to hold high temperature 

fluids suitable for electrical generation or warm fluids suitable for direct heating use.  Further 

refinement of high priority target areas would aid exploration and development.  In particular 

definition of key geological attributes (porosity, permeably, formation water salinity) that may 

affect economic development would support geothermal development. In addition, 

examination of co-development of carbon sequestration with geothermal systems (injected CO2 

can be a much more effective fluid than water for transporting heat energy) should be 
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addressed.  As multiple uses of sedimentary rock for both resource development and waste 

storage are being considered, appropriate management and regulatory frameworks need to be 

developed based on geoscience knowledge. 

 

Sedimentary Basin research would address: 

 Definition of high potential geothermal targets 

 Geological factors that affect project economics 

 Characterisation of sedimentary basins with limited knowledge base 

 
 

Outcomes: 

Delimitation of high potential hot aquifers help targeted regions suitable for 

electrical generation potential as well as direct heat. Also geoscience data aids 

regulatory development of pore-space management in areas of multiple use 

(CCS, oil/gas production, waste injection/storage). 

 

12.3.4 Volcanic Belts 

Volcanic systems in Canada are poorly characterised.  Better definition of age distribution can 

define recent volcanic events and associated high temperature conditions. 

 
Volcanic Belt research would address: 

 Definition of high potential geothermal targets 

 Geological factors that affect project economics 

 Characterisation of sedimentary basins with limited knowledge base 

 
Outcomes: 
Definition of age distribution of volcanic rocks in Canada enables focused 
exploration for geothermal systems associated with young systems and helps 
refine resource potential. 
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12.3.5 Crustal Scale Hydrogeology 

Geothermal developments involve movement of fluids through deep crustal rocks.  Better 

understanding of the hydrogeological properties (porosity/permeability, etc.) is required to 

enable modelling of resource potential, production rates, and to regulate long-term sustainable 

resource development. 

 

Crustal scale hydrogeology research would address: 

 Modelling of crustal-scale flow  

 Characterisation of regional stress fields 

 Deep research wells for primary data collection 

 
Outcomes: 

Readily available data and crustal-scale models of deep fluid flow allow 

government agencies to better assess resource potential as well as to aid 

industry in making investment decisions. 

 

12.3.6 Microseismicity 

Enhanced geothermal system development requires injection of water and opening of 

permeable networks.  Induced seismicity can be an inherent environmental impact.  Research 

on appropriate injection systems based on new-knowledge of crustal hydrogeology is required. 

 

 Research on regional stress regime to define areas of low potential for induced 

seismicity and to define best orientation for injection to minimize risk. 

 Development of new and enhanced monitoring technology 

 

Outcomes: 

Geoscience data supports regulatory development on where most appropriate 

regions for EGS development in Canada are, as well as defining appropriate 

controls on injection pressures and engineering design. 
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12.3.7 Enhanced Geothermal Systems 

EGS technology is developing and could provide a significant expansion of geothermal resource 

potential in Canada.   

 
 More definition of EGS potential regions 

 New data collection on heat generation in rock masses is required to define areas of 

‘hot rock” 

 Development of deep drilling technology 

 
Outcomes: 

Characterisation of EGS potential in Canada and definition of potential target 

areas for focused research efforts and potential demonstration projects. 

 
 

12.3.8 Remote Sensing 

Canada’s large land mass makes geothermal exploration inherently challenging. Development of 

new remote sensing technology can aid focused exploration. 

 Thermal imaging 

 Geophysical methodologies 

 

Outcomes: 

New research places Canada as a world leader in remote sensing technology in 

geothermal exploration. 

 

12.3.9 Ground Source Heat Pumps 

Ground source heat pump systems are one of the most efficient heating and cooling alternative 

available in Canada. Installation costs of associated ground heat exchangers are expensive 

however. Research to decrease installation costs and expand the market share of that 

technology is needed.  
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 Refine local-scale maps of  subsurface temperature, heat flow and thermal conductivity 

to target geological settings in urban areas with better heat transfer properties 

 Improve design methods to better asses system performances accounting for climatic 

and geological conditions that can prevail above and below the subsurface 

 Develop new products or methods to improve heat transfer with the subsurface and 

reduce the length of ground heat exchangers 

Outcomes: 

Refined maps, improved design methods and new products are expected to help the 

geoexchange industry to compete with other heating and cooling technologies that use 

conventional energy such as fossil fuel. This can contribute to reduce green house 

gasses emissions and make Canada among the top countries for installed geoexchange 

capacity per capita.     

 

12.3.10 Abandoned Mines 

Abundant low-temperature geothermal resources are hosted by abandoned and active mines, 

which can reduce drilling and installation costs of ground-source heat pump systems.  The 

inventory of mine sites across Canada is currently incomplete. The following features of mine 

site shall be inventoried in all provinces and territories: 

 Underground mines 

 Open pits and water retention ponds 

 Exothermic mine waste storage facilities 

Outcomes: 

As current demonstrations projects moves toward completion, providing online 

inventories that are easily accessible to policy maker and business can trigger new 

projects across Canada to offer energy savings to end users.  
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